Congoleum-Nairn "spacemaker" width vinyl flooring flows from wall to wall as seamless as broadloom. The uninterrupted pattern carries the eye from room to room to emphasize the open expanse of your house...to make it look roomier. Shown here is Westernaire Inlaid Vinyl.

"Spacemaker" width vinyl floors
dramatize the spacious look

...accent the extra living space
you've designed into your houses.
Congoleum-Nairn "spacemaker" width
vinyl flooring comes in rolls 6' wide.
Wall to wall, room to room, it seems to
"push back the walls"—helps you score
another point with your prospects.

The heavy consumer demand for
inlaid vinyl sheet-goods can help you
sell houses. Take Westernaire® vinyl
flooring, for instance—it gives you the
extra sales magic of inlaid vinyl for only
pennies a square foot more than vinyl
asbestos tile. And Congoleum-Nairn
"spacemaker" width vinyl floor cover-
ings are E.H.A. approved.

For samples of Westernaire, contact
your local flooring contractor or write
to Congoleum-Nairn, Inc., 195 Belgrove
Drive, Kearny, New Jersey.

Heavy national advertising is preselling
your prospects on the Congoleum-Nairn
"spacemaker" concept with room settings
like this...to help make your sales easier.
Put Music In Your Walls!

with Nutone Intercom-Radio

IF YOU THINK 1962 WILL BE A DIFFICULT YEAR, TRY THE SALES-POWER OF NUTONE INTERCOM RADIO

AM MODEL 2054

AM/FM MODEL 2058

Music All Through the Home FOR EVERYONE IN THE FAMILY TO ENJOY

PLUS Room to Room Intercom A "STEP-SAVER" THAT WOMEN LOVE

TURN PAGE
Nothing sells homes like BUILT-IN MUSIC! Here are 2 good ways to prove it... Include NuTone Built-In Intercom-Radio Systems in your Model Homes and see how many women want this built-in feature as an "extra". The amazingly low cost will surprise you! Then PRE-WIRE your homes for it! Discover the "Magic" of saying, "This home is pre-wired for a NuTone Intercom-Radio System!" Your Electrical Contractor can pre-wire for very little, and you will more than make up this slight expense in greater 1962 home sales!

NuTone Built-In Intercom & Radio

Speak to strangers without opening door

Keeps an ear on child in nursery or playroom

Each room can originate calls to any other

Talk to any room without wasting time

A bedside companion for sick-room

Talk to your family inside or outside

NOW!... Without costly monthly rentals — year in and year out — With a NuTone Built-In Intercom-Radio System you can add Music — PLUS the convenience of Intercom... to any room for only $7.50 for each Speaker!
How has Kingsberry, in a few short years, become one of the nation’s “top five” volume home producers, as well as “Number One” in the south?

Why are Kingsberry builders reporting greater sales and bigger profits than ever before?

We believe you’ll know the reason the moment you meet one of Kingsberry’s five Regional Merchandising Managers — men who back-stop Kingsberry’s professionally trained sales representatives — and who bring you something absolutely new in service to home builders! As specialists in selling homes for you, they’re expert marketing counselors with a thousand and one working abilities that help make your sales strategy pay off. And they come right to you, uniquely qualified to help plan and execute your individual, local marketing program.

Your Regional Merchandising Manager is the man who has made intensive marketing surveys for Kingsberry builders. He’s the man who’s chopped construction costs in the most unlikely places by showing just where and how you can save with proper budgeting, scheduling, expediting and cost control.

He’s the man who’s Johnny-on-the-spot at model home presentations, the man who’s squeezed more power and mileage out of advertising money, even made suggestions on how to process traffic and handle a signed customer!

He’s a man whose value is inestimable, yet comes to you at no extra cost, simply because Kingsberry wants to pitch in and help you with your program.

There are five of these men — trained, experienced marketing men who are at your personal service. One of them is ready to roll up his sleeves and get to work for you on a fast, effective, expert approach to your problems... with a program that from site finding to final house sale is unequalled in the manufactured home industry!

To meet your Kingsberry Regional Merchandising Manager, write:

J. B. Nowak, General Sales Manager, Dept. 54,
Kingsberry Homes, Ft. Payne, Ala.


Chester Kingsman, 1077 Spring Street North West, Atlanta, Georgia, serving builders in Georgia and South Carolina.

Robert C. (Bob) Smith, P. O. Box 706, Atlantic Beach, Florida, serving builders in Florida, Alabama Coast, Mississippi Coast, Georgia Coast and New Orleans.

Lewis Bazemore, 1822 Pembrooke Road, Greensboro, North Carolina, serving builders in North Carolina, Virginia, and West Virginia.

KINGSBERRY HOMES

PROGRESS IN HOUSING THROUGH ENGINEERING AND RESEARCH

Fort Payne, Alabama
Phone Fort Payne
(area code 205) 845 3550

Kingsberry services builders in Alabama, Arkansas, District of Columbia*, northern Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia*, West Virginia*.

*Now, builders in District of Columbia, Virginia, and West Virginia can enjoy Kingsberry’s complete service too.
USE THE COMPLETE UPSON SYSTEM FOR MODERN HOME BUILDING AND REMODELING!

Outside, inside, all around the house there's an Upson Board product to attract the eye of the home buyer and to reduce on-site construction time, labor and materials costs. There's Upson Primed Siding, for instance, and Upson Trim-Bilt! Upson Soffits, an important part of the system, too! And Upson Dubl-Bilt for smart, modern facades. In addition to their many other advantages, we guarantee that all Upson exterior board products are knot free, no grain to hide or raise. Edges are uniform and straight. All board is pre-cut to standard sizes and pre-finished. For further information, just return the attached coupon.
UPSON TRIM-BILT—Attractive, economical exterior trim board for cornices, fascia and rakes.

UPSON SOFFITS—Pre-cut, primed, vented, screened and ready to apply.

FREE—Please send me the FREE illustrated brochure discussing products in the complete Upson System of Modern Home Building and Remodeling.

THE UPSON COMPANY • 922 UPSON POINT • LOCKPORT, N. Y.

NAME:
COMPANY:
ADDRESS:
CITY: ___________ STATE:
Have you ever watched a home buyer watching a garage door open Delco-matically?

If you have, chances are you've already ordered Delco-matics for all your homes. Because once you've pushed a Delco-matic button ... and seen the garage door and the buyer's face go up automatically ... well, who could resist it? Especially if you ever show your homes on rainy days or dark, cold nights. And, once Delco-matic's installed, you never worry about call-backs. Because, if service ever is required on the trouble-free, all-transistor Delco-matic, everything's taken care of by United Motors Service electronics service dealers. Available in both dashboard pushbutton and portable control units, a Delco-matic costs no more than most automatic washers. And it's amazing how much faster your homes sell when you install Delco-matics as standard equipment. What better reason to call your local representative or mail the coupon for our new illustrated facts and figures brochure!

The sale begins when you push this button
FOUR NEW IDEAS FROM DFPA PLYWOOD RESEARCH

1. A basic structural system for farm and commercial buildings that costs less than $1 a square foot
2. One-step wall method that takes just one thickness of plywood for siding and sheathing
3. Two new plywood floor systems that cut floor construction time in half
4. A new truss that costs less, weighs less and is easier to make

DFPA TESTED QUALITY
DFPA FIR PLYWOOD

RIGID FRAME

Simplest, most economical way to enclose space and get buildings that have clear spans up to 52 ft.

THE RIGID FRAME SYSTEM is a quick, inexpensive way to get basic shelter for less than $1 a sq. ft. It's economical in material, time and capital outlay. It's easy to master, even for unskilled labor. The system consists of a series of load-bearing arches, made of four lumber members rigidly connected by nailed plywood gusset plates, and tied together by plywood walls and roof. Frames are quickly assembled, offsite or on, and quickly set in place.

DFPA has rigid frame building plans for spans from 24' to 52', and construction data for over a thousand variations, to conform with conditions in various parts of the country, and commercial as well as farm uses. Included are different spans, leg heights, roof loads, frame spacing, wall treatments, etc.

The first application of the rigid frame was for farm buildings. Poultry houses like the one above in Western Washington have been built for 80c or less per sq. ft. for the basic shell. One of the most recent large-scale farm uses, four 52-ft.-clear-span potato warehouses, cost $2.10 a sq. ft.—including insulation, wall lining, shingles and a ventilation system. But rigid frame buildings need not look utilitarian and plain. The system, when varied with vertical walls and different window and siding treatments, is extremely logical for public buildings, churches, schools, and even residential construction. See examples at right.
One of the first residential applications of the rigid frame was at the Champaign, Illinois Research House built by the Douglas Fir Plywood Association last year. The two-car garage was built with prefabricated rigid frames made up of 2 x 8 West Coast lumber framing and gusset plates of $\frac{3}{4}$" plywood. Frames were delivered to the job site as half-sections, assembled on the ground, and quickly tilted up into position, two feet o.c. Roof decking was $\frac{3}{4}$" plywood, applied with Plyclips.

This North Carolina chapel demonstrates the adaptability of the rigid frame. It differs from the usual design in its straight sides—DFPA's construction recommendations for builders include details of this variation. The chapel cost $6.96 per sq. ft., including masonry, foundation, Texture One-Eleven siding-sheathing and roof of plywood stressed skin panels.

Park shelters and school buildings can make good use of the rigid frame system. For a cost of $3.05 per sq. ft. the Little Rock, Ark. Park Department got this 25-foot-clear-span cooking shelter with a concrete slab and large stone fireplace. Rigid frame members are 4 x 10's and rest on concrete footings six feet o.c. Architect Robert Robinson and engineer Scott Farrell worked closely with DFPA engineers in designing the structure so sidewalls could be partially open. Contractor was H. L. Upton.

For more information on the rigid frame system, write Douglas Fir Plywood Association, Tacoma 2, Washington.
DFPA FIR PLYWOOD

STURD-I-WALL

A time-and-money saving wall system that gives you both siding and sheathing in one operation

STURD-I-WALL is a one-step building system that uses a single thickness of exterior plywood as both siding and sheathing. By eliminating one whole step in wall construction, you can save in time, labor and materials. Yet you get a strong, good-looking wall. You can suit any taste in siding because plywood can be used in such a wide variety of ways: Texture One-Eleven with distinctive vertical grooves; overlaid plywood for an ultra-smooth, long-lasting paint job; horizontal lapped siding, either regular or overlaid; panel-and-batten; board-and-batten effect, etc. Sturd-i-wall meets FHA requirements, and is in fact even stronger and more rigid than a wall with diagonal sheathing and other siding. Where climate requires it, insulation can be applied between the studs. Sturd-i-wall works well with panelized construction, too.
Sturd-i-wall saved $210 on this new fourplex built by Wimer Construction Co. in Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Ben Wimer says the Texture One-Eleven combined siding-sheathing not only saves time and materials, but builds a better house. In his custom houses, which account for most of his business, Wimer has gone almost entirely to Sturd-i-wall and says that he saves $700 on a house in the $25,000 range. About half his savings are in labor. He feels Sturd-i-wall helps him give his customers more house for the money, both in square footage and quality.

Sturd-i-wall construction helped hold costs to $9 per sq. ft. at this 70-unit, low-rise apartment in Mountain View, California. Combination siding-sheathing was 5/8" medium density overlaid fir plywood, scored 8" o.c. to give a plank effect. It went over 3 x 4's, 16" o.c. Vertical edges of panels were shiplapped to give a continuous groove pattern. Let-in bracing was not required because of plywood's superior bracing strength. Overhangs seen here, a continuation of the ceiling, are relief-grain plywood with a natural finish.

The same structural system will be used for a projected 406 additional apartment units. Jack Douglas, superintendent on the job for Premier Construction Co. of San Jose, said, "Waste in wall construction is practically non-existent. Plywood is the big time-saver on this job. There is no plastering or stucco—the siding is a one-operation deal and it is ready to paint." Overlaid plywood takes and holds a paint job well, too.

For more information on plywood Sturd-i-wall construction, write Douglas Fir Plywood Association, Tacoma 2, Wash.

Sturd-i-wall cuts per-house costs by $175-$245 for Bob Miller, one of Minot, North Dakota's larger builders, with houses in the $15,000-$19,000 range. He saves at least $175 when he applies beveled siding of medium density overlaid fir plywood directly on studs. When he uses Texture One-Eleven for sheathing-siding, he lops $70 more off his costs (compared with fibreboard sheathing and cedar siding). With savings from Sturd-i-wall on a typical 1200-sq. ft. house, Miller installs top-grade wool carpeting and built-in kitchen appliances without increasing his basic price—a definite competitive advantage. Buyers say the all-plywood houses are warm and comfortable, even on a sub-zero day. Plywood is so stable, with less shrinkage than other materials, that there's less chance for seams or cracks at door or window openings.
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TWO NEW DFPA FIR PLYWOOD FLOOR SYSTEMS

Two ways to cut floor construction time in half by using plywood over supports on 4-ft. centers

Insta-Floor is a panelized system with preframed plywood floor sections that cost as little as 35¢ per sq. ft. in place. Most savings are due to sharply reduced labor requirements, because the system entirely eliminates time-consuming cutting and fitting of hundreds of small pieces on the job. As a demonstration, Chehalis, Wash. builder, George Osborne, laid 1170 sq. ft. of Insta-Floor, including main supporting beams, in just under 10 minutes with a six-man crew. Another builder, C. C. Johnson of Muskegon, Mich., used Insta-Floor and saved $39.40 on his first try. He expects savings per house to come to about $75 when his crew becomes more familiar with the system.

Both for Insta-Floor (above) and the 2.4.1 floor system (at right), supporting beams may be set into pockets in the foundation. This lowers the house, giving it a ground-hugging look, and saves significantly in labor as well as materials for wall sheathing, siding and painting.
FOR BOTH SYSTEMS, supports may be solid or built-up beams or, as on this Insta-Floor job, plywood box beams for long span, light weight, low cost.

2 Tongue-and-groove 2.4.1: Now DFPA has engineered a tongue-and-groove joint for 2.4.1, the 1½-in.-thick combination subflooring and underlayment plywood. Standard 2.4.1 requires blocking under panel edges—new t&g panels do not. Plywood floors are firm and solid and make a smooth base for any kind of resilient flooring. The new 2.4.1 system saved one builder in California $100 per 2000-sq. ft. house, compared with 2 x 6 car decking. Another builder, G. E. Chacksfield Construction Co. of Gardena, Calif., used t&g 2.4.1 on a 154-unit development in Rolling Hills, Calif. (above). Chacksfield likes the floor system because it saves three ways over others: in time, labor and cross-blocking. It took only 10 man-hours to install framing and plywood for a 1400-sq.-ft. floor.

For information on both systems, write DFPA, Tacoma 2, Washington.

Basement ceilings are neat and attractive—one more advantage you get when you use 2.4.1. Smooth plywood and exposed beams are easy to finish and easy to maintain; ceiling looks uncluttered.
DFPA FIR PLYWOOD

KING POST TRUSS

Here's a new simplified design that gives you a truss that's lighter-weight... easier and quicker to build... and lower in cost.

This improved plywood and lumber king post truss is less expensive to fabricate, easier to install, and does the job as well as or better than trusses with more members and costly metal connectors. Developed by the University of Illinois, it has been tested both in the laboratory and in use. Key to the system is the plywood gusset plate, which insures an absolutely rigid connection. DFPA tests of fastening methods show pressure-glued gusset plates stronger than nail-glued connections. For both, gluing must be done under carefully controlled conditions. For most builders, nail gluing is satisfactory and may be more practical.

Builders who have used these king post trusses with other plywood components have completed the basic shell of a house in three days. Most savings come from simplified roof framing. The truss system also permits non-load bearing partitions, and simpler, less expensive floor and foundation construction.
King post trusses may have nail-glued or staple-glued plywood gusset plates (as above); or gussets may be pressure-glued; or simply nailed. They're economical because they require only half as many connections as other truss designs. Many component fabricators and lumber dealers supply king post trusses as part of a complete prefabricated house package. Some builders who have used them report savings up to $300 a house due to use of the prefabbled components.

Bell & Valdez, large Pacific Northwest builders, used king post trusses in 100 houses during a trial run, then converted all their models to this type. Low cost was the chief reason. Trusses were fabricated by Totem Lumber in Seattle. Totem makes the double-gusseted truss 30 at a time in a special manufacturing process and figures costs at about $1 less than for a comparable truss with metal connectors.

For more information about king post trusses, write to Douglas Fir Plywood Association, Tacoma 2, Wash.
GIVES YOU a new sense of mastery over digging time and costs!

I'M RIGGED FOR PROFIT!

NEW DAVIS T-78 TRENCHER AND DOZER with DAVIS D-100 BACKHOE

Here's a revolutionary new concept in digging equipment that reduces operating costs, equipment inventory, and provides greater profit-producing efficiency for the contractor and builder. The new Davis T-78 Trencher and Dozer with the new Davis D-100 Backhoe is an all-purpose digging machine that is "rigged for profit." It can dig in every soil condition and handle any digging, trenching, or ditching assignment from 4" to 36" wide to 8' 4" deep. And, it will finish up the job by backfilling and leveling up to the final grade. The T-78 trenches to perfection at speeds up to 840 feet per hour, and the D-100 takes over on wider and deeper trenches, bell holes, septic tanks, laterals, and other excavations, or for trenching in extremely rocky areas which no trencher can touch. The dozer, an integral part of the T-78 is highly efficient in land leveling and backfilling. The compactness, maximum traction, and high flotation of the T-78 and D-100 put you in a spot to earn more money. You can get through standard yard gates, work in landscaped areas with minimum sod damage or in soft terrain. Davis Dealers and Distributors are demonstrating these remarkable machines from coast to coast. See for yourself how they can take you out of the profit-squeeze. With a minimum investment you, too, can get "rigged for profit"!

YOU SET THE DATE... WE'LL DEMONSTRATE!
CONTRACTOR'S DREAM

AS A TRENCHER
The Davis T-78 by itself is a real money-maker because of its unusual digging ability. Proper weight distribution and ground-gripping tracks give it a solid foundation and eliminate rubber-tire bounce. Infinite control of the propulsion allows perfect coordination of the ground speed with the digging chain's ability to cut and elevate the dirt. The T-78 digs from 18" wide, 26" deep to 4" or 6" wide, 78" deep and at varying widths and depths in between. Its extra-wide, 10" belt conveyor can be set to deliver spoil to either side, leaving a wide area for workmen around the trench. Ground pressure is only 3.6 psi, and rubber track pads are available. Width is 37" with the belt conveyor and dozer extensions removed. Davis teeth are designed for the toughest digging conditions and long life.

AS A DOZER
The power and efficiency of the dozer will astound you. An integrated part of the T-78, this hydraulically controlled, 48-inch blade levels deep rutted areas for smoother trenching, backfills, and levels the terrain to final grade. The T-78's Instant Forward/Reverse, positive traction, and independent left and right steering brakes give it "turn-on-a-dime" maneuverability and pinpoint steering accuracy.

AS A BACKHOE

NEW DAVIS D-100 BACKHOE...your Ace in the Hole
Attached to a T-78 Trencher or a utility tractor, the new compact, power-packed Davis D-100 Backhoe makes power digging profitable and possible on a multitude of jobs which are too costly and inaccessible for the larger more expensive machines. Yet, it will handle 90% of all normal backhoe work—even digs flush! The D-100 makes no compromise in quality. It has in excess of 10,000 lbs. pryout pressure, a full 180° continuous operating arc at constant speed, and is quickly detachable. It digs 8' 4" deep and up to 36" wide. The D-100 is the "ace in the hole" for the operator caught in the industry's race for size and price, but who really needs economy and performance!

SEND ME IN FOR MORE DETAILS

DAVIS MFG. INC.
1230 S. McLean Blvd., Wichita 13, Kansas
Send me free literature and tell me the name of my dealer for the Davis T-78, D-100, Backhoe, T-66, W-36.

NAME
ADDRESS
TOWN
STATE

DAVIS HUSTLER TRAILERS
with tilting ramp put Davis equipment on the job at low cost. Heavy-duty model carries both T-78 and D-100 Backhoe. Has attaching points to hold backhoe when it's not required, leaving it available when it's needed.
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A 3" COPPER TUBE JOINT CAN BE SOLDERED

... IN HALF THE TIME IT TAKES TO CAULK A 3" CAST IRON JOINT

Copper drainage lowers your costs... adds a quality feature

Case in point: a typical, back-to-back bathroom-kitchen-laundry drainage system. In an installation of this type, you can make substantial savings by specifying Type DWV copper tube and fittings rather than cast iron and steel piping.

How come? Your plumbing contractor will tell you that copper tube permits him (1) to substitute the speed of soldering for the time-consuming work of caulking or threading; (2) to install longer lengths and thereby fewer connections; (3) to pre-assemble rough-in units in his shop or on the job-site.


Anaconda Copper Tube, Fittings and Valves are available through leading wholesalers

ANAConDA AMERICAN BRASS COMPANY
WHITE ELEPHANTS HAVE A LIMITED MARKET

Not any new houses, like our friend here, are too big, too gaudy, too "X*X*X" expensive for most pocketbooks. Few people buy 'em. Too many builders get stuck with 'em.

Now take Inland's new low-cost Buccaneer.

At $10,400 including $2,300 lot it's priced right for nearly every family in the land... priced for the low-cost, mass market where volume sales are fact not fiction. Where profits are most rewarding.

What's more, under new FHA Sec. 221, the Buccaneer goes for only $9,700 including a $2,000 lot. You can now take advantage of current housing legislation and be sure you offer the best, the most appealing terms.

Inspect it. You'll find the most advanced designs, nationally advertised materials, spacious living area, maintenance-free features, ample storage areas. The things homebuyers want most are here in number.

Join Inland's fast-selling team. You'll use the most successful merchandising program and selling techniques in the industry. Liberal financial assistance is at your call. And you'll choose from 133 distinctive designs with a wide variety of floor plans.

Don't get saddled with white elephants. Sell a winner. Sell the new low-cost Buccaneer. For the complete profit story write, wire, or phone (PR 3-7550) Neal B. Welch, Jr., Vice-President-Sales, Dept. H-2, Piqua, Ohio.
UTILITY GRADE
WEST COAST LUMBER
WEST COAST DOUGLAS FIR • WEST COAST HEMLOCK
WESTERN RED CEDAR • SITKA SPRUCE • WHITE FIR
“UTILITY grade West Coast Lumber keeps me competitive in an active home selling market,” says William Olms, Seattle builder.

“This year I will build between 35 and 40 homes in the $20,000 to $25,000 price range and Utility grade West Coast Lumber is, or will be, in every one of them. I use it for studs, joists, rafters, headers, bracing, decking and sheathing. I use Utility grade properly and I am able to save at least $300 per house. I also maintain a high standard of quality that protects my reputation and keeps buyers satisfied,” Builder Olms affirms.

You will find Utility grade West Coast Lumber a money maker. * Your local lumber dealer is your supply source . . . ask him today about Utility grade and increase your building profit tomorrow.

*When used in accordance with FHA Minimum Property Standards for One or Two Living Units, FHA Bulletin No. 300.
IF YOU PLAN
BE SURE TO READ
A COLLECTION OF IMPORTANT ARTICLES ABOUT THE MANY DETAILS AND PROBLEMS YOU'LL FACE . . . AND HOW TO SOLVE THEM

If you're interested in or concerned with land development, you must prepare for all the problems that will arise. You must consider water, sewers, gas, paving, legal restrictions, zoning, landscaping and a multitude of other details.

Any one complete source of information is difficult to find; you'll find a bit here and an article there. But piecemeal research is inadequate as well as time-consuming.

Now, in this free booklet, you'll find the most pertinent recent articles dealing with problems developers face and up-to-date ideas for solving them. The articles have been culled from the building industry's leading magazines. A valuable reference piece for the large or small, new or veteran land developer. It could easily save you money. Send for it today.

CAST IRON PIPE
THE MARK OF PIPE THAT LASTS OVER 100 YEARS

CAST IRON PIPE RESEARCH ASSOCIATION
Thos. F. Wolfe, Managing Director, 3440-H Prudential Plaza, Chicago 1, Ill.

Please send me the free booklet, "TRACT DEVELOPMENT . . . helpful ideas from important magazine articles."

NAME_________________________ POSITION____________________
FIRM___________________________
ADDRESS_______________________
CITY___________________________ ZONE______ STATE__________
The Millions of Frigidaire Appliance Owners are PRE-SOLD PROSPECTS for Frigidaire-equipped Homes

Millions and millions of American families own Frigidaire refrigerators, ranges, washers, dryers and other Frigidaire Appliances. These Americans—through experience—have come to regard Frigidaire as the standard toward which all others strive, from the standpoint of styling, engineering, craftsmanship, and performance.

Many of these Americans are your prospects for new homes. A Frigidaire-equipped kitchen lets you utilize the full sales power of this important room.

The Frigidaire Family

Built-in cooking with a Flair

The Frigidaire Flair Wall Oven lets you offer the ultimate in built-in baking, roasting and broiling. It has the look of prestige and the dependability of Frigidaire design and craftsmanship. A unique Glide-Up glass door moves easily out of the way for cooking or cleaning. 2 models available. The Custom Imperial includes all top-of-the-line Frigidaire features, including Cook-Master Control, Meat Tender, Spatter-Free Broiling, as well as clock and time signal. Full 26-inch inside width in both models.

Easy cooking, easy cleaning double and single wall ovens

Choice of styles, capacities, features and colors. Drop-Leaf Doors which lower all the way down for up-close cleaning or use. French Doors to conserve aisle space and permit easy access. Double Ovens feature Pull 'N Clean lower oven. A wide range of Frigidaire cooking and convenience features in all styles. Install with one Phillips head screwdriver.

Matching Frigidaire surface cooking units for every home

Complete the built-in cooking picture with a color-matched Cooking Top or space-saving Fold-back Surface Unit in Brushed Chrome. Some with Speed Heat and Heat-Minder units. Custom Imperial model features remote control panel. Easily installed and serviced. Cooking Tops in Colors* or Brushed Chrome to match Wall Ovens.
Don't plan another kitchen til you've seen
new, builder-designed
Frigidaire Compact 30" Ranges

Here are new combination ranges that just slip into
a 30" cabinet opening or in a
30" space between cabinets.†
Builder-designed? They almost install themselves. Less
time for rough-in—exclusive,
easily adjustable end caps hide
irregular cut. Two models—one
with Automatic Cook-Master;
both in 4 Frigidaire Kitchen
Rainbow Colors,* Snowcrest
White and Brushed Chrome.
Just add trim across bottom and back
counter top.

of Dependable Appliances

In 1962 give your homes
"That
Frigidaire Touch!"

Original Frigidaire Frost-Proof
foodekeeping. Eight Frost-Proof models
offer the luxury of no defrosting ever... even in
severe climates. Convenience features such as in-
stant ice service with Flip-Quick Ice Ejector, Roll-
To-You Shelves, top or bottom freezers, separate
egg storage, Flowing Cold Meat Tender, Picture
Window Hydrator and others available in various
models. 4 Frigidaire Kitchen Rainbow Colors.*

Once-a-day dishwashing. Right!
Giant capacity Frigidaire Dishwashers do a full
day's dishes all at once for an average family of 4.
Easy, front loading. Exclusive Swirling Water
Washing Action leaves no surface untouched,
scrubs and sanitizes with water too hot to touch.
4 Frigidaire Kitchen Rainbow Colors* or Brushed
Chrome. Mobile model also available, which can
be built-in later. Easy front servicing and quick
installation on under-counter models.

FRIGIDAIRE DIVISION
General Motors Corporation
Dayton, Ohio

FACTORY-TRAINED DEALERS SERVICE EVERYWHERE

*Mayfair Pink, Turquoise, Sunny Yellow,
Aztec Copper, Snowcrest White
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LAKEshore SERIES

GENUINE WALNUT, CHERRY, BIRCH. Selected from the choicest hardwoods, each 4' x 8' panel is carefully graded, scientifically dried and milled to a superb quality. The natural phenomena of burls, mineral streaks, grain and textures are retained for added interest.

Each panel is Custom hand-V-grooved and hand-striped with a non-fading, non-chipping color dye. These prefinished panels offer unsurpassed charm to any prized home. Ideal for business and institutional buildings too.

The Super-Vinl-Tone "furniture finish" requires no further treatment. Common household stains and marks can be easily removed with a damp sponge.

LAKEshore PRINT SERIES. Lakeshore Print panels are available in a wide variety of flawless true-wood grains. The clear, smooth, lifetime pre-finished surface reflects the deep etched authentic pattern. Available in Walnut, Cherry, Winter Teak, Bleached Rosewood and Oak. The 4' x 8' panels are ready for installation, V-grooved or plain.

The nine separate production processes assures you of exceptionally high quality and uniform finish throughout.

The Print Series is a high production, low-cost line that delivers fine wood-paneling within the range of painted dry-wall costs.

LAKEshore TROPICAL-COLOR MAHOGANY. Genuine Philippine Mahogany adds a touch of luxury and quality to any room. The Jones Vinl-Tone factory finished surface captures and permanently seals in the distinctive colors of the Far-East, producing a panel that belies its low cost.

The V-grooves are shadow-toned in a contrasting color. For additional structural quality all panels are manufactured with Douglas Fir cores and backs, and are available for immediate shipment.

Eight new and different color tones are available, Silver Blue, Peppermint Pink, Dove Grey, Natural, Antique Gold, Tusk Ivory, Charcoal and Foam Green.
Genuine Hardwood Plywood

Prefinished WALL PANELING

RETAIL from 16¢ up PER SQ.FT.

ALAN E. BROCKBANK, BUILDER OF FAMOUS CHEVY-CHASE LIFETIME HOMES IN SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, HAS THIS TO SAY...

"Jones paneling has the luxury appearance at low cost so vital in sales (approximately 1/2 the price of other wood paneling), plus the advantages of easy handling and installation, satin-rich finish, attractive design, ease of maintenance, (simple waxing will restore the luster). Can be applied to all types applications."

You too can give your homes the SALES ADVANTAGES of Jones hardwood plywood paneling. The Jones Lakeshore line gives you the distinct sales advantages of using a wide selection of beautiful prefinished hardwood paneling at a price competitive to finished drywall.

All Jones panels have Douglas Fir cores and backs adding structural strength, enabling the panels to be applied directly over studs on homes being built under F.H.A. provisions.

Jones also manufactures a full line of Douglas Fir Plywood in all grades with both interior and exterior glue lines.

As members of Hardwood Plywood Institute all Jones production carries the grade stamp of this inspection agency.

GENERAL SALES OFFICES

P. O. BOX 789
EUGENE, OREGON

SEND LITERATURE
NAME OF NEAREST DEALER
TYPE OF BUSINESS
FIRM NAME
ADDRESS
CREATIVE

SIMPLEST METHOD FOR A DESIRABLE CUSTOM LOOK... QUALITY WOOD WINDOWS IN DISTINCTIVE GROUPINGS.

MALTA Casement Windows

The casement windows suggested by the above designs can be supplied singly or in combinations from Malta's broad line. Highest standards are maintained in these quality windows made of Ponderosa Pine. Malta casements and standard picture window combinations are delivered completely assembled. Fully weatherstripped, available with insulated glass or standard SSB glazing. Lifetime hardware; right or left hand hinging to order. Heavy gauge lifetime screens optional for all casement types. Malta has the windows and the ideas to make your next home more exciting. Malta . . . your smallest investment for dividends of quality and originality.

Model IN3, IN4 or IN30
WINDOW PLANNING...

from an architect's sketch pad

There has been a great preoccupation with "picture windows" in the past few years—large sheets of glass which, in many instances, have not been related to a desirable view. For such situations, commonly encountered in development housing, we suggest window designs which do not rely on a favorable exterior view to be attractive, but instead create a decorative atmosphere within themselves. The window becomes the "picture" instead of the view.

The designs illustrated attempt to recapture some of the small scale intimacy of traditional windows while retaining advantages of modern building technology. The design illustrated at left could be built with a 2" x 6" or 2" x 8" wood subframe into which standard casement ventilating sash and fixed glass could be placed. Prefabrication could be easily accomplished. The window unit could be load bearing, eliminating need for a conventional header.

The variety of window designs possible is virtually unlimited and includes most of the window situations required in the average home.

A. Gordon McGaw, Architect & Chief Designer
TULLY & HOBB, ARCHITECTS
Columbus, Ohio • November 29, 1961

A VARIETY OF WINDOW DESIGNS CAN BE WORKED FROM A COMBINATION OF STANDARD CASEMENT WINDOWS, FIXED GLASS OR DECORATIVE PANELS.

THIS DESIGN SUGGESTS WINDOW PLACEMENT FOR ANY ROOM IN THE HOUSE.

THIS WINDOW-WALL CAN SERVE EQUALLY WELL FOR DESIRABLE OR UNDESIRABLE EXTERIOR VIEWS. FIXED GLASS CAN BE TRANSPARENT OR SEMIOPAQUE.

HORIZONTAL LEDGES FORMED BY THE SET-BACK WOOD FRAMING FORM INTERESTING RECESSES FOR PLANTS, COLORED GLASSWARE OR SMALL SCALE ART OBJECTS.

THE MALTA MANUFACTURING COMPANY
120 MILL STREET • GAHANNA, OHIO • PLANT FACILITIES, MALTA, OHIO
This TRADE-WIND STYLE LINE HOOD has a double-barrelled appeal. The refreshingly different styling makes it a real attention-getter. But it's the price that clinches the sale. In satintone, coppertone and eight new decorator colors with built-in 2-speed fan, enclosed light, washable filter, push button controls, horizontal/vertical discharge with back draft damper. Write for the complete story.
FOX AND JACOBS
leading builder of air conditioned homes and

FRYMIRE ENGINEERING
one of America's largest air conditioning contractors

HAVE SWITCHED TO
FIBERGLAS DUCT SYSTEMS

to get efficient... sound conditioned air distribution at no added cost

THE FOX AND JACOBS CONSTRUCTION COMPANY has received many awards and much national recognition for excellence as a pioneering home-building firm. Every home built by Fox and Jacobs for five years has been completely air-conditioned.

THE FRYMIRE ENGINEERING COMPANY, recognized as one of the country's leading air conditioning contractors, has had years of experience as air conditioning contractor on many important projects, including over 2,500 air conditioned Fox and Jacobs' homes.

Turn page for details.
VAPOUR BARRIER, INSULATION, ACOUSTICAL LINER AND AIR DUCT IN ONE

Experienced builders of air conditioned homes and their air conditioning contractors, like Fox and Jacobs and Frymire Engineering, are switching from ordinary insulated sheet metal ducts to Fiberglas Duct Systems for this exclusive combination of installation and performance benefits. If you're building air conditioned homes you can enjoy these advantages, too, by utilizing the Fiberglas Duct.

- **Quiet Air Delivery**... Fiberglas insulation which forms the inside of the duct is an excellent acoustical liner that muffles blower noises, eliminates vibration, and quiets the entire system.

- **Efficient Conditioned Air Delivery**... Dense Fiberglas insulation assures delivery of more heated or cooled air with less loss in the duct system because of its uniform thickness. Light, flexible insulation wraps compress when applied.

- **Positive Condensation Control**... Factory-applied, puncture-resistant vapor barrier provides excellent protection against condensation. Fiberglas Duct System is approved by Underwriters Laboratories for both heating and air conditioning installations...meets National Bureau of Fire Underwriters standard 90B for residences.

- **Reduced Installed Cost**... Fiberglas Duct fabricates and installs fast and easy, eliminates separate operations for forming metal and applying insulation. Because of its light weight and strength, Fiberglas Duct can be fabricated in the shop and installed in large sections with minimum job-site labor.

**Available in Three Forms for Complete Design Flexibility**

- **Preformed Rectangular Ducts** come in 4-foot long sections from factory completely formed and ready to install. Shipped flat in cartons to save space, they automatically spring back to rectangular shape when unpacked. To install just fit interlocking ship lap end joints and seal. (No need for sheet metal connecting collars.)

- **Round Ducts** come in 6" long tubes in 4" to 16" I.D. sizes packed in cartons ready to remove and install. Just use 6" long round pipe-connecting collars between sections and seal with Fiberglas Duct Joint Sealing Tape and Adhesive. It is specially prepared to insure lasting seal in all Fiberglas Duct joints.

- **Flat Duct Boards** come in 4" wide flat boards up to 10" long to make special or regular sizes of rectangular duct, transitions, or other duct components. Easily fabricated with simple, inexpensive grooving tools available from Owens-Corning. Assembled with staples, joint sealing tape and adhesive.
This large duct section for a Fox and Jacobs' home was completely fabricated in Frymire's shop and, because of its light weight and strength, can be easily handled by one man out of the job, to the job, and during installation.

FIBERGLAS DUCT SYSTEMS CAN MEET YOUR NEEDS

If you are a builder planning air conditioned homes or apartments, or an air conditioning contractor, you should investigate the Fiberglas Duct Systems before you start. Send this coupon for complete details.

Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp., Dept. 67-B
National Bank Building, Toledo 1, Ohio

I would like more information on Fiberglas Duct Systems. Please send complete descriptive literature and have your local representative call for an appointment.

I am_______Builder________Air Conditioning Contractor

Name__________________________
Title__________________________
Company_______________________
Address________________________
City________________Zone____State________

FEBRUARY 1962
MORE NEW FIBERGLAS* PRODUCTS TO OBSOLETE OLD HOMES

ONE-PIECE SHOWER STALLS:
Molded of strong Fiberglas reinforced plastic; no seams or cracks; warm, smooth surface of lasting beauty; low installed cost. Easy to clean.

FIBERGLAS CEILING SYSTEM
Suspended grid suspension with luminous panels for lighting and acoustical panels for effective noise quieting.

OUTDOOR LIVING ROOM:
Sales appeal at less cost than any other living space! Cool comfort with Fiberglas Sunshade Panels and guaranteed Fiberglas Screening.

FRICION-FIT INSULATION:
Holds itself in place. All insulation, no paper facing. Does a superior job, and installs up to 50% faster than faced insulations.

NOISE CONTROL BARRIER:
Special Fiberglas blankets to reduce noise transmission through stud walls. Lets you separate quiet from noisy zones in your homes at low cost.

PRE-SCORED PERIMETER INSULATION:
Keeps slab floors warm and dry. Scored to snap easily into desired widths and cut installed cost. Handles easiest and performs best.

GUARANTEED SCREENING:
10-year guarantee against denting, shrinking, corroding or rusting. Best see-through visibility. Found in the finest windows and doors for outdoor rooms.

THERMAL-ACOUSTIC CEILINGS:
Large, thick, textured-surfaced units control both temperature and noise. Go up fast and easy. Ideal as one-piece ceilings in hallways.

WRITE FOR COMPLETE DETAILS ABOUT THESE FIBERGLAS PRODUCTS ... AND ABOUT THE COMFORT-CONDITIONED HOME PROGRAM, TOO.
Over 320,000 Comfort-Conditioned Homes have been built in the last four years by builders who participate in the CCH program. Builders find that the more-comfort-per-dollar concept of the CCH home really appeals to buyers. It can help you sell more homes, too.

WRITE FOR COMPLETE DETAILS ABOUT THESE FIBERGLAS PRODUCTS ... AND ABOUT THE COMFORT-CONDITIONED HOME PROGRAM, TOO.

Over 320,000 Comfort-Conditioned Homes have been built in the last four years by builders who participate in the CCH program. Builders find that the more-comfort-per-dollar concept of the CCH home really appeals to buyers. It can help you sell more homes, too.
How much does a dishwasher really cost a builder?

**DISHWASHER COSTS plus INSTALLATION COSTS**

Now—Save $82.00 when you install the

NEW LING-TEMCO DISHWASHER!

(THE MONEY YOU SAVE INSTALLING 2 LING-TEMCO’S—PAYS FOR A 3RD LING-TEMCO)

Most dishwasher prices look competitive on the surface. But—it’s the installation costs that break a builder’s budget.

Now—you can save $82 on your next dishwasher installation—by installing the world’s most advanced, most versatile dishwasher: the New LING-TEMCO—it’s the most competitively priced dishwasher on the market!

Save $10 Or More On Drain Air Gap Costs. Only L-T comes completely equipped with drain air gap, that must be added to other dishwashers. Save $5 or more because you needn’t buy it, another $5 or more because you needn’t install it.

Save $15 Or More On Drain Pump Costs because most L-T locations require no drain pumps.

Save $40 Or More In Floor Space because there’s no floor space needed. Ling-Temco eliminates 4 square feet of floor space every other dishwasher requires.

Save $7 Or More On Front Panel Costs because only L-T has a neutral color front panel to match every kitchen decor. No separate panels to buy.

Save $10 Or More In Installation Time because L-T’s exclusive Couplermatic permits pre-installation of plumbing connections. Slide dishwasher in anytime later. Add it up. Every time you install a Ling-Temco dishwasher you save a fat $82, a cost burden that has always been tied to every dishwasher installation. On 2 installations—you save more than enough money to pay for a 3rd Ling-Temco dishwasher.

Now—Builders can afford to put the Ling-Temco dishwasher in their least expensive homes. Plan dozens of exciting, new, saleable kitchen ideas... enjoy the extra value it adds to their kitchens and save $82 or more—to boot!

Approved by Underwriters Laboratories

MAIL COUPON NOW.

LING TEMCO ELECTRONICS, Inc.
Temco Industrial Division, Dept. HHI-2
P.O. Box 6191, Dallas 22, Texas

Show me how your Ling-Temco Dishwasher can create exciting new kitchen ideas that will add to the value of my homes...and save me $82 or more on each installation.

Name ____________________________
Company __________________________
Address ____________________________
City __________________ Zone __ State __________________

ONLY LING-TEMCO...Ends Water Spots and Streaks because it produces its own distilled water

• Steams Dishes Clean with a 12½ Minute Steam Bath
• Just Scrape—then let the L-T dishwasher rinse and wash...Unique filtering system ends food particle feedback.

Don’t Spend A Dime For Another Dishwasher Until You Get The Full Ling-Temco Story.
A SINGLE FLOOR WITH  
THE BEAUTY OF PARQUET  
THE COMFORT OF CORK  
THE GOOD SENSE OF VINYL

It's the new Parquet in Armstrong Custom Vinyl Cork Tile. Strips of richly grained cork side-by-side form its striking parquet pattern. Each tile is protected by vinyl. Clear vinyl fused to the top makes Custom Vinyl Cork Tile more lustrous, tougher, and easier to maintain than regular cork tile. Yet it has all the valued richness and luxury of regular cork tile. These features make Custom Vinyl Cork Tile most compelling in model homes and especially appropriate for the needs of custom-built homes. The picture at left gives you a good idea of the type of decorative beauty you create with this material. The tile was installed with white vinyl feature strips in a model home built by Harlan Lee at Encino Hills, Calif. This is the same house that was featured during National Home Week in the Salute to Builders on Armstrong Circle Theatre and in Good Housekeeping Magazine. For complete data and samples of Custom Vinyl Cork Tile, call the Architect-Builder Consultant at your Armstrong District Office. Or write to Armstrong, 802 Sixth Street, Lancaster, Pa.
A Unique and Practical Approach to Exterior and Interior Color Styling

American-Marietta’s new Color Styling Service—a functional plan never before offered—is designed to help architects and builders provide homes of wider appeal. Based on A-M’s exciting manual, “Attitudes on Color and Light,” the Service includes custom-styling of exterior colors to your particular community of homes, as well as a revolutionary approach to the selection of harmonious interior colors. Read more about A-M’s unusual Color Styling Service on these pages and mail coupon for complete information.

A-M Pre-Plans Exterior Colors to harmonize with your Architectural Designs and Plats

It’s the first impression—or “Curb Appeal”—that attracts prospective home buyers. Interesting architectural design and plat are not enough, but add special color coordination and you create a harmonious community of homes with maximum acceptance. A-M pre-plans the exterior color styling of your homes with regard to their specific architectural design, the street layout, and landscaping. By using this Service you’re sure to attract more prospects, minimize indecision and reduce selling time.
Scientific Treatise Reveals New Attitudes on Color and Light

Created to help builders and home owners solve color and lighting problems in the home, this new manual considers the importance of personal attitudes. These attitudes permit the choosing of colors to do something for the individual, enhance the architecture and provide decorative or even functional guidance. Chapter headings include: Attitudes in Color Choice, Lighting, Judging the Appearance of Colors, The Builder's Color Problems, and The A-M Color Palette.

Ceiling-to-Floor Swatches of A-M Reference Colors Clarify Interior Selections

The technique of using Reference Colors permits the judgment of contrast between these colors and furnishings to determine if the desired effect will be achieved. It is difficult to estimate the change in appearance a small swatch undergoes when the color is applied to a wall. But by using A-M's eight foot Ceiling-to-Floor Color Swatches it is possible to view Reference Colors under different levels of illumination, shadows and highlights, and achieve a more precise overall impression of the desired result.
SCHLAGE: Beauty where it shows... quality where it counts

DOORWAY DESIGNED EXCLUSIVELY FOR SCHLAGE BY DON ERICKSON, AIA:
SCHLAGE TULIP LOCK OVER SAVOY ESCUTCHEON, BRIGHT BRASS FINISH
Unusual in its conception, "The Atrium" is no idle dream but is soon to be constructed in the Northgate subdivision of Highland Park, Illinois.

Mr. Erickson combines glass and wood to striking effect. Sketches above show how the idea can be applied to two other types of entry. For structural details, write for doorway portfolio offered below.

Watch new doorway ideas sell homes faster!

Shown on the facing page is an architect’s original plan for an exciting entrance. Extreme? Not to a client who saw the architect at work on it. The design is being used (virtually as you see it here) for a suburban Chicago residence.

Architects and builders who dare to do new things with entryways find that it pays—in sales. The entry is where a builder’s prospects get their first impression. And a distinctive entry can do wonders toward individualizing your work without adding greatly to cost.

Schlage pioneered the modern doorway concept, and today’s wide range of Schlage door hardware makes it easier than ever for you to vary entry treatment in the homes you build. For useful ideas, get Schlage’s free doorway portfolio of architect-designed doorways you can use. Write Schlage, 2201 Bayshore, San Francisco.

What’s in the name Schlage? Quality that starts with precision engineering. Every part is machined to close tolerances, each detail perfected over the years to produce the world’s finest lock. Only Schlage makes the original cylindrical lock.

Schlage Lock Company
San Francisco • Los Angeles • Chicago • New York • Vancouver, B.C.
Vina-Lux PREMIERE Series ... elegant floor beauty that adds value to your homes—at no added cost!

Here's a proved way to build and sell more home for the money: Install Premiere Series in Vina-Lux vinyl asbestos tile. Its high-style travertine patterning is distributed through the full thickness of the tile, yet Premiere costs no more than surface patterns. Vina-Lux Premiere Series can be installed quickly over concrete—above, on or below grade, or over wood or plywood subfloors. Ask your Azrock dealer to show you the full Vina-Lux line—over 60 colors and styles for every builder requirement.

another fine floor by AZROCK®

STANDARD COLORS

V-426 Castillian Gray
V-425 Pompei
V-422 Sunset Cloud
V-424 Chantilly

Permanent travertine patterning distributed at every level through full tile thickness.

V-427 Romany Beige
V-421 Antique Lace
V-423 Autumn Haze

METALLIC COLORS

VM-461 Alabaster Gold
VM-462 Travertine Gold

Nationally advertised in Saturday Evening Post, Better Homes and Gardens, Ladies' Home Journal, McCall's, House Beautiful, House and Garden and others.
For free samples, model home merchandising kit, write Azrock Floor Products Division, Ursula Rock Asphalt Company, 5518 Frost Building, San Antonio, Texas.
Prospects for '62 housing legislation: not good

That old debbil politics suggests there probably won't be any catchall housing legislation this year. In the first place, the Housing Act of 1961 gave all major federal programs enough authority to run four years. Moreover, Republicans are thinking of hitching an anti-racial-bias rider onto even the merest pinprick of a housing bill that gets onto the House floor for debate. A roll-call on such an amendment would embarrass northern Democrats as well as the White House. If it carried in the House, political dopests figure, the bill would be pigeonholed in the Senate. Possible exception: aid for mass transit in cities. Democrats are well aware of this threatened ploy. So it's no surprise to find Rep Albert M. Rains (D, Ala.) confiding: "I see no need for any additional housing legislation and I don't expect to see any reported out of my subcommittee [housing] at this session."

The prospect of stalemated includes cabinet rank for HHFA. Not only Republicans, but more and more influential Southerners are coming out against it despite President Kennedy's renewed endorsement (see p 49). Among the latest: Sens J. W. Fulbright (D, Ark.) foreign relations chairman; and John J. Sparkman (D, Ala.), housing subcommittee chairman. Sparkman lines up with organized builders by contending that the Administration scheme to create a Dept of Urban Affairs & Housing (adding housing to the title was an afterthought) "subordinated housing too much." Best bet is the cabinet bill will be pigeonholed because everybody assumes Kennedy would name HHFAdministrator Weaver, a Negro, to head the new department. Southerners in Congress seem sure that he would.

Can—or will—the Administration act to boost housing?

Housing—even what darling of self-styled liberals, welfare housing—will apparently have to take a back seat for a while in Washington.

President Kennedy's new budget (see p 49) is one tipoff. It asks nothing more for Fanny May special assistance mortgage buying—that half-hidden subsidy without which most welfare-housing programs would be dead. Note, too, the Treasury's tax plans: 1) a sharp cut in tax-free reserves for S&Ls, which would divert money away from mortgages (see p 49), and 2) new tax breaks for industrial construction but fewer tax breaks for investors in rental housing (probably).

Chairman Walter Heller of the Council of Economic Advisers seems to have sold the White House on the theory that it's the producer side of the US economy, not the consumer side, that must be prodded if we are to provide needed new jobs and keep our industrial margin over the Soviet bloc.

All this has much long-range significance for housing. Predicts UCLA Prof James Gillies: "The Administration is more interested in welfare policies to achieve specific goals for the general economy—a more rapid growth rate, less inflation, etc.—than in developing specific programs for housing or mortgage lending. When the national objective conflicts with the housing objective, it will be the national objective which prevails." (Case in point: the Federal Reserve raised the ceiling on commercial banks' savings interest rates to 4% primarily to stem the flow of foreign capital out of the US, even though this increases pressure for higher mortgage rates.)

So, predicted Gillies to the senior executive conference of the Mortgage Bankers' Association, the need to prevent inflation in the 1960's will produce: 1) higher interest rates, 2) more concentration of mortgage debt in the hands of institutional investors, and 3) a decline in use of FHA and VA loans in favor of conventiinals.

WASHINGTON INSIDE: FHA is having more and more trouble convincing local offices to appraise land at a price near enough to what builders now must pay for it. Washington headquarters has sent out another reminder to federal agencies across the US to jog them on how to rationalize higher land values. . . . HHFA's open-handed ways with subsidized federal loans to localities to build them on how to subdivide property is zoned. . . . FHA's open-handed ways with subsidized federal loans to localities to build items like sewer and water plants have come under sharp attack by Chairman A. Willis Robertson (D, Va.) of the Senate banking committee. The law still forbids HHFA to make such loans unless private financing is unavailable on "reasonable terms." But HHFA figures anything more than 3% is unreasonable. Cries Robertson: this gives HHFA "free rein to take over financing of all public works in hundreds of small communities." "Free rein to take over financing of all public works in hundreds of small communities." "Free rein to take over financing of all public works in hundreds of small communities."

Cal Snyder, onetime (1946-53) chief realtor lobbyist in the capital, is back after a Chamber of Commerce stint in Denver. Now, he's lobbying for the American Retail Federa­tion against Sen Paul Douglas' truth-in-interest bill.
HOUSING MARKET:

Who buys shell homes?

Here is the best documented study to date of the market now accounting for 10% of starts

It paints this picture of the typical shell home buyer:

- He earns $89 weekly but his income is increasing.
- He is most likely a Negro.
- He is a skilled worker, such as a bricklayer, carpenter, or machinist.
- He is about 36 years old.
- He is the chief wage earner—but chances are two out of five that his wife works.

This revealing picture is drawn from a study of 10,575 buyers of shell homes over the past 2% years. It comes from Wise Homes, Inc., second largest of the shell makers (News, May).

Wise, based in Greensboro, N. C., sells in nine Southern states*. Since the shell business started and still sells the bulk of its houses in the South, the Wise findings seem to reflect the bulk of the shell market.

When Wise ended its first two years in business Sept. 30, 1960, President W. Griswold Smith hired Accountants Lindsay, Squires, & Everett of Greensboro to find out characteristics of shell home buyers. The accountants examined credit applications and reported upon 4,012 shell buyers in those first two years. The company continued the practice, has now analyzed figures on another 6,563 sales in the nine months ending June 30, 1961. The data provide these startling glimpses into the changing shell home market:

More Negroes are now buying shells.

A glance at the chart shows how the shell customer is changing. In the first two years, 1,711 white buyers outnumbered the 1,638 colored buyers. Race could not be determined for 663 buyers. But in the last nine months the balance shifted to 3,056 Negro buyers and only 2,711 whites. Race was unknown for another 796 owners of unfinished homes.

More than half of shell buyers earn less than $80 a week.

Average income is rising steadily, with incomes of Negroes gaining faster than whites. All income figures are for the family, and include both husband's and wife's earnings. The wife makes a substantial contribution in 40% of all cases.

Some buyer incomes run over $190 a week, and these appear to have pushed this average so high. Wise's accountants did not calculate median income (the mid-point of all incomes studied) separately, but their figures show the median falls in the $70 to $79 weekly category, thus 55% (3,636 sales) of all buyers earned $79 or less, weekly, or $4,108 annually.

The shell home buyer earns substantially less than the FHA-buyer. In 1960, only 2.5% of FHA buyers had incomes below $3,600 yearly, but 45.3% of shell buyers had less than a $3,589 income. But 23.5% of FHA buyers fell into a $3,601 to $4,800 category, whereas 18.7% of shell buyers were in the nearest comparable class, $3,589 to $4,629.

Shell home buyers are getting older.

In the first two years, median age of buyers fell at the top of the 31-35 age group. But in the next nine months median age moved up to the bottom of the 36-40 group. Negro buyers are generally older than white buyers. In both periods, median age of Negroes fell into the 36-40 category while whites were in the middle of the 31-35 group.

White customers buy more expensive shells.

Median purchase price of houses bought by whites was between $2,500 and $2,599 in the last nine months. The median for Negroes was $200 lower—$2,300 to $2,399. Wise finds its biggest single price category is lower still—$2,100 to $2,199. Over 9% of sales are in this price class.

Buyers improve their homes rapidly—but 6% default and their homes are repossessed.

Executive Vice President Paul Schnabel Jr says the company appraised a number of homes nine months after they had been sold with loans equaling 100% of value minus lot. Appraisers found that 90% of buyers had added enough improvements so that the outstanding loan then equaled only 66% of total value. But the company expects 20% of all its buyers (8,000 persons hold mortgages worth $22 million) will be slow in making monthly payments. The company has 25 men on its staff contacting these slow payers.

Despite this prodding the company figures 6% of all buyers will default and lose their houses. Wise expects to lose 26% on all such houses repossessed. And its most recent inventory showed 250 repossessed homes.

Executive Vice President Paul Schnabel Jr says the company appraised a number of homes nine months after they had been sold with loans equaling 100% of value minus lot. Appraisers found that 90% of buyers had added enough improvements so that the outstanding loan then equaled only 66% of total value. But the company expects 20% of all its buyers (8,000 persons hold mortgages worth $22 million) will be slow in making monthly payments. The company has 25 men on its staff contacting these slow payers.

Despite this prodding the company figures 6% of all buyers will default and lose their houses. Wise expects to lose 26% on all such houses repossessed. And its most recent inventory showed 250 repossessed homes.

* Alabama, Georgia, Maryland, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia.

THEIR WEEKLY INCOMES ARE RISING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TWO YEARS AGO</th>
<th>NOW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NEGRO</td>
<td>$80.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE</td>
<td>$70.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The company expects 20% of all its buyers (8,000 persons hold mortgages worth $22 million) will be slow in making monthly payments. The company has 25 men on its staff contacting these slow payers.

Despite this prodding the company figures 6% of all buyers will default and lose their houses. Wise expects to lose 26% on all such houses repossessed. And its most recent inventory showed 250 repossessed homes.

* Alabama, Georgia, Maryland, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia.
Market shifts to upgraded shell

Have shell home makers now skimmed the cream off the market for very low-priced housing?

Investors have indicated so for the past couple of months as high repossession rates and plummeting earnings have produced a sharp drop in prices of shell home producers' stocks (News, Dec).

Now, new evidence that shell makers are being forced by withering competition in the low-price field to go after higher priced markets comes from the biggest shell maker of all: Jim Walter Corp.

The company last month started offering semi-finished and finished homes, because, say officials, the company must "remain competitive," Jim Walter Corp rose to national recognition by selling homes with unfinished interiors. Sales in the last fiscal year ending Aug 31, 1961 hit $48.9 million, up 12.8%, and profits jumped 20% to $4.1 million.

But as many as 100 companies are now trying to cash in on shell popularity. Material producers, led by Certain-Teed and its Institute for Essential Living (HAH, Mar.) began marketing shell-type packages.

These have brought a new accent on the "livable" or "livability" shell or unfinished homes which can be bought with various stages of finishing materials (partitions, plumbing, wiring) available. Celotex officials say these are particularly popular in the North. President Hamilton Crawford of Crawford Corp, makers of both prefab and semi-shell homes, predicts the increasing quality and versatility of shells means that by 1970 one of every four new single-family homes will be shells.

Homes on the half-shell have cut deeply into sales of basic shells. Executive Vice President James O. Alston admits Jim Walter has "definitely lost some sales" to semi-shells. As a result, fall quarter sales slumped 27% and net income nosedived 68.5% (to $302,000) below year-earlier figures. So Walter is moving into the higher-priced markets.

Longer financing terms for shells are coming along with the upgrading.

Jim Walter originally focused on installment payments from four to seven years. Nine of 10 houses were financed by this consumer credit approach—with add-on interest sometimes reaching 15%.

Now, Jim Walter will stretch terms up to 12 years for the semi-finished and finished houses. One reason: other shell makers are doing the same. Modern Home Construction Co of Valdosta, Ga and Leeds Homes, Knoxville, will give longer loans to buyers of both the basic shell and finishing materials. Certain-Teed's IEH offers 12-year terms. US Gypsum's shell marketing plan includes 10-year credit for buyers (see below).

Makers hope the longer terms for higher-priced shells will keep monthly payments in the same range as for basic shells.

And industry economists like Robinson Newcomb of Washington report that FHA is studying whether to insure shells. "I think FHA will take the lead in making shell financing easy," predicts Newcomb.

More materials makers offer shells

US Gypsum Co and Celotex Corp have joined the profit search in shell houses.

Both now offer materials' dealers a comprehensive package for planning, promoting, and financing shell homes. Both plans follow the broad outlines of Certain-Teed's ice-breaking venture into this field (HAH, Mar.)—but with main differences. USG (like Certain-Teed) offers a financing tie-in with an established finance company while Celotex relies upon existing financing plans. Both companies to profit only as their materials are sold. Here are details of the two plans:

US Gypsum: A 25-page booklet, its plan is called Basic-Bilt, "The Road to Profit in Semi-finished Houses," gives the dealer the information he needs to decide whether or not he should try selling shells. Sample subjects: characteristics and scope of the market; how to make a market survey; estimating and selling; fabrication and panelization; how to sell materials for financing.

If a dealer decides the market is profitable, USG stocks him with: 1) a $6.5' illuminated display (costing $150) with a flip-chart counter book, 2) choice of 25 basic plans and some 1,000 optional designs for buyers ($25 for the first plan, $5 for each additional), 3) a 32-page How-To-Finish Guide for buyers.

Buyers may finance up to $7,500 including finishing materials over 10 years under the special arrangement with Allied Building Credits Inc. The plan charges 8% add-on interest, with neither down payment nor balloon installment at the term's end. Neither the dealers or USG have liability under the plan.

"This does not put USG into the finance business after the shell home business," stresses President Graham J. Morgan. "It is another of the company's services designed to help dealers and builders expand their market."
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RENTAL HOUSING:

High-rise, high-rent apartments can ease suburban financial woes

How? Explains City Planner Anshel Melamed:  
• They provide the municipalities with the highest tax revenues per acre.  
• They require less municipal expenditures for services.

Melamed, consultant for the Fels Institute of Local & State Governments, bases his conclusions on a survey of metropolitan Philadelphia for the Urban Land Institute®, but many a municipal official around the country, wrestling with sprawling housing developments, overflooding schools and spiralling taxes, will find food for thought in what he says.

High-rise, high-rent apartments provide more than twice the tax take of any other suburban use.

The average market value for land with high-rise units was $25,900/acre compared to the $120,600/acre value for the next highest use, garden apartments. In a typical township with a property tax of $56.62/1000 of assessed value, high-rent apartments yielded taxes of $7,300/acre, compared to the $3,260/acre from the next highest use, a research laboratory (for detailed comparisons, see tables).

At the same time, the burden on schools (which eat up some 60% of the suburban tax revenues) is lessened since high-rise tenants have fewer school-age children than do people in single-family houses and garden apartments.

Only 7% of the households in suburban high-rent apartments had children. In a school census in Philadelphia, high-rental, high-rise apartments averaged only 1.6 pupils per 100 units, compared to eight to 25 pupils per 100 units in medium-rural, low-rent units in the suburbs and upwards of 50 children per 100 units in single-family houses.

The higher the rents and the higher the density of people, the fewer the children, postulates Melamed.

Reason: "The high-rental market is virtually closed to young families and particularly attractive to persons past 40."

Municipal outlays for police and fire protection, trash collection, highway maintenance and lighting are also much less for compact, fireproof apartment towers than for other uses.

The market for suburban high-rental units is sharply defined.

Although high-rent apartments are newcomers to the suburban building scene (and, too often, controversial, unwanted newcomers), "they offer a mode of living in clear contradiction to the child-oriented society of present day suburbia," says Melamed. They are in demand now and the demand will increase, he adds, as the present suburban population gets older.

Who wants them? "The smaller households, the elderly, the childless, the highly mobile, the well to do," says Melamed, "single individuals are logical prospects for apartment units: the career woman, the sporting bachelo, the well-to-do divorcée, the retired widower or the comfortably endowed widow are all likely tenants for luxury units."

Older couples with grown children will tend to give up their houses, seek apartments in suburbs near their children, says Melamed.

Why one city rejected high-rise

Citizens of the staid Los Angeles suburb of Pasadena (population 120,000) have decided they do not want high rise apartments because they might produce an influx of "undesirable residents."

They have voted 12,818 to 9,922 against a proposed ordinance which would have raised the apartment height limit to 140' in a 60-acre area near downtown Pasadena. The area involved is occupied by large, old homes—not blighted but obviously weather-worn.

The city now permits only two-story garden apartments. The city planning commission had recommended the high-rise ordinance unanimously. City directors ratified it four to three, but called a referendum when petitioned by opponents. The ordinance would have set a density of 50 families per acre.

It called for apartment sizes averaging no less than 875 sq ft, with maximum land coverage of 36% for a 4 to 6-floor building:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of use</th>
<th>Total Assessment $1000s</th>
<th>Property Tax Levy %</th>
<th>$5.85/$1000</th>
<th>Per Acre</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Steel fabricating plant</td>
<td>39.2</td>
<td>$2,090.0</td>
<td>$122.0</td>
<td>$3,120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research laboratory</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>716.3</td>
<td>41.8</td>
<td>1,260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shopping center</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>475.0</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>2,320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motel®</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>184.0</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>1,540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-Rise apartments²</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>1,246.8</td>
<td>73.0</td>
<td>7,300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

²Includes ground floor commercial uses, offices and 410 dwelling units (40 dwelling units per acre).

Chicago’s twin towers enthralle sidewalk supers

In Berlin they watch the wall. But in Chicago the fatal fascination is a couple of concrete columns soaring upward from the edge of the Chicago river to the top of the city’s skyline.

They are the unique service cores of hollow concrete for the world’s tallest residential building, Marina City. Stemming from the twin 65-story shafts, like branches from a tree, are two stories of shops, 18 floors of parking, 40 stories of apartments (896 units), and five stories for utilities’ housing.

A climbing crane especially captured the roving eye of sidewalk construction connoisseurs; at each level the crane stopped to place forms, reinforcing steel, and concrete before being jacked up to the next level.

The $36 million adventure in creating a total urban environment vertically (H&H, July) is backed by Building Service Employees Intl Union. Already it has triggered a building boom in downtown Chicago. And renting agents are finding a healthy demand for Marina City’s wedge-shaped apartments with 210-degree views of the city. They have already taken 300 applications and 3,200 requests for applications. Rents: $115 to $180 for efficiencies; $155 to $230 for 1-bedroom units, and $295 to $350 for 2-bedroom units. 
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Kennedy housing plans: cabinet-rank for HHFA, but no anti-bias edict now

This year is shaping up as one of calm on the housing legislative front. Most of the housing industry feels relieved that President Kennedy plans no immediate move to keep his campaign promise to issue an Executive Order forbidding racial discrimination in federally aided housing. If he had issued such an edict—as was widely forecast in early December—it apparently would have killed chances of his persuading Congress to enact, not only his proposal to upgrade HHFA into a cabinet-rank Dept of Urban Affairs & Housing, but other key items in his legislative program like freer trade.

The President confirmed his decision to postpone an anti-bias order in answer to a press conference question in Mid-January. But he hinted broadly that he might well issue such an order before the end of this year. Why the delay? The President indicated that he feels it is important not to get too far ahead of the public, and that he intends to let Congress to act, not only his proposal to upgrade HHFA into a cabinet-rank Dept of Urban Affairs & Housing, but other key items in his legislative program like freer trade.

The President confirmed his decision to postpone an anti-bias order in answer to a press conference question in Mid-January. But he hinted broadly that he might well issue such an order before the end of this year. Why the delay? The President indicated that he feels it is important not to get too far ahead of the public, and that he intends to let Congress to act, not only his proposal to upgrade HHFA into a cabinet-rank Dept of Urban Affairs & Housing, but other key items in his legislative program like freer trade.

Q: "Mr President, during the election campaign, you pledged that if elected you would . . .

Why the delay? The President indicated that he feels it is important not to get too far ahead of the public, and that he intends to let Congress to act, not only his proposal to upgrade HHFA into a cabinet-rank Dept of Urban Affairs & Housing, but other key items in his legislative program like freer trade.

The President confirmed his decision to postpone an anti-bias order in answer to a press conference question in Mid-January. But he hinted broadly that he might well issue such an order before the end of this year. Why the delay? The President indicated that he feels it is important not to get too far ahead of the public, and that he intends to let Congress to act, not only his proposal to upgrade HHFA into a cabinet-rank Dept of Urban Affairs & Housing, but other key items in his legislative program like freer trade.

The President confirmed his decision to postpone an anti-bias order in answer to a press conference question in Mid-January. But he hinted broadly that he might well issue such an order before the end of this year. Why the delay? The President indicated that he feels it is important not to get too far ahead of the public, and that he intends to let Congress to act, not only his proposal to upgrade HHFA into a cabinet-rank Dept of Urban Affairs & Housing, but other key items in his legislative program like freer trade.

The President confirmed his decision to postpone an anti-bias order in answer to a press conference question in Mid-January. But he hinted broadly that he might well issue such an order before the end of this year. Why the delay? The President indicated that he feels it is important not to get too far ahead of the public, and that he intends to let Congress to act, not only his proposal to upgrade HHFA into a cabinet-rank Dept of Urban Affairs & Housing, but other key items in his legislative program like freer trade.
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The President confirmed his decision to postpone an anti-bias order in answer to a press conference question in Mid-January. But he hinted broadly that he might well issue such an order before the end of this year. Why the delay? The President indicated that he feels it is important not to get too far ahead of the public, and that he intends to let Congress to act, not only his proposal to upgrade HHFA into a cabinet-rank Dept of Urban Affairs & Housing, but other key items in his legislative program like freer trade.

The President confirmed his decision to postpone an anti-bias order in answer to a press conference question in Mid-January. But he hinted broadly that he might well issue such an order before the end of this year. Why the delay? The President indicated that he feels it is important not to get too far ahead of the public, and that he intends to let Congress to act, not only his proposal to upgrade HHFA into a cabinet-rank Dept of Urban Affairs & Housing, but other key items in his legislative program like freer trade.

The President confirmed his decision to postpone an anti-bias order in answer to a press conference question in Mid-January. But he hinted broadly that he might well issue such an order before the end of this year. Why the delay? The President indicated that he feels it is important not to get too far ahead of the public, and that he intends to let Congress to act, not only his proposal to upgrade HHFA into a cabinet-rank Dept of Urban Affairs & Housing, but other key items in his legislative program like freer trade.

The President confirmed his decision to postpone an anti-bias order in answer to a press conference question in Mid-January. But he hinted broadly that he might well issue such an order before the end of this year. Why the delay? The President indicated that he feels it is important not to get too far ahead of the public, and that he intends to let Congress to act, not only his proposal to upgrade HHFA into a cabinet-rank Dept of Urban Affairs & Housing, but other key items in his legislative program like freer trade.

The President confirmed his decision to postpone an anti-bias order in answer to a press conference question in Mid-January. But he hinted broadly that he might well issue such an order before the end of this year. Why the delay? The President indicated that he feels it is important not to get too far ahead of the public, and that he intends to let Congress to act, not only his proposal to upgrade HHFA into a cabinet-rank Dept of Urban Affairs & Housing, but other key items in his legislative program like freer trade.

The President confirmed his decision to postpone an anti-bias order in answer to a press conference question in Mid-January. But he hinted broadly that he might well issue such an order before the end of this year. Why the delay? The President indicated that he feels it is important not to get too far ahead of the public, and that he intends to let Congress to act, not only his proposal to upgrade HHFA into a cabinet-rank Dept of Urban Affairs & Housing, but other key items in his legislative program like freer trade.

The President confirmed his decision to postpone an anti-bias order in answer to a press conference question in Mid-January. But he hinted broadly that he might well issue such an order before the end of this year. Why the delay? The President indicated that he feels it is important not to get too far ahead of the public, and that he intends to let Congress to act, not only his proposal to upgrade HHFA into a cabinet-rank Dept of Urban Affairs & Housing, but other key items in his legislative program like freer trade.
Introducing Eljer's new "Triangle"

Fit a toilet in a corner? Eljer did and look what a smart idea it is. Looks dramatically new. Saves valuable space. What a people-pleaser for new homes that you are building. What a problem-solver when you're modernizing older homes. New styling, plus functional design, is a rare combination that will make the bathrooms in your homes truly modern once you place Eljer's Triangle in your corner. Available in six beautiful colors plus snowy white. The Murray Corporation of America, Eljer Plumbingware Division, 3 Gateway Center, Pittsburgh 22, Pennsylvania.
Ahead: slowly rising interest rates despite today's cry for more loans

Right now, investor demand for mortgages is strong, but supply is thin. The result is a two-way stretch on interest rates and discounts. On one hand is the push toward higher rates. Improving business steps up demands for credit. The spread of higher savings interest rates among commercial banks, mutual banks, and S&Ls creates pressure for higher loan yields. But the downward pull is strong, too. Investors have plenty of money to put out, and they are hard-pressed to find outlets with yields as attractive as mortgages. Some big commercial banks are shopping around for mortgages. Pension funds are buying more heavily.

"There's more money around than mortgages," says President Stanley Earp of Detroit's Citizens Mortgage Corp. Adds President Bob Tharpe of Atlanta's Tharpe & Brooks: "I've never seen the market more competitive." Says President B. B. Bass of Oklahoma City's American Mortgage & Investment Co: "We could sell three to four times as many loans as we're making now. The situation looks good for builders and borrowers."

The competition for loans plus a seasonal falloff in originations as winter crimps construction has been holding the price line. In House & Home's survey last month, both FHA and VA discounts and conventional rates moved little.

What changes there were reflected the opposing pressures on the market. Prices of FHA 30-year mortgages showed some mild increases (and hence smaller discounts). New England Savings banks edged up from 94%-95% to 95%-96% for out-of-state purchases. In San Francisco, prices moved from 96 to 96½ and in Miami, from 94½%-95½% to 95%-95½%.

But in Chicago, FHA prices slipped from 96%-97% to 95%-96%. Conventional loan rates in Detroit moved up from 5½% to 5½%-6½%, while in San Francisco, banks and insurance companies went from 6% to 6-6½% on conventional loans.

Economists look for a slow and moderate increase in long-term interest rates—including mortgages—this year.

At midmonth there were signs the increase was beginning: 1) US Treasury bill yields reached 2.82%, highest since mid-1960; 2) Fanny May raised rates on its short-term notes; 3) commercial bankers are predicting an early boost in the prime lending rate from 4½% to 5%.

But most mortgage men don't expect any significant changes in loan rates until spring when building picks up and loans are more plentiful. Says Vice President David O'Neill of Cleveland's Jay F. Zook: "Everything in the economy points toward higher rates, but there are so many offsetting factors that the mortgage market probably will stay where it is for a while."

The hottest savings rate war in years has erupted between commercial banks and S&Ls.

One salient is the newspapers. Banks advertise rate increases up to 4% with full-page ads. S&Ls fight back. January 3's New York Times, for example, carried 36 S&L display ads—mostly from the West Coast—seeking to lure money west with a higher return.

The Home Loan Bank Board, hoping to stave off retaliatory rate boosts by S&Ls, is letting member associations sweeten their dividends by paying them from time of deposit to time of withdrawal on funds six-months-old or more.

Many S&Ls are biding their time, waiting to see which way the deposit ball will bounce. But some are boosting dividends already. In California, where the giant Bank of America raised its savings rate to 3½% (and to 4% on $500 certificates on deposit a year), S&Ls have moved up from 4½% to a well-advertised 4.6% with some at 4½%+, plus bonuses for long-term deposits. Miami S&Ls went from 4% to 4½% and Denver S&Ls have moved to 4½%.

But S&Ls will have to fight back within limits. Raising dividends without being able to raise loan rates squeezes earnings for all but the most efficient S&Ls. (Most S&Ls want a spread of 1.5% between dividend and loan rates.) But mutual savings banks—the big source of out-of-state FHA and VA loans—may be hardest hit of all. Commercial banks can (and will) turn to consumer credit to offset higher costs. And 1962 shapes up as a big year for autos, a major user of consumer credit. S&Ls have more options than mutual banks to boost yields.

As more banks raise savings rates (some notable exceptions to date: Boston, Philadelphia), the traditional spread between the rates of commercial banks, mutuals, and S&Ls is narrowing. Chances are that's the way it will stay for a while.
20th CENTURY by scholz

Now... FOR '62 THE TRULY

Our 2-men Erect Com

$8500-11000 sq. ft. Complete on
(24' x 46'—1½ Bath)

960 Sq. Ft. (24' x 40') $7995 Complete
1220 Sq. Ft. (24' x 40') $8900 Complete

One of many garage options

Sheathing, Gypsum, Roofing by BARRETT
Parquet Decorative Flooring by TEAKWOOD
Insulating Glass by POLARPANE
Luxury Cabinets by I-XL
Luminous Ceilings by ARTCREST

No Duct Range Hood by NAUTILUS
Plumbing Fixtures by CASE
CLIMATE by CHRYSLER
Aluminum Siding by ALCOA

Asbestos Siding by CAREY
Siding and Paneling by MASONITE
All Electric Kitchens by WESTINGHOUSE
Built-In Gas Ranges by MAGIC CHEF

Lock Fashions by SCHLAGE
Patio Sliding Doors by ARCADIUS
Bath Enclosures by BEAUTI-DOR
Garage Door Openers by ALLIANCE

The World-wide Scholz reputation for quality and design is a reflection of the products from which they are built.
“Instant House”
plete!! ... in One Day! ...
in Package Price!

Your Foundation in One Day

Includes All Labor—Freight—Your Cost is Locked! ... Delivered in two sections and erected in one day by our crew ... includes everything complete in place ... electrical ... plumbing ... heating ... interior finish, including floors, exterior and interior painting and decorating in four beautiful optional combinations of blue and beige.

A top quality specification house throughout—nylon carpeted living room, finished hardwood in bedroom, pure vinyl tile in kitchen, baths, utility and dining room, finest prestige quality wood windows and millwork, premium quality walnut finish cabinets, separate utility room (even in basement model), central heating with full duct distribution system to every room, wood flush doors all closets, 220 volt connections for range and dryer, wide variety of exteriors, in-line or ell garage options, dramatic open beam ceilings—and famed Scholz design.

Call or write today for complete information ...
A GREAT FORCE FOR PROGRESS

MGIC

TO STIMULATE HOME OWNERSHIP

BUILDERS and REALTORS
Mortgage Guaranty Insurance Corporation helps you to provide

90% LOANS

for your customers with QUICK SERVICE • SIMPLE PROCEDURES
LOW PREMIUM RATES • NO DISCOUNTS

METZGER BROTHERS
4100 Indiana Avenue, Columbus 14, Ohio

"... more sales at less cost and with faster service"

"We are currently using MGIC through Main Federal Savings and Loan Association of Columbus, Ohio, in the development of Forest Park, a 1200 lot subdivision of $18,000.00 to $28,000.00 priced homes, in which some 40 builders are participating. Twenty percent of the sales in Forest Park are being financed through the MGIC insurance program.

"MGIC in assisting the local Building and Loans to grant 90% loans has greatly assisted our organization, a developing and sales corporation, to make more sales at less cost and with faster service than through programs previously available. This is particularly adaptable to the medium priced housing level because many of these home buyers are young professional people with little equity but high income. "Needless to say, we heartily endorse the MGIC program."

HAROLD C. ESPER, President
Main Federal Savings and Loan Association
24 East Main Street, Columbus 15, Ohio

MR. M. A. WRIGHT, President
Arlington Park Development Co.
Huntington, West Virginia

"... pleased with the prompt servicing"

"The MGIC program gives our association the opportunity to secure mortgage loans backed by good, newer single homes in selected residential neighborhoods, to borrowers qualified in every respect but with small down payments.

"We are especially pleased with the prompt servicing of loan applications through MGIC."

MR. K. E. McGINNIS, President
Huntington Federal Savings and Loan Association
Huntington, West Virginia

BUILDERS TEAM UP WITH LENDERS

"... our sales increased 700%"

"The past year our sales increased 700% over the previous year. The Huntington Federal Savings and Loan Association's program of MGIC loans gave us a powerful selling tool, and adequate financing is our most important item for selling homes. "We especially appreciate the efficiency of MGIC in expediting our loans."

MR. M. A. WRIGHT, President
Arlington Park Development Co.
Huntington, West Virginia

"... exceptionally well received"

"We are very pleased to have had an active part in the development of Arlington Park. "The more liberal terms of insured loans that we have been able to offer purchasers, as representatives for MGIC, have been exceptionally well received."

MR. K. E. McGINNIS, President
Huntington Federal Savings and Loan Association
Huntington, West Virginia

MORTGAGE GUARANTY INSURANCE CORPORATION
The Nation's Largest Private Guarantor of Mortgages

Mortgage Guaranty Insurance Corporation
606 West Wisconsin Avenue, Milwaukee 3, Wisconsin

Please send us the following MGIC booklets:

● MGIC Operations/Procedures/Progress
● Directory of Approved Lenders
● Builder/Realtor Folder
● Borrowers Folder

Name
Title
Company
Address
City Zone State

BENEFITS 6 ELEMENTS
OF THE HOUSING INDUSTRY

• BUILDER • DISTRIBUTOR
• BUYER • LENDER
• DEALER • REALTOR

Over 1,800 Lending Institutions in 41 States and the District of Columbia are qualified to offer MGIC insured loans

HOUSE & HOME
More competition appears in the growing field of private mortgage insurance


Creation of CMI exemplifies the changing pattern of housing finance as conventional mortgages make bigger inroads on FHA's share of the market. Along with the trend toward conventions is a growing demand for private mortgage insurance.

Back in 1957, when a Milwaukee, Wisc. lawyer named Max Karl launched Mortgage Guaranty Insurance Corp. first of its postwar kind, private mortgage insurance was in limbo. Many lenders remembered the disastrous experience with private mortgage insurance companies, plagued by inadequate reserves, went bankrupt. But Karl reasoned that if there was a market for private mortgage insurance it could be sold in high-risk areas with loan associations, traditionally anti-FHA, and 2) a company with a sound program for underwriting (50% of every premium dollar set aside in a contingency reserve) could make a go of it.

Five years have proved Karl right on both counts—barring a major collapse in the US economy. From its infant days as a one-man operation in a downtown Milwaukee office writing insurance only on loans in Wisconsin, MGIC has expanded to a staff of 46, and operations in its home state and the District of Columbia. In contrast to its maiden year when the company's volume of insured loan applications was only $163,000 and earnings, a minuscule $8,000, MGIC's 1961 volume was $368.2 million (and earnings, a whopping plus $1.1 million). Today MGIC insures 20% of all residential loans in Wisconsin.

Continental starts up with Wisconsin alone as its field of business.

It hopes to expand into other midwestern states, perhaps later this year. Like MGIC, CMI insures the top 20% of the loans. But CMI has the option of paying off the lender in full with the option of paying off the lender in full and taking title to the defaulted property. CMI's premium rate of 2% of the amount of the loan is a factor in the rapid acceptance by lenders of MGIC. In contrast to its maiden year when the movement of housing finance as conventional insurance stems from the trend toward higher ratio (and riskier) loans by S&Ls and other conventional lenders. The private insurance also offers lenders advantages over FHA: 1) faster service (insurance applications are accepted or rejected by return mail vs weeks or months, via FHA); 2) lower insurance premiums for borrowers (FHA charges a flat 15% of the original loan annually); 3) no interest rate ceilings.

The biggest field for private mortgage insurers is just opening up. California has passed a law letting them operate there. MGIC is ready to move in. Says Karl: "California is the single biggest market in the country. Twenty-five per cent of all available mortgages are written there. Our Orlando, Fla. office is our biggest in the field (five people) but we expect to have our largest field office next year in California."

Indicative of the growing alliance between MGIC and S&L moguls: Just named to the MGIC board are C. Elwood Knapp, president of Friendship Federal, Milwaukee, and immediate past president of the US S&L League; and Kenneth D. Childs, president of Home S&L, Los Angeles, nation's largest.

**MORTGAGE MARKET QUOTATIONS**

(All quotations refer to houses of typical average local quality with respect to design, location, and construction)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>FHA 51%</th>
<th>VA 51%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta</td>
<td>FMNA</td>
<td>VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFDA</td>
<td>New Construction Only</td>
<td>No down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.0%</td>
<td>94.0%</td>
<td>95%-97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.5%</td>
<td>94.5%</td>
<td>95%-97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.0%</td>
<td>95.0%</td>
<td>95%-97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.5%</td>
<td>95.5%</td>
<td>95%-97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.0%</td>
<td>96.0%</td>
<td>95%-97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.5%</td>
<td>96.5%</td>
<td>95%-97%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NEW YORK WHOLESALE MORTGAGE MARKET**

**FHA 51%**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FHA 51%</th>
<th>VA 51%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indemnities</td>
<td>VA 51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97%</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96%</td>
<td>96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95%</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NEW YORK WHOLESALE MORTGAGE MARKET**

**FHA 51%**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FHA 51%</th>
<th>VA 51%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indemnities</td>
<td>VA 51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97%</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96%</td>
<td>96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95%</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: rates are set by originating mortgage broker (and necessarily not to builders) and usually include remunerations made by servicing agencies.*
You wouldn't, would you?

Sure, many people prefer Early American, but you have to draw the line somewhere. Same principle applies to heating systems. It has to be the most modern, and even more important, look the most modern. That’s Arvin Invisa-Line Electric Baseboard Heat. Slimmer, trimmer, the new concept in electric heat, styled to sell. Installation? You’ve never had it so easy, and profitable! Heard about recent refinements in resistance heating? Chances are they’re products of advanced Arvin research. And chances are an Arvin representative will be calling on you bearing glad tidings about the industry’s newest look in products and promotions. You’ll recognize him. He’ll be the confident one.

THE BEAUTY OF ARVIN ELECTRIC HEAT... IT SELLS!
First open space grant finances a golf course

Madison, Wis. (pop. 126,706) will use $99,331 of taxpayers' money to buy 81 acres of rolling farmland a 20-minute drive from downtown and turn the land into a 36-hole golf course and picnicking and hiking areas. The larges from the federal treasury makes Madison the nation's first city to win a grant under the open space program started by the 1961 Housing Act. Madison will pay the rest of the $331,104 (or $580 an acre) total purchase price...

Federal officials say they approved Madison's bid on a pilot basis so they could get some experience with the new grants. One of the reasons Madison is chosen was to learn if not all Madison citizens wanted the handout. Four of 22 city councilmen voted against accepting the $99,000, arguing the city would ultimately pay more in income taxes to support similar land purchases elsewhere than it would receive as a gift.

Then the Wisconsin State Journal lined a path for the trust fund of using the land for a golf course. "Golf pays its own way here," it said. "The city already operates two 18-hole courses and one 9-hole course. State aid is all that's sensible, why dish out federal millions—after wringing them out of taxpayers in Wisconsin and the other 49 states—to help create a golf course that is already in hand."

"True, Madison planners are only being thrifty in applying for a share of the swag. After all, as the saying always is, if we don't get it, some other place will. We are not thrifty in applying for a share of the swag."

In the six months of 1961, total securities' registrations reached record proportions: 1,224 statements were filed with the SEC (compared to 709 in the last half of 1960). Some 70% of the proposed issues were the first by the companies (compared to 52.4% for fiscal 1961).

New issues proposed by housing companies:

- **Great Lakes Homes Inc (Lee Larson, president and board chairman), Sheboygan Falls, Wis.** Common stock. Price and underwriting terms haven't been set. Underwriter is the Milwaukee Co. Great Lakes manufactures prefabricated houses, shell houses, semi-detached homes, mobile homes, motels, churches, and cottages. Proceeds of the stock sale (plus $300,000 received from a small business investment company for 6 ¼% debentures) will be used to pay off plant and equipment mortgages and loans and for working capital. Larson owns 81% of the company's 245,320 shares.

- **Macco Realty Co (John MacLeod, chairman), Paramount, Calif.** $4 million in convertible subordinated debentures and 150,000 shares of common stock. Listing prices and underwriting terms are not yet fixed. Underwriters are Kidder, Peabody & Co and Mitchell, Jones & Templeton. The company develops land and builds houses ($16,000 to $23,000) in southern California. It was organized in September as a wholly-owned subsidiary of Macco Corp. Since 1954, Macco has sold more than 1,423 of them in joint ventures. Proceeds will go to pay off bank notes, to buy land for development, and for general corporate purposes. The company has 1,550,000 shares of common outstanding, all owned by Macco Corp. After the securities sale, Macco will own 90% of the stock.

- **Kauffman & Broad Building Co (Elie Broad, chairman and president), Southfield, Mich.** 174,500 shares of common stock at $10.50/share. Underwriter is Bache & Co. The company builds one family housing developments ($9,000 to $14,000) around Detroit and Phoenix, Ariz, as well as contract housing and multi-family dwellings, and for industrial buildings. Net value: $1,000 per share.

- **Dover Construction Co (Henry Lefkowitz, president), Cleveland—$750,000 of convertible subordinated debentures and 100, 000 shares of common stock. Price and underwriting terms are not yet set. Underwriter is Merrill, Truben & Co. The company develops land and builds houses ($9,500 to $14,500) in Cleveland and Chicago. Fiscal 1961 sales: 665 houses. Proceeds will repay loans and add to working capital. The company now has 600,000 shares outstanding, all owned by its officers.

Other market developments:

In what could be a prelude to going public, Volck-McLain Co, big California land developer and builder, has filed a registration statement with the SEC for a private offering of $4 million in securities to investors. The proceeds ($3 million in subordinated 6% notes and $1 million in common stock) will be used to help finance development of a 4,500-acre tract, San Ramon Village, east of Oakland. Since 1950, the company has built more than 6,000 houses in addition to apartment buildings.

**Liberty Real Estate Trust, Sarasota, Fla.,** which has come out with an offering of $25 million in beneficial interest shares at $10/share, has started off with a portfolio of properties acquired through a tax-free exchange of shares, first such swap engineered under the 1960 act authorizing the trusts.

The trust exchanged 616,252 shares for 31 properties in Florida (which included two apartment buildings and the mortgage on a 79-room housing development, in addition to shopping centers, motels and other commercial and industrial buildings). Net value: $6,162,522 million.

Explains Promoter W. W. (Bill) White- man Jr: "We wanted to begin as a going operation with a portfolio and anticipated movements already in hand." The swap only held good at the outset of the trust, he adds. From here on the trust will acquire properties in the usual way.

**White-Man Trust** plans to bid for other states, may invest in FHA Title I mortgages as well as land development and construction loans.

Whitman, a 46-year-old Oklahoma City lawyer, is president of Mid-America Corp., whose subsidiaries include mortgage banking companies in Oklahoma City and Wichita, Kan. He also is partner in an Oklahoma housing development company. Whitman has plans to build a development of town houses, first such in Oklahoma City.

**Other trusts with registrations before SEC:**

- **US Realty Investments, Cleveland—600,000 shares of beneficial interest at a price to be set.** The trust invests in commercial, industrial and residential properties, apartment houses, and first mortgages.

- **Franklin Realty Trust of Philadelphia—800,000 shares at $12.50/share.** As yet the trust owns no properties, says it is considering investing in commercial and industrial properties, apartment houses, and first mortgages.

- **Metropolitan Realty Trust, Washington, D.C.—$1 million shares at $6.50/share.** The trust is negotiating to buy a 257-unit garden apartment development in Alexandria, Va. which it plans to lease back to the seller.

---

**NEW ISSUES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Security</th>
<th>Offering price of shares</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nov 8</td>
<td>Kaufman and Broad</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 3</td>
<td>Wise Homes, Inc.</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 17</td>
<td>Swift Homes</td>
<td>$600</td>
<td>$600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* underwriting commission and expenses.

* after underwriting commission and expenses.

* underwriters will sell to stockholders.

* underwriters will sell to stockholders and investors.

* underwriters will sell to stockholders.

* plus 472,500 proceeds to selling stockholders.

* underwriters will sell 6 1/4% beneficial interest shares.

* after issuance of 5% collateral trust notes, series A, due June 1, 1961 at par and interest at 8% per annum.

* after issuance of collateral trust notes, series B, due Jan. 1, 1961 at par and interest at 8% per annum.

* after issuance of collateral trust notes, series C, due Dec. 31, 1960 at par and interest at 8% per annum.

* after issuance of collateral trust notes, series D, due Dec. 31, 1960 at par and interest at 8% per annum.

* after issuance of collateral trust notes, series E, due Dec. 31, 1960 at par and interest at 8% per annum.

* after issuance of collateral trust notes, series F, due Dec. 31, 1960 at par and interest at 8% per annum.

* after issuance of collateral trust notes, series G, due Dec. 31, 1960 at par and interest at 8% per annum.

* after issuance of collateral trust notes, series H, due Dec. 31, 1960 at par and interest at 8% per annum.

* after issuance of collateral trust notes, series I, due Dec. 31, 1960 at par and interest at 8% per annum.

* underwriters will sell to stockholders.

---

**REGISTRATIONS WITHDRAWN**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Amount raised</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan 10</td>
<td>Knott-Farleigh Corp.</td>
<td>$100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 8</td>
<td>Lehigh Acres</td>
<td>$600,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* 6% debentures due 1974 issued in exchange for holders of Class A and Class B shares at rate of $1,000 of debentures for each 100 shares held.
A decidedly outdoor feeling dominates this living room, achieved through free use of the structural elements that make up the house. The natural hue of planks and beams contrasts nicely with the paneling and plank flooring. Anshen & Allen, architects.
Only WOOD builds so much living into living rooms...so much salability into homes

Beautiful as it is... in paneling, flooring, doors and windows, exposed posts and beams... the wood you put into your homes is much more than mere decoration. Used generously in living rooms, wood conveys to homebuyers the warmth it can give to their family life, the pride it can add to their hospitality, the peace it can bring to their evenings of relaxation.

The best-looking wood is hard-working as well... surrounding living rooms, any rooms, with resilient framing strength and natural insulation. Only wood can endow your homes with these enduring, additional values... without additional cost.

NLMA's national advertising campaign, now in its fourth year, continues to inspire a wider public acceptance, a greater public demand for wood. Its advantages in living rooms are dramatized in the February 9th issue of Life. For more information on building better homes of wood, write:

NATIONAL LUMBER MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
Wood Information Center, 1619 Massachusetts Ave., N. W., Washington 6, D. C.

It's built to sell when it's built of wood
Housing stocks are still on a downward trend

The setback last month was mild. House & Home's monthly index of housing industry issues slipped from 17.49 to 17.26, a drop of 1.3%. In comparison, Dow-Jones industrials fell off 3.1% (from 752.56 to 709.50) and Natl. Quotation Bureau industrial, 3.8% (from 143.97 to 138.48).

Expections to the general reversals in housing stocks were land development companies. They moved up from 7.99 to 8.46, a gain of 5.9%. Prefabs rose 4.5% from 6.43 to 6.72. Shell house stocks, which began to slump last spring, are still falling as a group. However both Albee Homes and US Shell posted individual gains. S&Ls slipped for the second straight month.

Despite generally weakening prices in recent months, the housing stock index is still above earlier levels (see graph). Here are House & Home's averages, combining closing prices for listed stocks with bid prices for over-the-counter issues:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nov</th>
<th>Dec</th>
<th>Jan</th>
<th>Dec</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PROFITS & LOSSES

Recent reports on how publicly held companies in the housing industry are faring:

HARNISCHFEGGER Corp net earnings rose 41% during the fiscal year ending October 31, reports President Henry Harnischfeger. This makes the fourth year in a row that sales have topped $80 million, in spite of poor business conditions in the industries it serves.

Fiscal 1961 Fiscal 1960

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shipments</th>
<th>$80,235,000</th>
<th>$78,491,652</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Net income</td>
<td>$1,761,348</td>
<td>$1,906,359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earnings per share</td>
<td>$1.64</td>
<td>$1.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The BERENS Company has just completed the year in its 27 years of operation. And, according to President George W. De Francaeus, the outlook for fiscal 1961 is about 25% greater than 1961. For the year ended September 30, 1961, Berens closed $49,835,000 in mortgage loans and had a gross income of $2,091,000. Loan commitments outstanding were a record $62,283,000.

ALBEE HOMES reports that sales of pre-cut homes are about twice those of a year ago and profits margins are growing. Executive Vice President Alex Gross says the company will earn "a lot more than we showed" in 1962, with sales between $18 and $20 million compared to sales of $8,459,178 in 1961.

NEW CENTURY HOMES, Lafayette, Ind., prefabs, report improving sales. "We turned the corner in May," says President John T. King adding that the outlook now is brighter than earlier in the year when sales were off 10% to 15%

INLAND HOMES Corp profits rose 10% above year-earlier levels during the first half of 1961, despite a 3% dip in sales. The prefab company attributes the showing to more lending and higher earnings by its mortgage subsidiary, Crawford First Mortgage Co.

Six months ended 7/1/62 Six months ended 7/1/60

| Net sales | $2,768,427 | $2,768,427 |
| Earnings per share | $2.64 | $2.64 |

CRAWFORD CORP expects to earn about the same in 1961 as it did in 1960, though sales were off 15 to 20% for the quarter ending April 30, 1961, compared to the same period a year earlier, President Arthur D. Lusk attributes this slow rise to the general downgrading of the real estate market.

R & M middle, Laguna Beach, Calif., says President John King that "the market in southern Florida real estate for the bad boy is the only thing holding the company up."

CRAWFORD CORP expects to earn about the same in 1961 as it did in 1960, though sales were off 15 to 20% for the quarter ending April 30, 1961, compared to the same period a year earlier, President Arthur D. Lusk attributes this slow rise to the general downgrading of the real estate market.

Lyttton Financial Corp had a 62% earnings increase for the first nine months of 1961 compared with the same period a year earlier—another example of the S&L holding company boom. Total assets as of September 30 were $165,604,239, a growth of over 72% in a year.

Mortgage Banking

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Price Bid Ask</th>
<th>Bid Ask</th>
<th>Bid Ask</th>
<th>Bid Ask</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adams-Blair Inc.</td>
<td>5 3 5 4 3 3 3 3</td>
<td>3 3 3 3</td>
<td>5 3 3 3 3</td>
<td>3 3 3 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Homes Inc.</td>
<td>3 4 3 4 3 4 3 3</td>
<td>3 3 3 3 3 3</td>
<td>3 3 3 3 3</td>
<td>3 3 3 3 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edwards Inc.</td>
<td>6 4 6 4 6 4 6 4</td>
<td>6 4 6 4 6 4 6 4</td>
<td>6 4 6 4 6 4 6 4</td>
<td>6 4 6 4 6 4 6 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elkhart Builders</td>
<td>5 4 5 4 5 4 5 4</td>
<td>5 4 5 4 5 4 5 4</td>
<td>5 4 5 4 5 4 5 4</td>
<td>5 4 5 4 5 4 5 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Natl &amp; Bldg</td>
<td>8 6 8 6 8 6 8 6</td>
<td>8 6 8 6 8 6 8 6</td>
<td>8 6 8 6 8 6 8 6</td>
<td>8 6 8 6 8 6 8 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwest Bldgs.</td>
<td>4 3 4 3 4 3 4 3</td>
<td>4 3 4 3 4 3 4 3</td>
<td>4 3 4 3 4 3 4 3</td>
<td>4 3 4 3 4 3 4 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Homes</td>
<td>8 6 8 6 8 6 8 6</td>
<td>8 6 8 6 8 6 8 6</td>
<td>8 6 8 6 8 6 8 6</td>
<td>8 6 8 6 8 6 8 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Second</td>
<td>5 4 5 4 5 4 5 4</td>
<td>5 4 5 4 5 4 5 4</td>
<td>5 4 5 4 5 4 5 4</td>
<td>5 4 5 4 5 4 5 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R &amp; M middle</td>
<td>5 4 5 4 5 4 5 4</td>
<td>5 4 5 4 5 4 5 4</td>
<td>5 4 5 4 5 4 5 4</td>
<td>5 4 5 4 5 4 5 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LYTTON FINANCIAL CORP had a 62% earnings increases for the first nine months of 1961 compared with the same period a year earlier—another example of the S&L holding company boom. Total assets as of September 30 were $165,604,239, a growth of over 72% in a year.

In December, the Senate approved a $75 million mortgage program for fiscal 1962, which will finance the 1962 fiscal year with the loan, which is about to be refinanced, being the proposed market in Southern Florida real estate for the bad boy.

HOUSE & HOME
New York electricians win unprecedented 25-hour week

No US labor union has ever negotiated such a short week in a standard contract, says the Labor Dept.

But in mid-January union electricians settled an eight-day strike for a five-hour, five-day week and thrust the short week into center as a national economic issue for 1962. Contractors and government officials who had smiled indulgently and stayed on the sidelines during the contract talks were stunned. How it happened:

New York labor leaders broached a 20-hour week months ago, expecting no takers. But Harry Van Arsdale Jr, business agent of Local 3, Intl Brotherhood of Electrical Work­ers, sized on the idea. His members had been working a 30-hour week (at $4.40 hourly) since 1936. It was time to "pioneer," again, he said, to move the US toward a "full employment economy."

The issue caught fire at the early-December AFL-CIO convention. President Kennedy and Labor Secretary Arthur Goldberg urged the labor leaders to use "restraint" in wage demand lest wage-costs feed inflation. But delegates unanimously approved a resolution stating that technology progress is making short weeks not only possible but essential.

Back in New York, Van Arsdale listened to growing criticism: "wholly absurd." Comments one World-Telegram & Sun: "The atrocity" added Long Island homebuilders.

In the stunned wake of the pact, Kennedy administration officials (who hadn't lifted a finger in the case) leaked word they felt a 25-hour week was "unjustified." "The drive in some respects runs athwart President Kennedy's efforts to get both management and labor to exercise restraint to forestall a new inflationary wage-price summary," summarized the New York Times.

Many labor leaders applauded, but President George Meany of the AFL-CIO was publicly silent. In December he had said, "There is nothing sacred about the 40-hour week." But Meany did not dissent from a finding of the President's Advisory Committee on Labor Management Policy in mid-January that advised against reducing working hours as an answer to automation.

And Paul Richards of the General Build­ ing Contractors of New York State predicts that contractors can expect other trades to demand shorter hours because of New York's influence on surrounding states.

Can tougher bargaining mask labor disunity?

This could be the year testing whether organized labor can be diverted from internal wrangling and raiding (News, Apr et seq) by its goals are familiar to management—higher wages, shorter working hours with no pay cuts, and more organizing.

Before the AFL-CIO met in Miami, chiefs of the old CIO industrial unions (in the Industrial Union Dept of the AFL-CIO) and AFL building trade craft unions had battled over priorities which unions would work in plants, which in industrial plants. But at Miami delegates set up new machinery to settle raiding and jurisdictional disputes. The severest possible criticism of AFL-CIO services—could descend upon offending unions.

But the truce attempt got a quick setback. The Intl Brotherhood of Electrical Workers quit paying dues to IUD, thus becoming the last craft union to withdraw from IUD. Although IBEW gave no official reason, its leaders have criticized the IUD for insisting on ways to settle internal disputes.

Unions will disregard President Kennedy and ask 15c and up in hourly wage hikes.

Contracts covering 400,000 craft workers in the construction industry are up for renegotiation this year, the largest single industry group except the half-million steel workers.

Building unionists serve notice they will seek faster pay checks.

The minimum demand will likely be about 15c to 25c hourly—the amount most of 394,000 construction workers will pocket in deferred wage increases negotiated one and two years ago. While demands may go much higher, 15c hourly settlements have been the favorite figure for the past two years (although 26% of all deferred increases call for 25c and up pay hikes this year.)

Producers hope 1962 brings end to 'profitless prosperity'

That's how President John H. Martinson of the Douglas Fir Plywood Association sums up last year and his hopes for this one. Last year saw record sales yet the lowest prices since World War II trimmed profits.

Col E. H. Boeckh, the construction cost analyst, adds: "In some areas competing materials are cutting each other's throats. Some of the results are ominous." Comments one lifelong appliance salesman: "This field is a jungle of competition now." Other industries, like cement and lumber, have invested heavily in plants and are now wrestling with excess productive capacities.

Yet most producers are taking heart from forecasts for 1.4 million housing units this year (News, Jan) and predict sales gains of from 3% to 10% (and 15% in one instance) for the year. The industry by industry picture for 1962:

Appliances: The Commerce Dept sights a 4% increase, and most manufacturers and trade associations echo this. Sales General Manager Joseph Horak of Hotpoint sees 3% to 5% gains. Electrical manufacturers hope for increased sales from an expanded Live Better Electrically program promoting electric heating and the installation of equipment.

Lumber & plywood: DFPA predicts a 7% gain thanks to continuing industry-wide pro­motion. President Gene Brewer of US Ply­wood feels new markets, especially in indus­tries, will help the 1962 outlook bright. Executive Vice President H. V. Simp­son of the West Coast Lumberman's Assoc­iation says lumbermen "hope for an upsizing later in the year but are expecting no mir­acles in the first six months.

RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JFMAM</th>
<th>MJASOND</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>138</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: E. H. Boeckh & Associates

Residential construction costs continue almost stable. The Boeckh index for December rose only 0.1 point (0.3%) to 295.8. Rising labor costs have now balanced weak materials prices says Col E. H. Boeckh for two years. Evidence: the 294.7 average for 1962 is only 0.3% higher than 1960's 294.7. Predicts Boeckh: "The January tabulation will show wage increases which took effect Jan 1 and we'll get some action." Average wage increase negotiated last year was 12.84% hourly, or 1.5% less than in 1960.

Copper: Shipments will go up 6%, says the Copper & Brass Research Institute because of favorable prospects in housing, appliances, and automobiles.

Plastics: Reinforced plastics sales will increase 6.5%, says the Society of the Plastics Industry after polling its membership.

Plumbing: Lower prices for lumber, plumbing equipment, and miscellaneous non-metallic materials caused the 0.1 point slip in December. Northwest green fir lumber producers raised prices $3 a thousand fbm in early January but said the price firming was due to curtailed production rather than market demand. Cement increases scheduled for Jan 1 (News, Oct) aren't taking because of fierce competition.
URBAN RENEWAL:

Housing courts: little used anti-slab weapon

Stiff codes can stem blight only if backed by firm inspectors—and even firmer judges

"There is nothing better we could do for the amount of time and money involved to upgrade and protect neighborhoods than to establish a housing court," says Guy T. O. Holladay, former FHA commissioner now serving on the Build America Better Committee of the Natl Association of Real Estate Boards. "It's very easy to do," he adds. "The problem of assigning a magistrate to hear housing cases is a simple one."

How do courts fit into the slum cleanup picture? Testifies the St Louis Globe-Democrat: "In the past city courts have been one of the greatest obstacles to effective enforcement of the laws written to protect property values and high housing standards. For example, violators have received a slap on the wrist—or no slap at all. The courts have let violators off scot-free if, after long delay, they finally complied with the law."

So important is overall enforcement that the federal government makes it a cornerstone part of its requirements for cities to spend renewal and public housing subsidies. Yet critics complain that cities often water down or ignore this requirement. Only a handful of US cities have special housing courts going now. The reasons range from apathy to politics. Look at the revealing case histories of Wilmington, Del. and St. Louis.

Census takers in 1950 rated St Louis housing second-worst in the nation (behind New Orleans). After a decade of limp housing code enforcement the city still scores low compared to other US cities although the percentage of substandard units was cut from 36.3% to 22.8% (see table, next page).

In November 1960, before the census figures were known, a group of neighborhood civic leaders began urging a housing court. The practice of squeezing housing violators into crowded traffic court sessions left many offenders unpunished, they argued; only two had been convicted out of nearly 3,000 court cases in 1958. The Globe-Democrat backed the idea with a series of articles. But Mayor Raymond R. Tucker and his official family were doubling up on the housing code enforcement officer. Judge Thomas Herlihy, later (December 1961) that municipal court trials, "Still hold court shows how it helped clean up slums.

Baltimore's 14-year record with a housing court shows how it helped clean up slums. Baltimore first attacked its 2,100 blocks of blight by passing a housing code in 1941. But inspectors found their cleanup orders were virtually meaningless. Reason: police magistrates heard cases of hard-core offenders at the tag-end of a day-long parade of drunks, wife-beaters, and panderers. Generally they ended cases with weary warnings to landlords and tenants before adjourning hastily.

Former Mayor Thomas D'Alesandro, up from the slums himself, won agreement from the Maryland governor to assign a magistrate to hear cases of errant landlords and in July 1947 Harry Kruger became the nation's first housing court judge.

Reluctant at first to take the politically touchy job, Judge Kruger became a "courageous pioneer" once he accepted, says Guy T. O. Hollyday, former FHA commissioner now serving on the Build America Better Committee of the Natl Association of Real Estate Boards. "It's very easy to do," he adds. "The problem of assigning a magistrate to hear housing cases is a simple one."

When a judge gets a long-term assignment to hear housing cases, "he has to become familiar with a field of law that's little used," says Martin Millspaugh, former ass't URA commissioner and now deputy director of Baltimore's Charles Center project. "He learns the relation of codes and health regulations to foreclosures, mortgages, and realty law."

Adds one of Judge Kruger's successors: "This is not a question of the ability of the judge. It is merely a question of experience."

The experience in Baltimore is shared by other cities (Chicago, Cleveland, Milwaukee, New York, Philadelphia) following Baltimore's lead shows two important facts:

1. The nature of the job itself usually persuades even indifferent judges to become interested in better housing.

When a judge gets a long-term assignment to hear housing cases, "he has to become familiar with a field of law that's little used," says Martin Millspaugh, former ass't URA commissioner and now deputy director of Baltimore's Charles Center project. "He learns the relation of codes and health regulations to foreclosures, mortgages, and realty law."

Adds one of Judge Kruger's successors: "This is not a question of the ability of the judge. It is merely a question of experience."

When this experience grooms a judge in housing court, "he has to become familiar with the uncertainties of appointments to follow Judge Kruger on housing court, "all three whose terms have been excellent," says Millspaugh.

First successor was Helen Elizabeth Brown, who "knew and cared nothing about sociology," according to court observers. Still she did a pretty good job, "he has to become familiar with the uncertainties of appointments to follow Judge Kruger on housing court, "all three whose terms have been excellent," says Millspaugh.

First successor was Helen Elizabeth Brown, who "knew and cared nothing about sociology," according to court observers. Still she did a pretty good job, "she has to become familiar with the uncertainties of appointments to follow Judge Kruger on housing court, "all three whose terms have been excellent," says Millspaugh.

When Judge Mary Arabian took over housing court in mid-1961, there were few differences common with each new magistrate, that she would drop the clinic. But its existence is now assured for 1962. "We would like not only to keep the clinic running but expand it," says Edgar Ewing of the city renewal agency.

"So far it has proved a valuable tool."
WHICH CITIES ARE OUT SLUMS

Census Bureau count of housing units dilapidated or without all plumbing facilities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1950</th>
<th>UNITS REPORTED</th>
<th>1960</th>
<th>UNITS REPORTED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CITY</td>
<td>DATED</td>
<td>CITY</td>
<td>DATED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>683,020</td>
<td>Seattle</td>
<td>510,118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Diego</td>
<td>192,269</td>
<td>Nashville</td>
<td>454,902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>579,567</td>
<td>Little Rock</td>
<td>31,862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>269,052</td>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>257,615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>201,718</td>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>1,000,330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix</td>
<td>36,575</td>
<td>Milwaukee</td>
<td>553,199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houston</td>
<td>187,185</td>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>123,107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Haven</td>
<td>137,831</td>
<td>Buffalo</td>
<td>137,224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>136,174</td>
<td>Cleveland</td>
<td>265,582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>223,675</td>
<td>D.C.</td>
<td>140,624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis</td>
<td>233,151</td>
<td>New York</td>
<td>2,758,116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee</td>
<td>185,103</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>44,402,478</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1950</th>
<th>UNITS REPORTED</th>
<th>1960</th>
<th>UNITS REPORTED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CITY</td>
<td>DATED</td>
<td>CITY</td>
<td>DATED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>2,758,116</td>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>257,615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffalo</td>
<td>262,641</td>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>123,107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland</td>
<td>265,582</td>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>36,575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee</td>
<td>44,402,478</td>
<td>New York</td>
<td>2,758,116</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A JUDGE LOOKS BACK

Harry Kruger, 60, was the nation's first housing court judge. He served from 1947 to 1951 in Baltimore. He still keeps his hand in the battle to improve bad housing and last year was president of Baltimore's famed Fighting Fund. Now how Judge Kruger now sizes up his pacesetting work.

"When housing court started, there were still hundreds of property owners in Baltimore, maybe thousands, but I think there aren't any left now. The people who owned many of these houses were speculators. When they requested a postponement, on one excuse or another, they got it. Then they would reappear, a different magistrate would be sitting, the case would be postponed or thrown out—it wasn't easy, cracking down on such people when housing court started."

"The other side of it was thousands and thousands of people who had never complained, didn't want to spend money to complain or how to go about it. When the word of housing court gradually got around, these people at last had some hope of redress."

"These two situations alone made housing court worthwhile. Looking at it in a larger aspect, perhaps what mattered was the realization which I tried to plant in people that crime and disease start in slums, but don't stop there. 'Do you think a rat recognizes property lines and uses them?'

"Some of the people who stopped speaking to me when I tried to get housing court un-derway, to do an honest job of it, if it didn't speak to me. But a man I know fairly well who owns quite a few of those old brick rowfronts in Baltimore, if I asked him, 'If you didn't stir us up when you did, by now there might not be any problem left at all, or any property. The buildings would have started falling down.' It takes more than just paint and paper once every long while."
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Ford grant seeks cure of slum causes

"Physical renewal has failed to solve many of the human and social problems in these areas [slums]."

So saying, the Ford Foundation last month gave $2 million, the biggest share of the money it has for urban research this year, to Oakland, Calif. (population 367,548) to try to solve some of the human problems.

Looking back, 1961 marks the end of a galloping case of urban blight. The Bay area's wartime shipyards drew thousands of Negro migrants all the way from Dixie and into the heart of Oakland, as the permanent Western terminus of the enormous migration of Negroes to California. Oakland's Negro population soared from 2.8% in 1940 to 12.4% in 1950 and 22.8% in 1960. Middle-income neighborhoods began to split. City fathers tried the familiar antidote of massive new projects, Construction work done, in progress, or on drawing boards for $11,990 to $14,500. Designers are using about 650 pounds of aluminum in each house. Turning out for opening are (l-r) Albert M. Cole, of Reynolds Aluminum Service Corp and Samuel A. and Henry A. G-P is offering the setup this month to 100 projects. As a result critics have landed on their job of developing the individual in this new construction. Builders Reynolds Aluminum Service Corp and Samuel A. and Henry A. Berger, Philadelphia, offer five models of town houses with three and four bedrooms. Price: $11,990 to $14,500. Designers are using about 650 pounds of aluminum in each house. Turning out for opening are (l-r) Albert M. Cole, of Reynolds Aluminum Service; David P. Reynolds, of Reynolds Metals Co; A. N. Simeon of Doxiadis Associates, architects and community planners; and Leon Weiner of Franklin Associates, Wilmington, Del. contractors.

The city is experimenting with a community relations program to teach healthy urban living habits to these families.

Baltimore's housing clinic is another attempt to deal with this problem.

New York's attempts to curb tenant delinquency run into the city's rent control law. The big rub, according to Miss Rose Schnepf, head of the city council's office handling housing cases: rent increases are given only when the landlord makes a capital improvement. This rules out increases for such "maintenance" items as repair of damaged plumbing, broken windows, and stairs that are either damaged or deteriorating.

Eastwick houses open

After a decade of planning, Philadelphia's staggering 2.506-acre renewal project (nation's biggest) gets these aluminum-decked houses as its first new construction. Builders Reynolds Aluminum Service Corp and Samuel A. and Henry A. Berger, Philadelphia, offer five models of town houses with three and four bedrooms. Price: $11,990 to $14,500. Designers are using about 650 pounds of aluminum in each house. Turning out for opening are (l-r) Albert M. Cole, of Reynolds Aluminum Service; David P. Reynolds, of Reynolds Metals Co; A. N. Simeon of Doxiadis Associates, architects and community planners; and Leon Weiner of Franklin Associates, Wilmington, Del. contractors.

PUBLIC HOUSING:

Will credit unions make better citizens?

The nation's biggest landlord, the New York City Housing Authority, is betting they will help.

Mounting vandalism, crime, and even some murder cases (New York's has plagued the Authority's 457,000 tenants scattered in 100 projects. As a result critics have landed hard on the Authority.

Chairman William Reid says new officers could be added to the Authority's 600-man police force. But a better way, he feels, is to raise the level of tenant responsibility since only 16% of all tenants account for most of the vandalism and poor housekeeping.

To do this, Reid plans to set up a cooperative credit union in one lower East Side project. If it works well, other projects will get the same treatment.

Tenants need protection from unscrupulous merchants and loan sharks that credit unions afford, he argues. They will also give credit counseling to tenants. One tenant owned three television sets because it was cheaper and easier for him to buy new sets on $2 weekly payments than to pay one large sum on an old set. "The aim is to make it possible for them to save money and at the same time borrow it," explained Reid. "It is impossible for many of our tenants to get any credit with a bank."

The authority also plans to beef up community groups inside projects. Meetings will be held with tenants on each floor of high-rise projects, because the Authority finds that tenants who know their neighbors will attend recreational, health, and "helping hand" organizations. Reid points out this will improve racial integration inside projects occupied by 40% Negroes, 40% whites, 18% Puerto Ricans, and 2% miscellaneous.

Both steps, says Reid, are aimed at making tenants feel: "This is mine. I have something in common with my neighbors. I want to make this a pleasant place to live in."

* A population slightly larger than Phoenix, the nation's 29th largest city. Tenants pay $90 million annually to live in apartments valued at $1.5 billion.

Easier fixup financing offered materials' dealers

Georgia Pacific Corp and Universal CIT Credit have teamed up to bring no-down, quick loans to the remodeling business. Rates costing up to $5,000 will be eligible. Interest rate: 7% per year added to the cost of the job and repaid over as much as five years (which works out to a true annual rate of about 13%). Sample: A $1,000 retail installment contract for 12 months would cost $1,069.72; for 24 months $1,140; for 36 months $1,209.96.

G-P is offering the setup this month to some 10,000 stocking dealers across the nation. Yards in turn will offer the financing to remodeling contractors and do-it-yourselfers. Retail dealers will take applications, phone one of CIT/CIT's 80 branches where a credit check may take as little as 10 minutes (says G-P).

American-Standard has also just signed up with Universal-CIT to make the latter's property improvement financing available through American-Standard dealers for air conditioning and forced-air heating systems.
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Critics zero in on design, environment

Cartoonist Jules Feiffer's thrust at today's fashion in residential design for renewal areas epitomizes a growing outcry against scars on the suburban landscape that masquerade as progress.

Five years ago, only a few lonely voices were sounding off against such uglification as suburban monotony, antiseptic redevelopment schemes, or neighborhood destruction by freeways. But not now.

Expectably, the outcry is loudest where journalistic pioneering is a habit—in papers like the Washington Post, the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, the New York Herald-Tribune, the San Francisco Chronicle and in magazines like Harper's and Fortune.

Few of the critics' barbs get national circulation because they deal with local environment. But they deserve study, not only by architects and planners, but also by builders and lenders who must operate with an eye on public opinion. Samples:

- "The City: one by one its familiar buildings crumble away to be replaced by new ones that stare you down with glassy-eyed solemnity. The hills where poppies grew (and children played) disappear under rows of houses with one-tract minds, holding hands in loneliness. Out of the slums of yesterday rise the tenements of tomorrow."—Columnist Herb Caen in the Chronicle.

- "There is getting to be an awfully fishy smell to Title I and to everything connected with that phrase urban renewal . . . They can throw you out of your home, pay you a condemnation price for a house whose mortgage you've been paying off for 20 years, and construct a hideous anthill in its place in loneliness. Out of the slums of yesterday rise the tenements of tomorrow."—Columnist John Crosby in the Herald-Tribune.

Last month it was page 1 news in some California papers when a mixed committee of perceptive citizens* horrified at the chaotic development of the fast-growing state's urban areas, issued a biting, 64-page pamphlet calling on citizens to resist conversion of the Golden State into "slurbs."

What is a "slurb"? Says the pamphlet, entitled "California Going, Going . . .": "They are sleepy, sleepy, slovenly, slipshod semi-cities sprawling over the landscape like prefabricated slums. The report continues: "In spite of all efforts to the contrary, California's unique bright land is increasingly defiled by badly located freeways, housing subdivisions, and industries which needlessly destroy beautiful scenery and envelope agricultural land; by reservoirs and water courses which unwittingly encourage the growth of mislocated communities; by waste products of cars and jeeps and cycles which preempt our very living and breathing space.

"Already, the state's nose is bloody. How long before its whole magnificent body is beaten to deformity? How long before the bright lands are dead lands?"

The report focuses, too, on the troubles brought on by the fad for superhighways. Without getting a coherent road system, the state highway department has succeeded in defacing the San Francisco waterfront and skyline, eroded a major portion of a park in Los Angeles, threatened to defile the incredible beauty of Lake Tahoe's Emerald Bay by ramming a bridge across its outlet, nearly cut Sacramento off from its commercially valuable and potentially beautiful river-front, and made menacing gestures at the Big Sur. One of the funniest exams of highway snafu comes in San Francisco's freeway system, which finally raised such resentment that substantial citizens promoted a referendum asking that the whole new Embarcadero elevated freeway be dismantled and forgotten.

One result: the program was frozen where it stood, and today the incomplete waterfront road remains the tallest monument to the air and is used partly as a parking spot for tourists.

What is the cause of such troubles? The report blames a "serious, progressively disastrous lack of co-ordinated land planning and development."

Critics have already scored some spectacular successes at fighting ugly bridges and ill-planned freeways.

 When the state's chief highway engineer worked up plans for a new $65 million bridge across the south end of San Francisco Bay, he knew, as does any veteran bureaucrat, that the most unimaginative, conservative design ought to be the one least likely to get him into trouble. But he figured without the Chronicle's architectural critic, Allan Temko.

Unlike most columnists, urban critic Temko first did his research well. He went over the highway department's plans, then took his notes to the oldest architects and bridge men in the area. He checked experts on improved bridge materials, notably fellow University of California faculty member T. Y. Lin, an expert on prestressed concrete. When Lin stated his professional reputation on a public statement that the bridge could be made into a soaring concrete structure for $5 million less than the state's Rip van Winkle design, Temko knew he had a story. The Chronicle put its full weight behind Temko's attack.

Upshot: Gov Edmund ("Pat") Brown ordered work stopped on the bridge, named an advisory commission of architects to review the plans and come up with something better.

Down the coast in Monterey, angry citizens put 19,000 signatures on a protest against the state highway department's proposed 29-acre freeway interchange of five overpasses and 26 roadways. "A can of worms," they dubbed it derisively. City officials rejected the plan.

The message that cities can be beautiful if their citizens demand it is spreading.
Title company buys McMillan Mortgage

Mortgage Banker T. C. McMillan of Los Angeles, who sees mortgage banking as the "merger—up process" for the mortgage business, has married off his company for nearly $7 million in stock.

McMillan Mortgage Co., with a servicing portfolio of $352 million (in California, Arizona and Nevada), becomes the first acquisition in a new expansion and diversification program of Security Title & Insurance Co.

Security, third largest title insurance company in the U.S. (assets: just under $2 billion), is being reorganized as a holding company—Financial Corp of America. McMillan will get 300,000 shares of the new stock, the equivalent of 300,000 of Security. It is being traded at between $23 and $25 a share.

McMillan will remain president of McMillan Mortgage, operating it on a service contract for the parent company.

Deals like this one "will be a way of life in our business," says McMillan. "There will inevitably be fewer companies and bigger companies. I believe it is quite possible we will eventually see national mortgage companies."

The deal gives liquidity to McMillan's 25-year-old company. He notes that he has no plans to sell any of the stock. (He had been planning a public stock issue of his own until Security proposed merger.)

But just as important, McMillan insists: "This gives a more substantial financial basis to get into other types of mortgage lending —more commercial and industrial loans, more loans to builders. Also we get the assistance of some very fine men who can be very influential in getting new business for us."

Why did Security pick a mortgage business for its diversification? Answers Chairman William Better: "We sort of picked each other out. Our businesses do not break in fringe or conflict with one another. But there is potential for mutual advantage."

Better, who won control of Security in a bitter proxy fight (HAI, Dec '56), insists he has no specific plans for further expansion. "We are not going to go out, do deals just to make deals and get bigger. A deal is good only if it adds to earnings. Anything we make, our purpose would be subject to the approval of the stockholders and I'm sure they wouldn't want us to buy a glass-wax company."

Ex-Kaiser aide gets No. 2 NAHB staff

The appointment of William H. Slep Jr., sometime (1957-8) sales director for the Natl Housing Center, as assistant executive vice president of NAHB comes as a surprise.

Slep. 42, had until recently been marketing manager of the building industry division of Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp in Oakland, Calif. At NAHB, he takes over the title held by Neil J. Hardy until he became FHA commissioner—but with a difference in duties.

Handy stuck to two items: running the Housing Center and serving (with Economist Nat Rose) as NAHB's staff head. But, Slep tells House & Home, he will be concerned with "the overall operations of NAHB" and will have no specific duties. For instance, says Slep, he could run things in Washington so Executive Vice President John Dickerman can spend more time going out to NAHB's hustings.

West Virginia-born, Slep studied at Sinclair College, Dayton, Ohio, then spent 20 years with Frigidaire where he wound up as manager of the building industry and contract sales department.
branch of Crane Co, plumbing makers, and Soo Mill & Lumber Co Ltd of Sault Ste Marie, Ont.
The Canadian venture is Richard Rheem's first international expansion. In 14 months RMS has graduated 227 men from its course by holding sessions in Pittsburgh, Omaha, and Los Angeles as well as New York.

**Eichler makes his first sortie outside Calif.**

Builder Joseph L. Eichler, of Palo Alto, head of one of the biggest publicly-owned building companies, is invading the tough New York metropolitan market.

And he picked the area's hottest building area, booming Rockland County on the west bank of the Hudson River near the Tappan Zee bridge, for his transcontinental venture. In the town of Ramapo he bought 200 developed lots from Northern Properties Inc, subsidiary of United Improvement & Investing Corp. There, he plans to offer his celebrated California-styled homes with only slight changes for the colder climate. Prices: $28,000 to $35,000.

Eichler hopes this will be the first step in becoming a national builder. "I've always wanted to build around most of the major metropolitan areas," he says. "I think our decision to move into the New York area is a worthwhile gamble." If all goes well, "we anticipate this will be only the first of a number of steps into major metropolitan areas throughout the United States."

Eichler has built 8,000 homes in the past decade, mostly around San Francisco. In 1960, the company began building in three Los Angeles locations, and last year started construction and development projects. Davies, New York City renewal chief, quits

J. Clarence Davies Jr is resigning as $25,000-a-year chairman of the city's Housing & Redevelopment Board because of family obligations. The deaths of his mother and father, and his wish to spend more time with his children, have caused him to resign as chairman. Davies, 49, is president of the J. Clarence Davies Co in the Bronx.

Davies, 69, has been elected president of the real estate company in the past 10 years. During the past 10 years they have developed gas and oil properties in the Sacramento and San Joaquin Valleys, and these will be part of the new enterprise.

Chicago-born Arthur C. Cody is new executive vice president of the American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers. He has been executive secretary of the organization since 1944. A University of Chicago graduate, he was associated with Equitable Life Assurance Society and General Mortgage Investments Inc before joining AIREA.

He succeeds Harry Grant Atkinson, retiring as AIREA staff head after serving since 1925 with the organization and the National Association of Real Estate Boards. He is author of the five-volume Modern Real Estate Practice.
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Mr. Seiffert uses the "Sell-O-Rama" Display to point out the performance advantages of Ruberoid Asphalt Shingles.

"Ruberoid's 'Open House Plan' talks quality to my prospects"

...says Allen Seiffert, H. O. Seiffert Lumber Co., Davenport, Iowa.

“If you offer prospects quality building materials, it makes sense to call attention to them. I do... and the Ruberoid Open House Plan gives me lots of help.”

“The ‘Sell-O-Rama’ Display spotlights the value of my building materials so that customers can’t miss it. It puts across a convincing quality story in an interesting way. Many times, ‘Sell-O-Rama’ helps me close a sale.”

Now in its third successful year, the Ruberoid Open House Plan has more than proved its ability to sell homes. Its popularity with builders is testimony that quality building products can be strong selling points, when they are advertised nationally, and featured at the point-of-sale by “Sell-O-Rama” Display.
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Executive Director Bernard Loshbough of Action-Housing Inc in Pittsburgh is spending two months in West Bengal, India, to help organize business and citizen participation in government. No stranger to India, Loshbough spent four years representing both the State Planning and Ford Foundation there before coming to Pittsburgh in 1957. His new task, as special consultant to the Calcutta Metropolitan Planning Organization, is also part of a $1.4 million Ford Foundation program. Ford sought Loshbough for the Indian assignment because of his success in getting citizens to work for housing improvement in Action-Housing.

*Theodore H. Savage, associate director of Action-Housing, since 1957, has resigned to become executive director of the Washington, D.C., Planning & Housing Association. Savage served 23 years in federal housing agencies before joining Action-Housing.*

**Zeckendorf finds aid but loses some control**

Just as some Wall St realty analysts foresaw disaster ahead, Realty Promoter William Zeckendorf came up with his most dazzling all-hour deal with a British syndicate headed by Philip Hill, Higginson, Erlangers Ltd. London merchant bank. The deal, which will produce $43.75 million in new capital into his financially pressed Webb & Knapp Inc, giant property company with a staggering burden of $40 million in short-term debt, says he brought $43.5 million in new money thus: $12.5 million from the Philip Hill group for 1) $2.5 million in notes maturing in 1968; $25 million in five-year loans (guaranteed by the British syndicate) from Morgan Guaranty Trust Co and the Bank of Nova Scotia (which will be used to pay W&K for its interest in the 13 properties and for working capital for the new company); and $6,250,000 from the Philip Hill group for 4.5 million new W&K common shares and an option to buy 270,000 shares of W&K's Gulf States Land & Industries Inc.

The deal costs Zeckendorf a measure of freedom: the Britshers insisted on enough representation on the boards of both W&K and the new Zeckendorf Properties to give them veto powers over any Zeckendorf move they don't like. Zeckendorf, whose family control of W&K has dwindled from 52% to 39%, will find the new board members of a much more conservative bent. But while Zeckendorf's natural exuberance may be kept under wraps a lot more, point out Wall Streeters, he can now get W&K out from under its suffocating load of high-cost debt. With the chance to get money once again at normal market rates, Zeckendorf will gain flexibility he hasn't had for years.

**MANUFACTURERS:** Vice President and Treasurer Walter E. Hoadley of Armstrong Cork Co is the new board chairman of the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia. He will continue his strong duties. He served as senior economist for the Chicago Federal Reserve Bank before joining Armstrong in 1949.

**New public housing boss faces problems**

The Denver Housing Authority has picked James Fresques, 52, as its new executive director (salary: $15,000) and handed him this task: start moving on a program "bogged down in a series of false starts and says who cross purposes."

Fresques has some help from upstairs: HHFA has warned Denver to get going on 500 units of public housing or $2.8 million in grants for planned urban renewal "will be in trouble."

Denver completed the last of its 3,246 public housing units in 1956. Its previous director, veteran public housing boss Lee F. Johnson, started planning more than a year ago for 560 new units—250 for aged persons, 250 on scattered sites. But Johnson and Mayor Dick Batterton bumped heads when the mayor vetoed an ordinance giving the Housing Authority sole authority to pick sites, rather than requiring city council approval.

Johnson soon resigned (News, Aug.). In the controversy, the Public Housing Administration extended Denver's deadline for submitting plans for the 500 units to Dec. 7.

When even that deadline could not be met, Denver was forced to accept plans developed by various groups, including the Denver Housing Authority, the United Housing Foundation and the Denver Metropolitan Planning Organization. As a result, 500 new units will not be completed before Dec. 7.

*Including Park West Village, Kips Bay Plaza, Lincoln Towers, United Nations Plaza, and Riverside in New York City; Roosevelt Field, Long Island; Southwest Washington, Washington; Russian Hill Towers San Francisco; Century City, Los Angeles.*

**Emerson-Pryne Recessed Lighting**

Featuring the unique U-all...the "spice of lighting" for sure! 67 varieties (fronts and trims) in one fixture. Including 18 different fronts for any lighting job from dramatic accents to general illumination. And—if you (or the home buyer) change your mind...you can just change the lens.

U-all is one of the Emerson-Pryne S-R-O Recessed Lights—the only line (Square-Round-Oblong) featuring anodized aluminum fronts. They can't rust!

*Universal—all lighting lenses*

**FULL COLOR CATALOG SHOWS HOW S-R-O HELPS MAKE HOMES THAT LOOK ALIKE...LOOK DIFFERENT. ASK FOR YOURS.**
A BIG STEP FORWARD IN REMOVABLE WINDOW EQUIPMENT

Nationally advertised in LIFE and AMERICAN HOME

Today, removable windows have wide appeal. Among the first to realize the value of the removable feature was Zegers, Inc. About five years ago they set out to produce equipment that would provide removability and also assure efficient weatherstripping. The job was not easy, but constant research and testing finally brought the desired results. Now, the Zegers removable equipment, called "Take-out," is available!

Just a slight sideways pressure of the sash, in either direction, and Take-out equipped window is out.

The problem was solved by combining famous Zegers Dura-seal principles of efficient weatherstripping and dual sash support with a new compressible jamb, so that weather-tight, well-balanced, double-hung wood windows now can be lifted out and put back easily, quickly. No longer will users have to tug and struggle to remove and replace windows. Tests made by independent research laboratories show that windows equipped with Take-out exceed F.H.A. requirements by more than 50 per cent!

Probably one of the most important Take-out features is Dual Balancing which provides two spring balances on each sash, one on each side, to prevent the sash from tilting. Furthermore, Take-out is coated with Zelite, an exclusive process that keeps the metal bright and beautiful.

With Take-out, cold, drafts, or dirt cannot enter. In the summer, warm air cannot enter air-conditioned homes through the windows and cool air cannot escape.

Builders! Ask your lumber dealer about Take-out or write now for our new folder.

Lumber Dealers: Write for new Take-out folder and ask to see a Take-out Window in operation!

INCORPORATED
8090 South Chicago Ave.
Chicago 17, Illinois
Manufacturers of Dura-seal Weatherstrip and Sash Balance, Take-out, and Dura-glide
not be met, Regional Administrator Rod Bethune of HHFA extended the deadline four months more and issued his warning of trouble. His argument: A "large number" of people are being displaced by renewal; "many" of these have indicated a desire to move to subsidized public housing; thus "there is a critical need for more public housing in Denver."

Yet Denver's three going renewal projects have displaced only 420 families and only 22 families have moved to public housing. Another 278 families will be moved by planned projects.

The day after Bethune's chat, the Housing Authority tapped Fresques, who has been Batterson's right-hand man, to head the authority. Fresques' 17 year career in city government includes stints as city councilman, budget director, and welfare director.

Denver realtors contend Denver needs no more public housing. Fresques faces site problems; the day of his appointment 2,500 citizens petitioned against him.

They have 1,900 public housing units already and want other areas to take their turn absorbing units. "We object to the transient type of families who pass through public housing, who throw a burden on public facilities and contribute relatively little." say leaders of the mixed Spanish-American and Negro neighborhood. Fresques goes to city council and the planning board early in February to get approval of scattered locations for the first 250 units. The sites must be approved by April 7 under PHA's current deadline. And both friends and critics of Batterson agree the site problem will tip the future of public housing in Denver.

ARCHITECTS: Walter Gropius, 78, has won architecture's largest prize—the $20,000 tax-free Kaufmann International Design Award for 1961. Gropius, professor emeritus of Harvard's school of architecture, was cited for his revolutionary work in setting up the famed Bauhaus school in the 1920s in Weimar, Germany. At Bauhaus, Gropius developed a concept of learning through direct experience with the elements of design—an idea which now influences almost every design school in the world.

In 1945 years as a partnership, Worley K. Wong and John Carden Campbell, famed San Francisco designers of contemporary custom homes (see H&H, Nov) have become a corporation, Campbell & Wong & Associates.

Author of Southern Building Code dies

Marion L. Clement, 61, who rose from building inspector to become executive director of the Southern Building Code Congress, died Nov 25 while visiting two daughters in Albuquerque.

Clement began as building inspector in his native Shreveport, and held similar posts in El Paso and Corpus Christi before being named to write a new code for Birmingham, Ala. The code was so well received that officials of several Alabama cities urged him to write a single code for them. As a result, Clement wrote the Southern Building Code in the early 1940s and created the SBCC to promote its adoption. With Clement as executive director, the SBCC code became one of the nation's four most-used regional codes and at his death claimed to be the model for local codes in 1,000 cities.

Clement was a strong advocate of regional codes, arguing that differing climates and economic conditions require different codes. He fought the still controversial idea of a single, federally-sponsored code on grounds it would increase bureaucracy.

SBCC's president, Hubert N. Caraway, ass't city manager of Columbus, Ga., becomes new executive director of the group. J. T. Waggone, public improvements director of Birmingham, is the new president.

DIED: Ward C. Gifford, 75, Kansas City realtor, former president of the Kansas City board (1930) and former NAREB vice president (1947-48), Dec 19, on an oceanliner going to the Orient; Joseph Z. Corkin, 45, founder of Corkin Enterprises, a nationwide realty company, and a former adviser to HHFA, Dec 29, at Brookline, Mass.; Roy A. Heymann, 77, Philadelphia real estate broker and charter member of the City Planning Association in 1943, Dec 31, in Philadelphia; O. William Blair, 64, vice president of the United Brotherhood of Carpenters who was convicted with two other top union officials in 1960 for bribery in the 1956 Indiana highway scandal, Jan 4, in Washington, D.C.; Harry L. Dayton, 74, president of Bayside S&L, New York City, Jan 5, in New York; Architect Royal Barry Wills, 65, of Boston, whose graceful designs popularized the New England colonial house across the nation, Jan 9, in Winchester, Mass. (see p 108).

SQUARE FANS

Emerson-Pryne Fans

Home construction is based on square angles. That's why our square fans are much easier to install than round types. They fit flush with studs or joists, brick or block. And square holes are simpler to cut than round ones! Result: They cut installing costs 30% or more.

They move air more efficiently, too! The venturi and larger opening provide greater C.F.M. with less wattage. Never starved for air. No power wasted pulling air into the fan.

Free catalog shows Square Fans for everything but tepees. Ask for yours.
Now, why would we saw a bath tub in half?

Why? To point out a few things about Kohler quality. Things that add sales appeal to buildings and homes.

For instance, under that fine, gleaming enamel is cast iron. Strong. Rigid. You'll never step into a Kohler tub and feel the bottom buckle. And it's this same rigidity that resists chipping, cracking and crazing.

Cast Iron is porous. Under intense heat the enamel extends little fingers into the pores of the metal. Thus, the enamel becomes fused to the iron to form a lifetime bond.

These few facts about Kohler tubs reflect our habit of putting the right materials together in the right way in all Kohler fixtures and fittings. We've had the habit for more than seventy-five years. That's why leading builders and architects with an eye for quality specify Kohler. You can get the whole story from your plumbing contractor or Kohler distributor.

(Incidentally—know anybody who wants to buy half a tub?)
Market outlook: about the same as '61

If the federal government has its way, housebuilding will repeat its 1961 performance of 123,000 starts (with just over 30,000 of them apartments).

The government's interest in housing this year is political more than economic. Ottawa wants to keep employment at a high level, especially in construction, because a federal election is due either this summer or fall.

There is plenty of mortgage money in sight, even though the government cut the NHA rate from 6% to 5% last fall.

But the shape of the housing market raises doubts which could make the difference between a 5% gain or a 5% loss in 1962 starts.

Items:

Sales of single-family homes are showing signs of softness. Such major centers as Montreal, Toronto, Vancouver, and Winnipeg are affected.

At present, for example, there were 1,024 completed but unoccupied houses at the beginning of December. Almost a question as to whether the total for all major urban areas (4,155). This constitutes only a one-week supply of housing for Toronto, but the area had 1,108 homes under construction—4,000 more than at the same time a year earlier. Builders say they need a good winter selling season to avoid problems when spring brings its customary rush of starts.

Montreal had 395 unsold homes at November's end, compared with only 249 a year earlier.

Apartments are showing signs of overcrowding in big cities. Rental housing has comprised 25 to 27% of Canada starts for the past four years (vs only 18% in 1952).

In metropolitan Toronto, for instance, rental vacancies reached 6.8% a year ago, according to the city planning board. Yet builders stepped up apartment starts 37% in the first 11 months of 1961 (from 7,897 to 10,831).

Montreal had 1,108 completed but unoccupied apartments at the end of November—a glut only a little smaller than it was a year earlier.

Older homes are declining in price—for the first time in 20 years. Some analysts figure prices have dropped about 5% in the last 12 months. Reason: the postwar housing shortage is over. Realtors call the market for older homes much stronger than the market for new homes—at least for the kind of homes builders are building. So falling prices of older homes could well slice into sales of new homes.

The government's third sale of 6%/ NHA mortgages from CMHC's portfolio was snapped up by private lenders at an average premium price of 101.79.

The $15 million third sale means the government resold $41 million worth of NHA mortgages to private lenders last year—an amount equal to 16% of its investment in direct NHA loans for the first 11 months of 1961. Thus the government held its fresh investment in housing down to $260 million.

The government's prevailing policy of mortgage lending represents an unbalanced and expensive approach to housing. It does not provide for the housing needs of the lower third of half the population. It does not do enough for the residents of small and semi-rural communities.
TWINDOW comes in either metal edge or glass edge.

Burnside "Jubilee" model home. At present, used as both model and office.

TWINDOW®
the PPG windowpane with insulation built in
Look how attractive high-density housing can be!

This is Unidad Independencia near Mexico City, where 2,487 families live on 92 acres.

Yet only a fourth of the land is built upon. The project is a fine example of environmental planning—combining various types of housing, community buildings, and open spaces into a pleasant place to live.

Located on a partially wooded site near a main artery leading into Mexico City, Unidad Independencia is well worth the attention of—even a visit by—anyone interested in high-density land use. Built under the auspices of the Mexican Institute of Social Security, the community was completed last year 15 months after it was begun. It cost about $17 million—or $7,000 per dwelling unit. Rentals range from $27 to $64 a month.

In concept, Independencia is based on the recommendations of the “Charter of Athens”—a series of principles for urban planning set down by international city planners and architects in 1933. In planning and design, it is the work of some of Mexico’s leading architects and artists.

The facilities in Independencia were planned to meet practical, everyday needs of the people who live there. But the scale and the beauty of the scene are addressed to the spirit. “It is not utopia,” says Benito Coquet, head of the Institute of Social Security, “but it aspires to give Mexicans more—much more—than a roof over their heads.”

To see how, turn the page
LOW-RISE UNITS are all single-family houses, two stories high, built in attached groups of four. Each dwelling has a living room, kitchen, bath, and either two or three bedrooms—one with a balcony. Two-bedroom units have 908 sq ft of living space; three-bedroom units, 1,031 sq ft. Most of these houses are rented to lower-income families with children.

Different kinds of housing create variety in design—and in living space

Three basic housing types—single-family attached houses, medium-rise apartments, and high-rise apartments—are intermingled everywhere in the Independencia project (see plan below). The result is visual interest and an open feeling rarely found in high-density communities.

The small two-story units help give the community human scale. The four-story apartment buildings greatly increase the density of land use without dwarfing their smaller neighbors. The towering 10-story elevator apartments are located around the perimeter of the site, where their contrasting scale adds visual excitement without destroying the design unity of the project.

ARTISTS: Luis Ortiz Monasterio, Federico Canto Garza, Francisco Eppens.

HIGH-RISE APARTMENTS, with 40 units each, have the highest rentals and house mostly professional people and others with higher incomes. Each apartment has a living room, dining room, bath and three bedrooms. All apartments have a balcony off the dining room and most have additional balconies off two of the bedrooms. Living area: 1,377 sq ft. These are elevator apartments.

MEDIUM-RISE APARTMENTS are four-story walk-ups with 24, 36, or 48 apartments per building. Several hillside units have an extra floor set in on the lower grade. Most apartments in each building have two bedrooms, though some have three and a few have only one. All apartments have a balcony or terrace for private outdoor living. Apartments average 800 sq ft of living area.
There are small open spaces and big open spaces—to play in, relax in, or just enjoy looking at

PLAY SPACE between houses and apartments is completely safe since there is no auto traffic within the community. Here children have adapted a paved area and small lawn for a game, while others use the stone berm between footpaths as a grandstand. All walks in Independencia are lighted, and benches along them invite passersby to rest or enjoy the outdoor scenes.

Two-thirds of the land in Independencia is open—for parks, gardens, woodland, fields and a plaza. Spaces around buildings are scaled to the height of buildings—the two-story houses have small green parks, the taller buildings open to broader spaces. Cars are restricted to the parking lots around the perimeter of the site.

QUIET SPACE—one of many handsomely landscaped little parks scattered through the neighborhoods—is designed like a private garden. The Institute feels that quiet spaces for study, meditation or relaxation are as important as play areas. How many US communities could use quiet little parks like this?
NEIGHBORHOOD PLAYGROUND, set in an open area near houses, is fitted out with special equipment for small children.

COMMUNITY SPORTS ARENA has a big swimming pool for adults, smaller pool for children; a soccer field; and a gymnasium. Use of all facilities is restricted to club groups (both adult and juvenile) so the property and equipment will be given better care.

CIVIC PLAZA—"a place of meeting and monumentality"—is the focal point of the community, and the center of its cultural life. Most community buildings are grouped around the plaza, which is separated from residential areas by greenbelts and retaining walls that mark the changing elevations.

continued
Mexican housing continued

CENTRAL MARKETPLACE has a supermarket, drug store, florist, soda fountain, electric repair shop, barbershop, clothing store and bookshop. A narrow greenbelt separates the center from the closest houses. Smaller neighborhood markets, handling daily necessities like groceries, meat and fish, are scattered in three other locations within the residential areas.

**Community and commercial buildings are integrated with the houses—close to the people who use them**

Neighborhood schools and shops are spotted within the residential zones, so no resident need walk more than three city blocks to reach them. Other public buildings—located on the edges of the community where they can serve people from neighboring villages—are, at most, a six-block walk for Independencia residents. Greenbelts, woodland or open spaces separate residential areas from the public areas and commercial zones (see plan below).
NEIGHBORHOOD KINDERGARTEN, one of three, also houses a nursery where working mothers can leave pre-school children. There are also three primary schools.

MOVIE, an air-conditioned building seating 1,200, was built at the edge of the development so it could have plenty of parking space and be reached by nearby townspeople.

SOCIAL BUILDING is a community center for teenagers, who are organized into many clubs. The open-air lower level is for relaxation and exhibitions; other floors house meeting rooms, auditorium, soda fountain.

THEATER close to the big civic plaza and near one of a group of apartments (background) seats 750 people, also has an open area underneath leading into a lobby smoking room and soda fountain. The building also contains several club rooms for groups organized in the community. A stone wall sets the building off from the plaza (foreground, and behind camera).
And everywhere—to please the eye—there is art and color and texture and craftsmanship.

The whole of Unidad Independencia shows how man-made beauty, added to the natural beauty of a site, can create a pleasant and visually exciting environment for thousands of families. Drawing heavily upon their Indian heritage, skilled Mexican craftsmen and talented artists made everyday sights—paths, streets, the facades of buildings—into things of beauty, in the belief, says a spokesman, "that the heart and mind of man are everywhere affected by the things he sees around him."

EVEN A STORM DRAIN (left) gets careful craftsmanshiplike attention: the pebbly-textured sloping berm contrasts strongly with the narrow flagstone-and-gravel path on the lower level and the stone-in-cement steps leading to the upper level.

PATTERNED PATH (right) of flagstones set in rounded stones leads the eye directly toward the contrasting multi-colored mosaic panel on the front of an apartment. The undulating eave line of the apartment adds another bit of design interest. Potted plants and flower boxes on the balconies tie the building to its wooded surround.
"For 35 years Royal Barry Wills has been building houses in the New England tradition. He is the acknowledged master of the style."

So said HOUSE & HOME in February 1960, adding in words what the photograph on the opposite page shows so well: "So faithful to the tradition are Wills' houses that, after they have seasoned a few years, their exteriors can hardly be distinguished from 18th century originals."

Royal Barry Wills, who died last month, was probably the most popular architect America ever produced. His was a gift of adapting an appealing and practical historic style to contemporary living. But he created more than just authentic reproductions of early American houses. His designs showed an innate sense of good taste, a fine eye for scale and proportion, and an abiding affection for America's past.

On the next two pages you will see typical examples of the Cape Cod cottage which has long been identified with Wills' name. Other examples of his work in the New England style appear on pages 112-113. And on pages 114-115, HOUSE & HOME reviews his distinguished career in architecture.
TYPICAL CAPE COD has massive chimney in middle of roof with 10-in-12 pitch. Authentic details include door in center of house with two 24-light windows on each side. Shutters are scaled to the windows and can be closed. House is built tight to the ground.
CAPE COD WITH DORMERS shows how Wills varied the original Cape Cod design to get more light for top-story bedrooms. But he kept the tall, narrow dormers in scale with the front elevation.

SIDE-ENTRY CAPE COD is a modified form of the traditional half house. Additions on both sides—which historically house tool shed, barn, or milk room—are used here for the garage and a living room.

GAMBREL-ROOF CAPE COD was an authentic Cape style but not as prevalent as straight-gable houses. Wings added to the early houses often had additional fireplaces as does this house built five years ago. The front door has five top lights often found in early houses.

continued
TWO-STOREY BRICK COLONIAL with big chimneys at both ends was derived from American Colonial copies of English Georgian style. Authentic details from original designs include sheltered entry and symmetrical lineup of windows on both stories.
TWO-STORY FRAME COLONIAL with a big central chimney has narrow clapboards on facade. Wills adapted the side bow window from colonial store fronts. Utility wing joins the house to its salt-box garage (see plan below).

COLONIAL FARMHOUSE stretches out—like many early houses—over 80' Wills put two stories in the back to take advantage of a sloping site. This house is less typical of Wills' design than the others in this portfolio.

GAMBREL-ROOF COTTAGE, designed to get more head room in the garret of early houses, had pleasing lines that Wills often used in new houses like this one. Other authentic touches: stained siding, white windows.
Royal Barry Wills was born in Melrose, Massachusetts, on August 21st, 1895. He died in Winchester on January 9th, at the age of 65.

Wills relished telling with characteristic humor how he first became an architect: “After having tried hard to become an officer in the Navy, I meandered rather slowly through Massachusetts Institute of Technology, where I was probably better known for my cartooning than for the few medals I received.” After graduating in 1918, he became a design engineer for Turner Construction Co, but decided to practice architecture because of “sheer boredom with concrete surfaces.”

Small houses, he saw, were a logical means of entering archi-
tectural practice, simply because no one else in particular seemed to care about them. He hit upon a novel idea: he would draw house designs for a Boston newspaper, featuring in them materials and equipment of potential advertisers. In return, inquiries for architectural service would be directed to him.

Soon he had his first paying clients: "I arranged to have them call when the brass [of Turner] was out of town, and held consultations in the plush office of the president." He opened his own office in 1925.

He specialized in early American design: Cape Cod cottages, salt-box and garrison houses. "I am considered a rank sentimentalist," he once said, "and am perfectly willing to spend all day contemplating something or anything that is 100 or more years old."

By 1929 his work in this field won his first major award: first regional prize in the National Better Homes competition. In 1932 President Herbert Hoover, in a White House ceremony, presented him a gold medal for the best small house of that year, and his national reputation was firmly established. He was made a fellow of the American Institute of Architects in 1954.

In 1938 Wills was one of eight nationally prominent architects chosen by LIFE to design homes for families with $2,000 to $10,000 income. Wills' model, for the $5,000-$6,000 income group, proved the most popular of the eight models. Enthusiastic actress Gertrude Lawrence: "It's a friendly home."

Wills was especially concerned about improving the quality of built-for-sale homes, and after World War 2 he designed for the Prebilt Co of Boston a two-bedroom Cape Cod to sell for $5,200 plus lot. In the mid-1950s National Homes retained him to design several houses. He worked with merchant builders from Maine to New Jersey. Some of his most publicized built-for-sale models were for Massachusetts Builder-Realtor Emil Hanslin.

Saleability, in Wills' eyes, was important. He believed that middle-of-the-road design is sound policy for merchant builders. He advised fellow architects: "We must prove to the builder that though we are artist enough to design with warmth, good taste, and beauty, we are realistic enough to make our houses practical, replete with fetching ideas, and eminently saleable—at a profit."

Wills found time from designing 2,500 houses to write and illustrate several architectural books (Houses for Good Living, Better Houses for Budgeteers, Houses Have Funny Bones, Houses for Homemakers). Their sales made him the most widely read architect in the nation.

At his death he was working on his autobiography and helping to design one of three model houses to be featured at the New York World's Fair in 1964. His associates, including son Richard, will finish this work and continue architectural practice in the character and style that made a national reputation for Royal Barry Wills.
For a long time, building on odd lots has not been attractive to most profit-minded builders. But now—

whether you are a small builder looking for a chance to grow

or a big subdivision builder looking for new markets—

It's time to take a new look at the booming odd-lot business

It's time to take a new look because, in many areas, good subdivision land at fair prices is becoming harder and harder to get.

It's time to take a new look because odd-lot building is often the only way you can sell buyers who want their house in a close-in, established neighborhood.

It's time to take a new look because odd-lot building eliminates the biggest obstacle to the growth of the small builder, and the biggest risk of the subdivision builder: buying and improving land. For smart odd-lot builders are geared to making their money on the house—and not to building houses to make money on land.

It's time to take a new look because a relative handful of smart builders have developed new techniques for managing a building operation scattered across town—techniques that give them the same kind of growth potential that subdivision building offered a dozen years ago. (The nation's biggest odd-lot builder, Art Rutenberg of Clearwater, Fla. started in 1953 with three odd-lot houses, last year built 500 for a gross of $7 million.)

Odd-lot building does involve some special problems in management and logistics. To see how the most successful builders handle them . . . begin on the next page
Odd-lot building continued

**Rule 1: Don’t build speculative houses—except to show as a model**

There are two good reasons for this rule:

1. You should not tie up your capital in unsold houses. Today, in most parts of the country, many subdivision builders do not build houses ahead of sales. And it makes even less sense for an odd-lot builder to offer ready-made houses, because . . .

2. Most prospects who are interested in a house for their own lot want a house that is as individual as they can get it. Most of them would really like a custom house—but can’t afford it. So 99 out of 100 will be more likely to buy if you can offer plenty of changes (see Rule 9, p 124). If you build speculatively, all you can offer is “take it or leave it.”

**Building model houses is different.** Big-volume builders can build models under their merchandising budget. But the smaller-volume odd lot builder should build at least one “speculative” house to sell from. You can use it to show prospects the quality of your work, sell it when a prospect comes along who wants “just this house, right here.” (For more on models, see rule 13, p 122).

**Rule 2: Don’t tie up your working capital or credit in land**

Land purchase and improvement is a risk that odd-lot builders don’t have to take—and most of the smart ones don’t take it.

Most require that the homebuyer own his own lot, and pay for his own improvements (though most builders help prospects find a good lot if they don’t have one—see rule 3). Thus they avoid the subdivision builder’s biggest gambles: how much land to buy ahead, what land to buy, and how much to pay.

“Our operation is really run more or less like a retail store,” says Rutenberg. “Each day’s business can be recorded and balanced. The only inventory we have is building materials—all negotiable at prevailing prices. We are actually managing money—current assets and current liabilities—with nothing tied up in land investment. In other words, our financial position is always liquid.”

Of course, if you have the extra capital to do it, and have a chance to buy good land at a good price, inventory can help sales and supplement your profit. For example, Savannah Builder Leroy Moore (who builds about 60 odd-lot houses per year) usually owns about 30 scattered lots. And Builder Bruce Blietz recently bought 40 scattered lots in a big Glencoe, Ill. subdivision, sold them all within two years—at a profit. Still another technique used by some odd-lot builders: buy first options on good lots from a land developer.

**Rule 3: Help your prospects find good lots wherever they want to live**

About half of the typical odd-lot builder’s prospects already own their own lot when they come looking for a house. But to increase sales to prospects who do not own a lot, most builders have some system for finding a lot—fast. You can, of course, turn prospects over to a good local realtor and have him find a site your prospect likes. But . . .

*There are several good ways to keep tabs on available lots:*

Many small odd-lot builders, and most of the big ones, are licensed real estate brokers. “You don’t need to set up an office,” says one small odd-lot builder, “but you do need the listings of available land.”

Some bigger volume odd-lot builders run a full-scale realty subsidiary. For example, each of Art Rutenberg’s six sales offices carries at least 1,000 lot listings (there are probably more improved odd lots in Florida than in any other state). Says Rutenberg: “We get a lot of exclusive listings—perhaps more than most local realtors—because, being builders, we can move more lots.” About half of his homebuyers buy a lot through his sales offices. And, if you are a home-manufacturers’ builder-dealer (as many odd-lot builders are, see opposite) your manufacturer will often help you keep tabs on good lots. One Philadelphia prefабber, Hilco Homes, has its salesmen constantly on the lookout for good odd lots, turns listings over to its franchised dealers.

**Rule 4: Steer your customers to conventional financing**

“Odd-lot work involves enough details without trying to push through FHA or VA the searching approvals it would take for every single house,” says one leading builder. “The delay caused by inspections alone could throw your costs way off. And generally speaking, FHA and VA offices don’t like to get involved in this type of work. They’re used to subdivision work, where they can approve a number of standard models ahead of time, and inspect a whole group of houses all at one time.”

On the other hand, most conventional lenders like odd-lot business. Since the borrower owns his lot, lenders can often give a 100% loan on the house cost, but still hold a conservative 80% mortgage on the whole property.

**Most odd-lot builders steer the customer to the lender, and let the customer handle the mortgage problem from there.** A few, like Durabilt, Little Falls, N. J. (which operates in New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Connecticut, and Long Island) have established separate mortgage companies that will loan 100% on the cost of the house. When the house is complete, they sell the mortgage to an institutional lender who then holds an 80% mortgage.
Rule 5: Don't tie up your own time in details

Whether you are a small builder who wants to grow or a bigger-volume builder, you cannot afford to tie up your time or energy in day-to-day details—any more than you can afford to tie up your capital.

The traditional odd-lot builder spends much of his time buying materials, arranging deliveries, etc. To stay ahead of the management problems in odd-lot building—to get the time to grow in—you have to free yourself of this detail. And there are ways even the smallest builder can do it (see below):

One of the fastest ways to free yourself of detail is to use prefab houses

By signing up as a prefabbr's builder-dealer, even a small builder can solve many of the problems of odd-lot operation that plague even the biggest and best organized companies. Specifically:

"There are a lot of good reasons for using prefabs in odd-lot work," say Kingsberry builder-dealers Don Jones and Buddy Eslava. Here are some of them:

1. Buying materials is no problem. The home manufacturer supplies you with a package that has everything you need to complete the job.
2. You have no warehousing or storage problem.
3. You have no worries about getting materials to the site. The manufacturer will deliver to the site at 7 AM any morning you say.
4. Supervision is a lot easier. The only part of the job that requires careful supervision is erecting the shell on the first day.
5. Weather doesn't stop you. Once the foundation is in, all you need is one good day to close in the house—and from then on all the trades can work inside the house.
6. The problem of pilferage—a serious problem for most odd-lot builders, who cannot put a watchman on jobs scattered all over town—is cut way down. As soon as the house is closed in, you can lock up all your tools and materials.
7. From the start, you've got a broad line of models to show [though you can't offer as many changes as a conventional odd-lot builder can].
8. You get a lot of help from the manufacturer in merchandising, promotion, and advertising. And most prefabbrs offer allowances to help pay for it.
9. You get the cost benefits of the manufacturer's volume purchasing power. And . . .
10. You can grow as fast as you can sell. In a conventional odd-lot operation, you can't grow any faster than you can build an organization to handle problems that building prefab eliminates.

Another way to free yourself of detail is to subcontract all trades

"A sure way to get a nervous breakdown and go broke in odd-lot work is to try to carry all the trades on your own payroll," say the experts. The reason: your costs will skyrocket because you cannot supervise all trades nearly as closely as a subcontractor—handling just one trade—can supervise his crews. continued
Odd-lot builders Leroy Moore of Savannah and Mark Jacobs of Durabilt Homes, both refer to the subcontracting process as "piece-work"—because
they get a fixed bid price for each trade on each house (or in the case of standard models, on each standard design), and simply "add up the pieces." See rule 12, p 126.

The trick to handling subs, say the experts, is to
pay them promptly. If they know they'll be paid fast,
they'll work fast and lower their future bids—because
they know they'll be able to pay their own bills on
time. ("And be sure," says Rutenberg, "to use
subs who do pay their bills on time. Don't get
caught with a sub who can't finish the job.")

The construction managers are responsible for negoti­
ating most bids with subcontractors, and for the
work of as many as four field superintendents (them­selves men with almost independent responsibility; see Rule 6 below). The sales managers are responsi­
ble for the work of up to seven salesmen, and for
planning all promotion and advertising.

Rule 6: You need more field supervision than you need in subdivision work

In a subdivision, a superintendent can go right down
the line checking houses at all stages—and can be
responsible for 40 to 50 houses.

But in odd-lot building, a super may: 1) have to
spend as much as 30% of his time traveling to jobs scattered widely around town and 2) have to make
a different type of check on every job. So most odd­
lot superintendents are responsible for far fewer
houses—as few as six and no more than 15—de­
pending on the man's ability, and on the location
and complexity of the houses.

To make the super's job easier, several top odd-lot
builders supply their superintendents with loose-leaf,
multiple-check lists and progress forms for each
house. These forms bring him up to date instantly
on the progress of each job, and remind him of any
work to be called to a subcontractor's attention.

Rutenberg has one key staff man whose sole job is to train and keep superintendents up to par. He travels from area to area inspecting homes under construction—to be sure that the various supers are getting the same quality standards in every home built in every location. He files a rating sheet each
month on each super.

ORGANIZATION CHART shows jobs that must be delegated
in odd-lot operation. This is Rutenberg's basic building set-up;

As you grow, you will have to set up an organization and delegate authority

And you will need men who can take over not just
details, but real responsibility.

The chart above shows how Art Rutenberg has
organized his staff. Each of his five operating divi­
sions (in a different city in Florida) has a construc­
tion manager and sales manager who are responsible
for an operation of up to 150 odd-lot houses a year.

divisional chart would fit builder producing 200 houses. Smaller
builder would double up responsibilities but have same pattern.
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Rule 7: Advertise right from the start—and keep up a steady campaign

As in any building operation, advertising is essential to build traffic. The smallest builder can afford a handsome sign that will at least attract prospects who are out scouting. As soon as you have a model (see next page) you should spend the money for classified newspaper space to bring out prospects. And as your business grows, you should build up the same kind of advertising campaign as the subdivision builder. But...

Unlike subdivision builders, who often put big chunks of their advertising budget into once- or twice-a-year openings, most odd-lot builders spread their advertising throughout the year. The reason: there does not seem to be any seasonal pattern in odd-lot sales, except for the dead-of-winter slowdown in the north.

Because so many odd-lot prospects are second-time buyers trading up, your advertising should stress quality, say the experts. Most odd-lot ads stress quality workmanship and the brand-name products that are used. In ads and brochures, most odd-lot builders stress the “custom service” offered and the record of the company.

Most successful odd-lot builders budget about 2% of gross sales for newspaper and radio advertising, maintenance of models, and sales cost (apart from sales commissions). A few keep part of this fund—about 20%—in reserve for special promotions like the opening of a new model, or National Home Week. Here, for example, is how Buddy Eslava (who this year will build about 50 prefab houses on odd lots in and around Mobile, Ala.) budgets his advertising:

- Newspaper classified $3,000
- Newspaper display 4,500
- Radio spots 1,600
- Direct mail 1,200
- Outdoor boards 1,200
- Model home furnishings, less 50% recovery 1,800
- Landscaping 750
- Model home signs 200
- Other signs 1,700
- Entrance structures 500
- Closing area displays 200
- Brochures 400
- Miscellaneous 300

Eslava will budget $11,250 of his own money, and (at $120 per house) get a maximum of $6,000 in advertising allowances from his home manufacturer.
Rule 8: Sell from model houses, just as you would in a subdivision

For an odd-lot builder who wants to build volume, the model house is as important as it is for a subdivision builder. Even though most odd-lot houses are actually semi-custom houses, many customers—when they first come in—don't know what they want,” says Long Island Builder Bob Schroeder. “A model will give them ideas that will fit right in with what you can build best. Actually we try not to offer customers too great a choice—to keep changes, and our prob-
lems of supervision, to a minimum."

And even if some of your prospects know just what kind of house they want (and others know after their first talk with a salesman), a model gives you a good way to show prospects the quality of your work.

To give these prospects the right impression, you must do a thorough job of landscaping your models and keeping them clean.

Builder Art Rutenberg uses a landscape architect in planning his model area and has a full-time gardener to keep the grounds in top condition. Shrubs are chosen for height, for leaf and foliage colors, and for flowering seasons in order to show off the house at its best all year round. White gravel walkways, redwood benches, etc are used to set off the planting and the house. The back yards of Rutenberg's models are also carefully landscaped with small formal gardens and play areas.

Inside, models should be decorated by a professional. And no room in the house should be roped off. Even though this adds to your maintenance problems, it pleases prospects (especially second-time buyers who want to check every detail).

**The best place for your models is on a busy street**

Since the model does not have to be in a specific location (as it must in a subdivision), you'll be wise to give it as much exposure as possible. One word of caution: don't place the model in an area so crowded or busy that passing cars cannot stop or so unsightly that no amount of landscaping will give your presentation the curb appeal it needs.

If possible, build your model on a busy thoroughfare in a residential area. Although locations like this are hard to find, they are ideal for putting a model in the right atmosphere—and let you sell the model when it has outgrown its usefulness.

**In your models, use displays to show your quality—just as in a subdivision**

"In odd-lot work," says Mark Jacobs of Durabilt, "cross-sectional displays of construction and displays of brand-name products are especially important. The reason is that you are likely to get more second-time buyers than in most subdivisions. These people are usually knowledgeable about what they want in a house, and displays like this do most to tell them what they want to know."

As in subdivision selling, the best way to get the most mileage out of your displays is to be sure your salesmen thoroughly understand—and can tell the customer—why the products you use improve your house. Manufacturers or their dealers will supply most of the product displays you need.

Most odd-lot builders use basements or garages as display areas. Rutenberg uses a garage and replaces the double garage door with a "show window" and sliding glass doors (photo right).
Rule 9: To close a sale, let prospects make almost any change they want

Some prospects do not have a clear idea of just what they want in a house, and often they can be sold a standard model. Others will be satisfied with minor, easy-to-make changes. But some, as one builder puts it, "start with a $15,000 model and add extras and changes until they have a $25,000 house. And as long as you can do the job within the framework of your regular building operation, you do it."

But most successful odd-lot builders will not build custom houses under an architect's supervision. Typical reasons: "You're an operative builder, running your own business. You can't do that and be under an obligation to take orders from someone else." "Too much detail." "If you get away from the building system your crews are familiar with, you get into endless supervision problems."

Selling an odd-lot house from standard models takes a special kind of sales technique. Here's how Rutenberg's salesmen handle person-to-person selling:

When prospects enter a model, the salesman has them fill out a registration card (to be used later as a follow-up, if necessary). The salesman then shows the prospects through the models—trying not so much to sell a particular house, as to sell the company's ability to build a house that will suit the prospects' needs and satisfy their concern for quality.

After the salesman has guided the prospects through the models, he seats them at a desk and takes out a floor plan of the model they are most interested in. The floor plan faces the buyer, and the salesman—using a red pencil and a scale—invites the prospects to help him draw the changes they would like made.

To do this job well, the salesman must know what changes can be made easily and at no cost, and what changes will involve real production headaches and must be handled as extras. And he must know all zoning regulations and codes for areas where the builder operates. Otherwise, he might let the customers specify something the builder could not provide.

When plans and changes are developed, the prospects are introduced to a decorating assistant (trained by a professional decorator on Rutenberg's staff) who helps them select colors and wall coverings—and offers them a complete package of materials (including drapes and furnishings) at 25% off list. "This service is not only a potent sales tool," says Rutenberg, "but it eliminates production problems when we come to finishing the house." (Almost 80% of his buyers buy some furniture.)

Rule 10: To avoid misunderstandings, use a detailed contract

In odd-lot work, you face two factors that make misunderstandings more likely than in subdivision building:

1. Each lot is different—and, since you did not develop it, may involve improvement problems that you cannot foresee before work begins.

2. The average odd-lot buyer wants and expects to get a more nearly custom house than the subdivision buyer; is likely to ask for more on-the-job changes and, in general, be more demanding.

You can protect yourself against both factors with a good building agreement. Your contract should:

1. Specify how long construction will take. You should not specify a delivery date because paperwork and financing problems, over which you have no control, can take a lot of time before construction can begin. Rutenberg's contract specifies a 100-day building schedule, though his average completion time is 75 days.

2. Specify a schedule of payments—and insist that the customer stick to it. Rutenberg requires 10% down, 20% when plumbing is roughed and slab poured, 20% when the house is roofed in, 20% when plaster is finished, 20% when ready for painting, 10% when completed.

3. Specify that the owner is responsible for providing the land survey, a properly sized water line (including drapes and furnishings) at 25% off list. "This service is not only a potent sales tool," says Rutenberg, "but it eliminates production problems when we come to finishing the house." (Almost 80% of his buyers buy some furniture.)

4. Specify that the building site must be clear, level, and accessible, or that if it is sloped the foundation cost will be borne by the owner; and that any lot improvement costs will be paid for by the owner as extras. This protects you against unexpected earthmoving, clearing, blasting or drainage.

5. Specify that the owner can make any changes he wants, but that the cost of such changes will be added to the contract price and that for each change the builder will be allowed an additional five days to complete the house.

6. Specify that the owner shall furnish proof of homeowner's insurance—before the start of construction and for the full amount of the contract. The insurance then covers all pilferage. Since the homebuyer owns the lot, all building materials on it are technically his. If you own the lot until closing, as is sometimes the case for those builders who inventory lots, allow a few hundred dollars in the contract to cover pilferage. "Then hire a night watchman to make the rounds of all your jobs, and be sure he does not establish a pattern that a thief could pick up," says Long Island Builder Bob Schroeder.

7. Specify costs for extra lengths of concrete driveways (assuming you have a flat figure for standard driveways in your sales price)—in case the owner wants the house at the back of the lot. And, if seeding is included in your sales price, specify the added cost for seeding above standard minimum (say, 10,000 sq ft).

Rutenberg's contract has a unique feature: It specifies that if a dispute arises between builder and owner, one representative of each shall arbitrate the dispute and be empowered to appoint an umpire of their mutual choice to resolve it, and that the umpire's decision will be binding on both parties. Says Rutenberg: "The owners like this—and it eliminates many disputes because the owner knows we'll be fair. A contract with all these specifications does not, as you might suppose, frighten customers. It actually helps in the sale because the buyer can see that the builder knows his business. Of course, salesmen must be trained to put these specifications in a favorable light for customers."
Rule 11: Keep a detailed, day-by-day schedule for each house

When your operations are scattered all over town, it is even more important than in subdivision building to keep track of progress on every house. If materials are delivered too soon or too late—or if subcontractors arrive before prior work is done—your operation will soon be a hopeless jumble and your costs will skyrocket.

The only way to stay on top of all your work is to keep extensive job charts in your office—and to keep them up to date every day. Art Rutenberg’s production staff starts charting jobs well in advance of construction. When a buyer’s contract and the floor plan with its changes are delivered to the production department, the job is listed on a “start chart.” The start chart schedules the dates for completing plans and for obtaining approvals, permits, and surveys. As soon as plans are complete, one set is sent to all subs for bids—as a check on unit prices (see rule 12).

When the work listed on the start chart is complete and bids are in and checked—this usually takes about two weeks—the job is listed on a big production control chart (above), a superintendent is assigned to the job, and the work is scheduled for completion in 100 days or less. The production chart lists about 40 construction steps—footings, foundation, slab, flooring, framing, and so on—with scheduled dates for each. Every night the super checks off the status of each job. So—at a glance—the super or the construction manager can find out where each job stands, where it should be, what subs should be notified to start work (they are given five days’ notice), and what materials must be ordered (for the next day’s work).

It is the super’s responsibility to see that subs show up on time and finish their work before the next trade is scheduled in. The schedule must be adhered to closely, or both the sub and the builder can lose money. (For instance: in kitchen work, as many as six subs may be involved. If they delay each other, or if their work does not mesh, they will all lose time and money, and their bids on the next job will probably be higher.)

To keep abreast of all this detail while they are out in the field, supers carry detailed progress forms for each job in loose-leaf notebooks. The construction manager checks each job’s progress on the office chart.
Odd-lot building continued

Rule 12: Negotiate standard bids on standard jobs and standard changes

If you have enough "standard costs"—on standard models as well as on standard changes—you can often price out an individual house by totaling up subcontractors' costs. And it often helps a sale if you can give prospects—on the spot—a close approximation of what a house will cost.

It takes time to get the best cost from a subcontractor, say the experts. When you first work with a subcontractor, he is not familiar with you—and with the houses you are building. Frequently, subcontractors don't know just how much work will be involved and how much of their own time they must add into the bid to allow for supervision of scattered jobs. Says one odd-lot builder: "Until you've worked with subs for a while, they think of your odd-lot work as custom work—and feel they must bid high to make any money."

But after you have worked with a sub—shown him just how much work he can count on, and how you can schedule jobs so he can schedule his crews efficiently—you can often get a second, and much lower, bid.

To get accurate final costs on any but a completely standard model, most odd-lot builders send out plans for bids on each house.

Rule 13: If your volume is big enough, purchase materials for your subs

Some odd-lot builders are big enough to have more purchasing power—even in plumbing, heating and electrical equipment—than their subcontractors. Rutenberg, for example, warehouses almost all the materials his subs need. He handles this work under a separate corporation, Capital Building Supply, which can give the subs 90-day credit. His subs are under no obligation to buy from him—they can, and often do, buy from other suppliers.

Odd-lot builders who buy for their subs must be able to get not only a better price but a price low enough to absorb the warehousing cost.

Rule 14: Keep a detailed check on all changes buyers make

Since odd-lot work involves so many changes—some made before construction starts, but many made in the course of construction—you must have some formal system for keeping track of them. This is important not only to control costs but also to make sure that all of the subs are informed.

One good way to keep track of changes is with a form like the one at left. Here is how it is used: Whenever a homebuyer visiting the job site sees a change he wants made, the superintendent is instructed to ask him to call the sales department. The salesman notes the change on the form, gets a price for the change, and has the customer sign for it. When the change order is signed, one copy of the form (authorizing the change) is sent to the production department, and copies are sent to any subcontractors involved (distribution list for subs is printed on the bottom of the form). Another copy is attached to the contract.

With a system like this, you can avoid the problem of one small odd-lot builder who admits: "I probably forget to bill about $300 or $400 a year in 'small' on-the-job changes."

CHANGE FORM is signed by customer and attached to contract. Copies are sent to each sub involved.
Rule 15: Guarantee and service your houses for at least a year

Post-sales selling—and the referral business it builds—is critically important in odd-lot work. Several builders report that 70% to 80% of their sales are to prospects sent by satisfied buyers.

Here is how Builder Art Rutenberg makes sure his customers are satisfied:

When a job is ready to close, the salesman and superintendent meet with the buyer. Using a checklist of some 300 items (below), they go through the whole house checking every detail. When any necessary extra work is complete, the owner gets a one-year guarantee on the house and all products in it. The service department then schedules three regular service calls—after 30 days, after six months, and at the end of the guarantee period. To handle these calls (as well as callbacks), Rutenberg keeps a fleet of service trucks fully equipped with both tools and materials and manned by skilled mechanics.

![SERVICE TRUCK](image1)

**SERVICE TRUCK** is used for callbacks, also makes three scheduled calls during the guarantee period for minor fix-up.

PRODUCTION CHECK LIST FOR RUTENBERG HOMES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CUSTOMER</th>
<th>DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADDRESS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OUTSIDE:**

1. Roof
2. Broken tiles
3. Painting
4. Cupola
5. Vents
6. Valleys
7. Metal drip
8. Facia
9. Sofia
10. Stucco
11. AWW sills
12. 4 Planters
13. Walks & Drives
14. Yard lamp
15. Septic tank
16. Drainage of grading
17. Grass
18. 10 Stoops
19. 11 Screen porch or pool
20. Entry tile
21. Chime button
22. 14 Hose bibs
23. 15 Painting
24. Front door
25. Louvres
26. Gutters
27. Water meter box
28. Shutters
29. 21 Post

**FINAL CHECKLIST** details over 300 items that must be okayed before owner accepts house. This is one of 27 sections.
SPACE OUTRIGGERS of house in New Seabury, Mass., designed by Architect Robert Damora (see p 130).
Six houses for the Sixties

The houses in the small but varied collection presented on the following 12 pages reveal many of today's trends in custom house design. Specifically:

They show how characteristics are breaking out of their traditional geographic bounds. See the California-type house in Massachusetts (p 138) and the Maine house with a big Florida room (p 134).

They show how developments in technology are allowing greater freedom and flexibility of design. See the central sun pocket in the vacation cabin (p 136) and the "space grid" house on Cape Cod (opposite and overleaf).

They show how the logic of regional design is being more fully realized. See the Florida house (p 140).

And they show how elegance and formality are being achieved in light and open rooms. See the house with the graceful roof (p 132).

These houses repay study on their own merits. And they also have something to say about built-for-sale houses, for historically, good custom houses are the source of many ideas that come, in time, to distinguish good merchant-built houses.
Here is a new concept in modular framing

In its basic form, this structure is not a house at all, but a modular “space grid” within which a house has been built. The modules are 16’ square and 9’ high, and are made of precast concrete beams (although steel could be used equally well).

The modules permit a high degree of flexibility in design. They can be enclosed as indoor living areas, floored as terraces, or left unfinished as pure design elements. This particular house has fifteen modules: five are enclosed (1,280 sq ft), four are terraces (1,024 sq ft) and six are open.

This house is the prototype of the new system, and the builder expects to be able to duplicate it for about $25,000, exclusive of land. Technical data and details of the system will be shown in a forthcoming issue of HOUSE & HOME.
MODULAR PLAN centers on utility core which holds kitchen, bath and utilities. Living area fills two modules, opens to terraces on three sides.

ARCHITECT: Robert Damora
STRUCTURAL ENGINEER: Sepp Firnka
BUILDER: Emil Hanslin Associates, Inc.

MASTER BEDROOM overlooks water through 16' glass wall. Roof is flat over this area. Corner plates are framed log-cabin fashion. Wall, right, is 1-9/16" cement-asbestos sandwich panel.

LIVING ROOM has double gable or folded plate roof. Doors in rear open to back terrace, door at left is front door. Dark line at bottom of picture is front of eating bar. Windows are set in aluminum extrusions which are "gunned" into concrete and caulked. Concrete beams themselves are through-bolted together and in addition are fastened and sealed with an epoxy compound.
REAR TERRACE is protected by overhanging roof which is 16' deep and 11' high at inner wall. Living room is at left, family room in center.

Here is spaciousness created by a high wide roof

The wide overhang of this roof covers almost 900 sq ft of outdoor living area. Its height (10' at the outer plate line) permits high ceilings indoors, which add to the feeling of space. And because of its prominence, the roof—together with its exposed rafters and beams—is the dominant design element in the house, holding together the alternating wall areas of wood, glass and brick.

MASSIVE CHIMNEY keeps high eave line from appearing out of proportion. Front entrance is at right of the rear fence, carport is to the left. Siding is 1x4 & 6 resawn redwood. Walks and patio floors are exposed aggregate concrete.
FLOOR PLAN has irregular perimeter covered by a relatively simple three-section roof (living area, bedroom wing, carport) to keep costs of jogs and setbacks at a minimum. Fence maintains privacy of terrace, pool and back yard.

LIVING ROOM gains formal look from recessed fireplace and unbroken rise of the 11' walls. The high ceiling makes the room feel much larger than its already generous dimensions (25'x16'). Projecting shelf below fireplace serves as seat, table and hearth.

FAMILY ROOM gains informality from imaginative use of materials. Natural wood strips cover joints in wallboard, give wall a panelized look. Floor is colored concrete sectioned off with wood screeds. Fireplace breast is metal with accordion folds.

continued
Here is one reward of a bold approach

Faced with a spectacular but difficult ocean site, the architect created this strong, direct house. It is set far enough forward so its porch and front deck actually project over the rocks. Its living area is concentrated in one central open area to take advantage of the porch and of the view. And the exterior design, with its clean, well-defined lines, matches the rugged simplicity of the site.

ARCHITECT: Fletcher Ashley
BUILDER: Keith Moody
LOCATION: Ogunquit, Maine

LAND SIDE of house sits low on its site, blends with trees. Fence at left screens the service yard. Deck behind center wing is protected from the usually-fresh sea breeze.
FIVE-ZONE PLAN puts service wing, two bedroom wings, and screen porch radiating out from central living core. Folding doors allow kitchen and eating bar to open to living area.

LIVING ROOM has sliding glass doors opening to deck on seaward side. Screen porch is beyond glass at far left. Fireplace wall is native granite, has cantilevered slab of polished granite for hearth. Ceiling is board- and batten redwood with natural finish, flooring is vinyl-coated cork.

EXTERIOR WALLS are dark-stained redwood, sectioned into "panels" by painted window frames. Deck is redwood supported on piers, gravel under it is granite.
Here is vacation fun designed into the house.

An open center court with floor-to-ceiling glass walls brings the outdoors right into the middle of this vacation cabin. It has 1,280 sq ft of area, about 250 sq ft in the court, and cost about $5,000 without land. The design was sponsored by the Western Pine Association and Woman’s Day Magazine, and this model was built for one of the partners in the firm which designed it.

ARCHITECTS: Campbell & Wong & Associates
BUILDER: Richard Mather
LOCATION: Mokelumne Hill, California

FRONT ELEVATION is geometrically precise; paneled doors are only break with absolute simplicity. House sits on piers that are 4' oc in center, 8' oc around perimeter.
CENTER COURT opens to the sky. Wires strung between roof beams are supports for sunshade. Deck is same as interior floor, has weep holes so rain will drain out.

SIMPLE PLAN is almost an unpartitioned rectangle. Bedrooms have folding partitions; and short walls close off bath, kitchen and closets.

DINING AREA is an extension of the living room, foreground. Short island wall beyond table separates kitchen from the dining area. Door at right leads to center court. Walls, like ceiling and floor, are 2x6 t&g boards.

continued
Here is California come to New England

Two concessions have been made to the new location of this California ranch design: because of the cold weather there is less expanse of glass wall than usual; and native stone, with its strong flavor of New England, is used in the fireplace wall instead of brick or block. As these pictures attest, the design seems every bit as much at home in Massachusetts as it would in its native state.
FRONT ENTRY has flagstone floor, high beamed ceiling. Vertical 1x6 t&g panelling echoes the finish of the exterior walls. Stairwell to basement is immediately behind planter; hall, left, leads to bedrooms.

FLOOR PLAN centers on big entry hall which provides good circulation to all areas. Wing in rear makes room for big dead-end living room. Garage is eight risers below house to conform to slope of site.

ARCHITECT: Stanley Myers
BUILDER: Tarabelli Brothers
LOCATION: Brookline, Mass.

LIVING ROOM terminates in glass doors that open to rear terrace. Collar beams are decorative as well as structural elements. Screens, foreground, are sliding doors to close off room. Fireplace is native stone.
Here is a good idea for the basic Florida house

The idea: separate two bedrooms and a bath to form a completely private apartment, but keep the apartment tied to the main house with a big screen porch and a covered walkway.

The result: almost 2,000 sq ft of indoor and outdoor living area under the roof. But because the design is straightforward and clean, and because the construction is simple and uses only basic materials, the cost of the house was relatively low: $26,000 excluding land but including a pool.

The apartment is designed to be closed up when not in use. It has its own separate air conditioning system and hot water heater.
ARCHITECT: Ralph S. Twitchell
BUILDER: Schierloh Builders Inc.
LOCATION: Sarasota, Fla.

MASTER BEDROOM overlooks canal behind house. Simple construction includes unpainted block laid up in stack bond, exposed roof beams, mahogany plywood ceiling. Thin strips of glass fill space between ceiling and header over glass doors.

DIAGRAM:
SOUTH PORCH

PORCH INTERIOR has floor of exposed aggregate concrete marked off with cypress screed strips. Ceiling is same as inside house. Roof beams are double 2x8's spaced 6'-11/4" oc. They rest on double 2x4 posts across front of porch.

DIVIDED PLAN separates house, left, and apartment, right. Division is relatively inexpensive, involves one block wall and about 350 sq ft of additional roof. Dining room has its own screened and fenced covered porch.

ENTRY WALKWAY has double doors leading in from front of house. Door at right opens to main house, separate apartment is out of picture at left. Entry doors and flanking panels have cypress strips with redwood blocks nailed to them. Doors and open roof above them are screened.

FEBRUARY 1962
EVERY STATE HAS TERMITES and, as map shows, intensity follows closely the pattern of building activity across the country.

In every major building area in the country...

Termite control is fast becoming a necessity

“In recent years, termites have become a serious problem in the northern half of the country—a problem that deserves the same careful attention it has received for years in the south.”

So says the country’s leading authority on termites, Dr. Thomas E. Snyder of the Smithsonian Institution. He adds: “Termites now exist in every state of the union except Alaska, and what were once isolated pockets of infestation in northern states are now spreading out.”

The termite problem is getting worse partly because Northern winters are becoming milder; partly because, as more and more land is cleared for houses, there is less and less natural food supply for the termites; and partly because of the way today’s houses are designed and built:

1. More houses are built on slabs or low foundations—or have raised planting beds—which make it easier for termites to get in.

2. More houses have attached patios, decks, breezeways and garages—all of which provide easy entry for termites.

3. Almost all houses are now built of sapwood, which is far more susceptible to termite attack than heartwood.

4. Better central heating creates favorable conditions for year-round (and not just summer) termite activity.
Termites use three basic routes to get into a house

First (left photo) they attack wood in direct contact with the ground—stair risers, trellises, or siding run too close to grade. Second (center) they enter through cracks and voids as small as $\frac{1}{8}"$ in slabs, foundations, and piers. And third (right) they build mud tubes over materials they cannot go through.

And because termites prefer dark places, even their tubes are seldom built where they are easy to spot.

*This article is concerned only with subterranean termites, which account for 95% of all termite damage. Drywood and dampwood termites, which are confined to southern, Gulf and Pacific coastal regions, have a different living pattern, require special measures.\*
Termite control continued

SLABS should be reinforced to prevent cracks under partitions—a common entry for termites.

PIERS should extend at least 1' above grade, be poured concrete or have a cast cap.

PATIO SLABS should be set below the level of wood siding or door sills.

WOODEN STEPS OR PORCHES should rest on concrete supports well above grade.

Termite protection begins with sound construction

The techniques shown in the drawings and listed below make it hard for termites to get from the ground to the edible wood in the house.

In building any house, you should: 1) remove tree roots, stumps, and wood debris from site before starting construction; 2) make sure no scrap wood is buried in backfill; 3) remove form boards, grade stakes, and spreader sticks before concrete sets; 4) keep surface moisture away from the house with proper grading, guttering, and, if necessary, with foundation drains; 5) set all wood supports for porches, steps, etc on concrete; 6) keep the bottom line of siding, masonry veneer, or stucco well above the ground (for suggested clearances, see drawings above); 7) for foundations, use reinforced concrete, or hollow block with reinforced cast-in-place concrete capping, or pre-cast solid concrete block with all joints completely mortar-filled; 8) make sure wood trellises or fences that are in direct contact with the ground do not connect with the house; 9) keep the tops of planters, concrete steps, or porch slabs below the top of the foundation or separate them from wood in the house by at least a 2" gap; 10) provide adequate flashing of windows, doors, chimneys, valleys, etc to keep water out of the walls; and 11) ventilate soffits and attics, and install vapor barriers to prevent condensation.

In slab houses you should also: 1) tamp fill and reinforce the slab to minimize settling and cracking; 2) use a waterproof membrane under the slab; 3) make sure foundation bolts or reinforcing do not extend from fill to surface of concrete—since termites may follow openings if rods corrode; 4) seal expansion joints and seams around pipes through the slab with coal-tar pitch or other toxic material; 5) provide inspection access to bathroom and kitchen plumbing; and 6) keep plaster or dry-wall 4" above the slab so wall framing can be inspected for damage by removing the base molding.

In crawl space and basement houses you should also: 1) provide access to and adequate clearance in the crawl space so the inside of the foundation can be inspected; 2) cap hollow block piers with solid blocks; 3) cover the crawl space with a durable vapor barrier; 4) install a crawl space drain if ground moisture is a problem; 5) cross ventilate the entire crawl space; and 6) waterproof the foundation of basement houses.
FRAME WALLS have through-the-wall shields extended to outer edge of siding.

ANCHOR BOLTS WELDED TO SHIELD OR SEALED WITH SOLDER OR COAL TAR PITCH

1/8" CLEARANCE AROUND BEAM

BEAM POCKETS in foundation are sealed off with accurately fitted shields.

MASONRY VENEER WALLS have through-the-wall shields, flush outside.

JOINT SEAMS are folded and malleted or soldered so termites can’t sneak through.

SHIELDS BENT OR DAMAGED by later construction make termite entry easy.

Termite shields are the most-used protection, BUT...

Right now, despite FHA acceptance, they are strongly criticized by many experts. No one argues with the theory of shields, which is perfectly sound. But many argue that the way most shields are installed in the field makes them worse than useless. Still . . .

Advocates of shields say: shields are an effective, permanent, and relatively inexpensive form of protection. "Termite shields," says the Copper & Brass Research Institute, "are the most effective barrier yet designed. Under the most drastic tests—that is, installation in buildings in heavily infested areas, they have performed admirably."

A properly designed and installed shield, will block the path of all but the most determined termites—and those which do build tubes around the edge are forced into the open where they can be detected. "Properly installed" means (see drawings) that shields must 1) be installed at every junction of foundation and wood, 2) have tight, impenetrable joints, 3) project well beyond the foundation—especially on the inside where inspection is difficult, 4) have sharp edges bent down at a 45° angle, and 5) not be damaged, broken, or bent in against the foundation.

Shields can cost less than any form of protection—as little as $20 in galvanized metal, more in longer-lasting aluminum or copper.

Critics say: Too often shields are so poorly installed that they just don’t work—and only give a false sense of protection. "Perhaps 95% of all shields installed to date have been ineffective and the money spent on them completely wasted," says R. J. Kowal, entomologist of the US Forest Service.

Says the Smithsonian’s Dr Thomas E. Snyder—the man who invented shields some 30 years ago: "Experience records from all over the world . . . show that they are in disrepute."

Last year, a University of Georgia study of 310 shielded houses found 1,423 serious defects. For example: 80% of the shields had improper joints, 43% had improperly installed corners, 46% extended less than 2" from foundation face to angle bend, 40% were bridged, bent, or broken by pipes or ductwork, 33% did not cover the entire foundation, and 25% had flat instead of bent-down edges. Concludes James B. Cobb, author of the study: "... metal termite shields, as they are installed in [this] area, afford little protection. Not one single house had termite shields which met FHA standards."

continued
Termite control continued

Soil poisoning sets up a barrier termites will not cross

It forms a complete shield around the house and foundation and makes it impossible for termites to maintain contact between the wood in the house and the moisture in the ground which they need to survive.

Soil poisoning is often the lowest cost method of positive termite protection. Exterminator J. E. Sameth (who operates in several Northern states), charges about $36 for a 1,200 sq ft slab house or $50 for a basement house if he can treat five or six houses in a project in a single day. On a house-a-day basis, the cost would be $50 to $70. A larger custom house would run $75 to $150. Treatment after a house was built would cost two to four times as much.

For most builders it pays to use a professional to do the poisoning job. He has the equipment to apply the poison accurately and efficiently, can time pre-treatment to fit building schedules, and will guarantee the job for at least five years (to meet FHA MPS).

Here's how the barrier is established: In all houses, the soil on both sides of the foundation is saturated with poison. Voids in hollow masonry walls are thoroughly soaked. Piers, utility line entrance areas, and other possible points of entry are heavily treated. Soil under porch, patio, carport, and breezeway slabs are drenched. And, in slab houses, the entire subfill under the floor is sprayed.

Chemicals used today are so new that no one really knows how long they will protect a house. But those which are most commonly used to poison the soil (and are accepted by FHA) have provided complete termite protection to test sites for six to thirteen years. The implication is that they will last a lot longer. The chemicals (all in water emulsion) are: Aldrin 0.5%, Benzene Hexachloride 0.8% gamma isomer, Chlor dane 1.0%, Dieldrin 0.5%, Lindane 0.8%, Heptachlor 0.5%, and certain proprietary products, most of which include one or more of the above chemicals. FHA also lists chemicals in oil solution, but these are rarely used in residential work.

All the accepted chemicals are applied at the same rate. Here is what experts recommend for normal soils: 1 gallon per 10 sq ft under slabs, porches, garages, etc; 1 gallon per 2½ lin ft per foot of depth on both sides of foundations, piers, etc; and 1 gallon per 5 lin ft to voids in masonry.

For detailed information on soil poisoning write: Shell Chemical Corp. 480 Park Ave, New York 22; Velsicol Chemical Corp, 330 E. Grand Ave, Chicago 11; E. L. Bruce Co, Memphis 1, Tenn; Bird & Son, East Walpole, Mass; National Pest Control Association, 250 West Jersey, Elizabeth, NJ.
Pressure treated lumber sometimes costs more than soil poisoning—but it also makes the house decay-resistant. And this is an advantage (particularly where dampness and condensation are serious problems) that neither shields nor soil treatment can claim. Generally, pressure treating adds from about $35 to $50 per m² to lumber prices.

Costs per house vary with the type of construction (see pictures above) and the amount of treated lumber used: Minimum protection—primarily against decay—costs $20 to $40 a house, and only the sills are treated. Normal protection against termites and decay costs from about $60 to $150. In crawl space and basement houses, (see photo above) the subfloor and all wood below it should be treated lumber. In slab houses (see top photo), all structural lumber up to the top plate of the first floor should be treated. FHA MPS also require treating the sheathing on slab houses if pressure-treated lumber is the only means of termite control. Maximum protection—primarily used where drywood and dampwood termites are a problem—adds 2% to 2½% to the cost of a house. All structural members in the house are treated.

Today, you can get any kind of lumber pressure-treated. Sheathing, siding, flooring, decking, planking, framing, millwork, fencing, glue-lam timbers, and plywood from ¼”- to 1”-thick are commonly available in most areas.

Pressure treating forces the poison deep into the wood. It should not be confused with paint-on preservatives or preservative-dipped lumber—which generally costs less but is not accepted by FHA as termite protection. Ideally, lumber should be pressure-treated after it is cut to size—because even the best pressure-treating doesn’t penetrate all the way to the center of the wood. Saw cuts, notches, or holes drilled in the field should be treated with a 95% solution of the same preservative—in a heavily brushed coat or with a three-minute dip—so there will be no “weak links” in the barrier.

100% heartwood of three naturally toxic species are resistant to termite attack. “But it is not immune, nor is it as resistant as pressure treated wood,” says the US Department of Agriculture. Only foundation grade California Redwood, tidewater red cypress, and very pitchy southern pine “lightwood” qualify. And in many parts of the country these woods are difficult to get or more expensive than pressure-treated lumber.

For detailed information on treated lumber write: Koppers Company, Inc, Pittsburgh 19; Osmose Wood Preserving Co 980 Ellicot St, Buffalo 9; Monsanto Chemical Co, St Louis 66; Wood Treating Chemicals 5137 SW Ave, St Louis 10; American Wood Preservers Institute, 111 West Washington, Chicago 2; Dow Chemical Co, Midland, Mich; Chapman Chemical Co, PO Box 3128, Mallory Station, Memphis.
WHAT A SALES PITCH TO SELL YOUR HOMES FASTER!

EDWARDS PACKAGED HYDRONICS ZONED BOILER AND BASEBOARD RADIATION Note three zone valves pre-mounted on boiler for thrifty heating.

EDWARDS HYDRONIC HEATING WITH ZONE CONTROL allows the occupants to regulate heat separately in each zone of the house. Unoccupied rooms stay cool (and thrifty) until heat is wanted.

You can tell your prospects: "Year after year after year — you will save money on fuel!" A promise like that will sell more of your homes than most extras you can think of — and Edwards Zone Control heating doesn't cost you extra. Want more information on how our advertising and public relations department can help you sell this concept? Send the coupon today.

MAIL COUPON TODAY

EDWARDS ENGINEERING CORP. Pompton Plains, N. J. TEMple 5-2808

Yes, send me information on free help Edwards offers:
☐ Free brochures in quantity made especially to help sell my homes.
☐ Free publicity help on my homes in my local papers.
☐ 210 page catalog on Edwards heating-cooling equipment.

NAME ____________________________________________
COMPANY ____________________________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________________________
CITY ___________ STATE ___________
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Be sure to see NEW WAYS TO BUILD BETTER
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New products

New gas dishwasher has extra-high-temperature rinse

Washing water is heated to 160°F—the final rinse to 180°F—no matter what the water supply temperature is. And 180°F water, the rinse temperature required by public health regulations for institutions and restaurants, is hot enough to kill all harmful bacteria. Other new features: spinner arms on each side of the tub that assure uniform washing of the entire load; a fixed floor plate for supply and drain connections so machine can be pulled out from wall for easy servicing without disconnecting services.

Preway, Wisconsin Rapids, Wisc.
For details, check No. 1 on coupon, p. 200

Low-cost continuous dimmer can be wired into standard size box in place of a wall switch without special wiring or attachments. "Socialite" controls up to 600 watts of fluorescent or incandescent lighting and can be tapped on or off at any pre-dialed light level. This compact, solid-state electronic device carries an unconditional factory guarantee and retails for less than $15.

Hunt Electronics, Dallas.
For details, check No. 2 on coupon, p. 200
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Technology

Panel system cuts exterior wall costs to 30¢ a sq ft. . . . Gang rigs let you build concrete house in one pour. . . .
Two NAHB studies . . . Research house tests new components. see p. 154

What the leaders are doing

Brochure on better land use. see p. 173

Publications

How to install laminates on walls and built-ins. . . . New, compact electrical catalog. . . . Technical literature on plaster, insulation and concrete. . . .
New product catalogs and bulletins see p. 194

More

New Products

Attention getters for your houses . . . Five kitchen items. . . . Building products that make the job faster or easier. . . .
Office equipment. see p. 184
Mother robin and her brood never had it so good! They’re nesting on a Philip Carey seal-down roof. It’s a roof of Fire-Chex Asbestos-Plastic Shingles, the only composition shingles guaranteed for 25 years. Or they could be giant Carey Roofmaster Shingles. Or maybe new Sol-Seal Shingles—ideal for new roofs or re-roofing. They’re all Philip Carey seal-downs . . . the broadest line in the industry.

The sidewalls are new random-striated Styletex . . . rich in spring-time color. They protect against fire and rot . . . stay fresh and beautiful, thanks to Styletex polymer plastic finish. For literature on any of these Carey building materials, write Dept. HH-262, The Philip Carey Mfg. Company, Cincinnati 15, Ohio.
Bathrooms seem to grow more spacious . . . more luxurious . . . reflected in Miami-Carey's "magic looking glasses". Wide, sparkling Miami-Carey mirror-cabinet combinations like this handsome Broadview have clinched many a home sale. With the Broadview's exclusive "plan-it-yourself" feature, you can recess wall cabinets and a variety of bath accessories behind its rolling mirrors.

HOW TO SHIP 6,000,000 FEET OF PLYWOOD PER DAY
Georgia-Pacific achieves a “Vital Plus” in fir plywood service

The end product is only the beginning of Georgia-Pacific’s creation of a “vital plus” in fir plywood. The world’s largest plywood producer employs everything from electronic computers to cameras in achieving quick, convenient, reliable service for G-P customers.

G-P SERVICE ELECTRONICALLY INSURED. The staggering volume of Georgia-Pacific’s plywood business (as many as 600 orders and invoices processed in a single day, nearly 120,000,000 square feet of plywood invoiced per month) is controlled by electronic secretaries... banks of processing and calculating machines. G-P couldn’t hire enough people to perform the intricate and accurate tasks of these mechanical servants. They constantly record each detail on orders and production. They enable central coordination of effort that prevents production delays, speeds response to orders, reduces inaccuracies.

ELECTRONICS CREATE SUPERIOR SERVICE... electronic machines are the key to G-P's swift, accurate service on orders. They keep constant track of production and shipments from 12 mills... coordinate shipment of 85 carloads of plywood each working day... process over 15,000 shipment documents monthly.
CUSTOMERS BENEFIT FROM
ON-HAND STOCKS, ON-TIME DELIVERIES. G-P maintains a nationwide network of 73 distribution centers. These are fully stocked with a complete selection of plywood in varied widths, lengths, thicknesses, grades, glue lines, species—sanded and unsanded, scarfed and special sizes. The broad line of G-P products enables mixed car shipments . . . a dealer may order, in a single car, sanded, overlaid and textured plywoods, sheathing, hardwood, hardboard and imported plywood. G-P adds an extra service touch on shipments . . . photographic evidence for the customer in case of claims for damage in shipment. The wide range of G-P's facilities enables instant action on rush or change orders . . . G-P always knows what material is in stock, in transit, in production . . . and where.

THE "VITAL PLUS"

OF G-P PLYWOOD is the combination of superior service with product quality that's above industry-wide standards . . . quality achieved by careful selection of the raw material and the use of exacting new production methods. G-P can afford to be choosy about the timber it turns into plywood. G-P owns vast timber stands, and produces a variety of products. Thus it may select only the most suitable portions of the best logs for plywood, the rest becomes hardboard, pulp, paper or chemicals. Ultra-modern processing of selected wood results in consistently better plywood . . . brought to you with superior service . . . the "vital plus" that gives the buyer of Georgia-Pacific fir plywood an edge in today's highly competitive market.

GEORGIA-PACIFIC

plywood • lumber • redwood • hardboard • pulp • paper • containers • chemicals

Equitable Building, Portland 4, Oregon

PHOTOS PROVIDE DAMAGE PROTECTION . . . when plywood shipments are loaded, G-P photographs the finished car for record of proper loading. If the customer needs to make damage claim on shipment, photo is available for evidence.
The material to be used in the panels was developed in Austria, is compounded of treated sawdust, Portland cement, and diatomaceous earth (largely silica). Like wood, it can be sawn, glued, and nailed. Unlike wood it is fireproof (1-hr fire rating) and insect-proof. It has a compressive strength of 1,200 psi, and is virtually waterproof (a 24-hr submersion test showed no weight increase) so moisture expansion and contraction should be minimal. It is light—a 4′x8′x4″ exterior panel weighs only 154 lbs and can easily be tilted into place by one man.

Exterior and interior panels are essentially the same except for thickness (4″ for exterior panels, 2″ for partitions) and bottom fastening (exterior panels fit over a wood plate, partitions fit a metal T-strip—as shown on facing page).

This experimental panel system may cut exterior wall costs to 30¢ a sq ft

So reports Builder John Long of Phoenix, who developed the new system, has applied for patents, and hopes to be using the new panels in his houses within six months.

Two factors account for the estimated low cost of Long’s “Cylindracore” (only two-thirds of his present 46¢ cost):

1. The panels will be made of a single material that costs only 3¢ a lb (details below), and
2. The panels will be produced by a fast, inexpensive extrusion process (the experimental panels pictured here were made by laminating four pieces of particle board).

The new system takes its name from the hollow cylinders running vertically through the panels. The end of each panel has a half-cylinder to serve as a spline groove. The cylinders are on 4″ centers, so panels (which will be produced 4′ wide) can be ripped on any 4″ module and still have spline grooves on both ends. The cylinders are slightly oblate, so the width of the saw kerf will not prevent a perfect fit around the spline (this is one basis for Long’s patents). The splines themselves are round and their shape makes it possible to align panels simply by pushing them together. The joint is glued with a polysulfide adhesive. Other assembly details are shown on the facing page.
Here is how the panels go together

**A STEEL STRAP** between truss chords braces top of partitions. Nails hold well in end, since panel has no grain.

**B PANEL JOINT** and T-section for partition are made with full- and half-cylinder splines of panel material.

**C CORNER POST** is square section with half-splines on two sides. It fits flush with outside panel surfaces.

**D PARTITION PANEL** is held in place at bottom by T-shaped galvanized section which is nailed to floor, fits groove in panel.

**E EXTERIOR PANEL** has bottom surface grooved to receive 11⁄2"x3⁄8" bottom plate. Rubber seal strip is laid on slab outside plate.

Here is how windows and doors are framed

**WINDOW AND DOOR DETAILING** is simple. Wood frame is attached to panels around opening to provide nailing strip for door or window frame. Header over openings is a 12"-deep panel section which is glued and nailed to adjacent panels, and can span up to 6'.

Technology continued on p 156
FORM FOR COMPLETE HOUSE is made of 4'x8' panels laced together with walers at top and bottom. Inside forms have steel casters at bottom so form can swing open.

LIFTING RIG is built of four crossed I-beams fastened over top of gang form.

PARTITION FORMS swing open so bucks and outlets can be set when rig is placed.

Gang rig lets you build a concrete house in one pour

It takes less than one hour to derrick the 18-ton assembly of standard plywood-faced form panels from a house just formed and set it down on a new slab ready for the next house.

Once located, the inner forms are swung open and oiled, and windows, door bucks, and outlet boxes are set in place. Then mesh and form ties are positioned, the form is closed, locked, and the walls poured.

Concreting all walls takes only two hours. Within eight hours the walls are ready for stripping. Outside forms are broken away from the finished wall with jacks built into the rigs. Form ties, which have been oiled before being inserted, are easily pulled out. The finished exterior wall is 6' thick, partition walls are 3' thick.

The system, which Symons Clamp & Mfg Co helped engineer, is being used by Baltimore Builder Carroll Martin for a 200-house project near Dorsey, Md. Martin uses his own patented additives (see H&H, Oct '60) for a concrete mix so soupy no vibration is needed to place it properly in the forms. This lightweight concrete sets fast enough to allow form stripping in one day, leaves a finish that can be painted, stuccoed, or plastered.

Martin reports that the system requires very little skilled labor.

NAHB publishes the results of two important studies

The first study shows that bridging is completely unnecessary in houses with standard subflooring. Here are the most important points of the study, which was conducted by NAHB's Research Institute Laboratory:

1. Subflooring—not bridging—distributes most of a concentrated load to adjacent joints. Tests of floor sections, with and without bridging, showed an insignificant difference in deflection.

2. Bridging is not needed for lateral stability of joists. A theoretical study showed that even under extreme conditions—2x12 joints with no bridging, no subfloor, and no end restraint—stability was satisfactory.

3. Bridging is unnecessary to reduce the deflection/span ratio at right angles to the joists. The highest ratio without bridging was 1/710—far below the 1/360 ratio commonly used in design.

4. Bridging does nothing to improve the vibration characteristics of wood floors—in fact it may make them worse by prolonging vibration.

The report covers the results of 510 laboratory tests and 68 field tests in six different houses. For a copy of "Bridging in Residential Floor Construction" write to NAHB Research & Technology Division, 1625 L Street NW, Washington 6, D.C. 124 pages, $2.

The second study shows that a standard 4' width makes the most sense economically andlogistically—for exterior panels. Here are the important conclusions of this study, made over a two-year period by NAHB and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology:

1. The 4' wide panel is big enough to have a nearly minimum in-place cost. Cost vs. width curves for both stud and sandwich panels show a rapid decrease in costs up to 4', and very little decrease after that for wider panels.

2. A panel system with one basic width creates far fewer manufacturing and inventory problems than a system with several "standard widths." The study showed, for example, that a system using four different panels would require a 50% greater stock than a three-piece system to have the same chance of maintaining adequate inventory.

The study also noted some major shortcomings in existing component systems. Over two-thirds of the builders using components had to manufacture their own because they could not buy what they needed. And most users decried the lack of dimensional standards in the industry. Biggest need: more mechanical components like plumbing walls and wiring harnesses. For a copy of this report, "Components in the Homebuilding Industry," write NAHB at address given above. 160 pages, $5.
with WOOD FRAMES—sales appeal begins where the glass ends

To home buyers, the honest wood frames of PELLA SLIDING GLASS DOORS look and feel like good living. Paint or finish them to match any outdoor-indoor color scheme. Year 'round comfort is assured with the natural insulation of wood plus weathertightness of stainless steel and wool pile weather stripping. Condensation is eliminated. Screens are self-closing. Removable muntins, in regular or diamond patterns, are available. Call your nearest distributor or mail coupon for full PELLA WOOD SLIDING GLASS DOOR story.

ROLSCREEN COMPANY, Dept NB-18, Pella, Iowa
Please send full color literature on PELLA WOOD SLIDING GLASS DOORS and name of nearest distributor.
This machine automatically tests and grades lumber by measuring its stiffness

Potlatch Forests, Inc., which developed the machine, has proven that there is a constant correlation between the stiffness of lumber and its ultimate breaking strength. So by measuring stiffness—easy to do by measuring the deflection of the lumber as it passes under a load in this machine—the strength of the piece is established.

Says Herbert McKean, research director of Potlatch: "With present grading methods, all lumber has to be graded down to the lowest piece to be safe. This machine gives an accurate grade for each piece. And in some cases, an individual piece of lumber has been found to have twice the strength that would have been established by conventional visual grading."

In addition to the standard strength-grade mark, the new machine also stamps the lumber with an "E" (or stiffness) grade. The reason, says McKean, is that design limitations on lumber in residential use come from deflection rather than breaking stress. Further, the ratio between stiffness and strength varies between species of wood. The "E" grade on the lumber will let architects and engineers figure spans directly rather than converting strength figures to deflection figures.

First to accept the new grading system is the Western Pine Association, which will publish it in their current handbook. Potlatch will start immediately to mark their own lumber with the new grades, and plans to make testing machines available—on sale or lease—to other lumber producers. The new system will be presented to FHA for evaluation in the near future.

ABS plastic pipe is accepted by FHA for residential drain, waste and vent lines

This marks the first time the FHA has approved any plastic pipe for any use inside the house. ABS—of acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene—is a high-impact plastic used in some outdoor sewage installations for over twelve years. The new FHA bulletin permits it to be used in non-pressure service, in diameters up to 4".

FHA's acceptance of the pipe was based heavily on the results of a three-year test conducted by Phoenix Builder John Long. Long installed ABS drainage and vent lines in a house, and after 32 months of use cut out sections of the pipe and submitted them to an independent laboratory for analysis. The lab found that the pipe was "not adversely affected by prior service conditions."

(Long plans to use ABS in his houses after he gets local code approval. He expects it to save approximately $90 per house in labor costs, compared with cast iron vent and drain lines.)

Other plastic pipes are currently acceptable to FHA for outside use: polyethylene for water supply lines, and several high impact plastics for sewage and drain lines.

Research house tests variety of new components

Masonite Corporation, working with the Lumber Dealers' Research Council, built the house to try out a number of new hardboard products—ranging from some already in limited use to completely "new" experiments. They include:

1. Stressed-skin exterior panels, finished on both sides, up to 12' long. Outside surfaces with both a new V-groove horizontal siding and an experimental ship-lap siding (shown in photo) were tested. Inside surfaces are finished with a photographic wood grain, with vertical lines that minimize the panel joints.

2. A nail-less fastening system for the panels. Matching grooves are cut in panel ends, epoxy adhesive is put on the contacting surfaces, and the panels are pushed together. Then two tapered splines are wedged into the groove to make the joint solid and weather tight. A metal plate joins the panels at the top.

3. A lightweight, prefinished interior partition system. It is spline-joined, nailed only at top and bottom plates. Masonite figures it will save $5 a linear foot over conventional partitions.

4. Lightweight passage and cabinet doors, made by inserting a spline between two edge-glued sheets of hardboard. The doors have convex surfaces and are extremely rigid. They are surface mounted, and run all the way to the ceiling so they need no headers. Builder Bob Schmitt has been using these doors for several months, figures he saves $10 on a 4-ft opening.

5. Kitchen cabinets made from simple hardboard-and-frame panels. Hardboard sheets are glued to 1x2s and 1x3s, and the resultant panels are ripped to make cabinets and shelving.

6. Single-sheet decking and roofing, another experimental application of V-groove siding. It was nailed directly over rafters spaced 16" or 24".

END
Stock size M-P units star in this "Window Spectacular"

PELLA WOOD MULTI-PURPOSE WINDOWS adapt readily to today's building methods and architectural designs. 20 ventilating and fixed sizes provide almost unlimited arrangements, accentuated by handsomely proportioned mullions. All-weather efficiency and reduced maintenance are ensured by self-storing storms and screens, stainless steel weather stripping and exclusive GLIDE-LOCK® underscreen operator. Call the PELLA distributor listed in your classified telephone directory or mail coupon.

ROLLSCREEN COMPANY, Dept.NB-17, PELLA, IOWA

Please send catalog on PELLA WOOD MULTI-PURPOSE and TWINLITE WINDOWS.

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

Name____________________________
Firm Name________________________
Address__________________________
City & Zone________________________State__________________
There's a new kind of Formica® Kitchen Cabinets for economy-conscious budgets...

Everyone wants Formica Kitchen Cabinets... Up until now not everyone could afford them

**HERE'S WHAT YOU GET...**
- Exclusive Brushed Finish
- No Fingermarking
- Unharmed by detergents
- Formica beauty and durability

**HERE'S WHAT YOU PAY...**
You buy cabinets surfaced with new Formica V-32 exactly the way you buy the quality wood cabinets you're using now... and at the same price.

Write for names of Formica cabinet manufacturers together with a set of samples of the new Formica V-32 with Brushed Finish.

---

FORMICA® laminated plastic

FORMICA CORPORATION
subsidiary of CYANAMID
DEPT. BD-2, CINCINNATI 32, OHIO
This is Formica Brushed Finish V-32... new for Kitchen Cabinets
NEW—Dozens of lighting situations beautifully photographed in full color

NEW—Stunning pull-downs, pendants, chandeliers and close-to-ceiling fixtures

NEW—Electronic dimming systems permit you to dial the mood you want

NEW—Ideas for partial illuminated ceilings

NEW—A complete line of elegant glass fixtures in color

Yours FREE from Moe Light
78 pages of NEW lighting ideas

Send today for your copy of Symphony of Lighting Styles

MOE LIGHT DIVISION
Thomas Industries Inc.
207 East Broadway, Louisville 2, Kentucky
Apartments with landscaped court rent fast in New Orleans

So many visitors liked these Studio Arms IV apartments that almost all 144 units were rented soon after opening day last November. And word-of-mouth praise helped secure tenants for an adjacent (and duplicate) building.

Prospects, used to small patios in old French Quarter apartments in the city, were attracted by the big enclosed court with its pool, unusual landscaping, and Tahitian teahouse (left in photo).

Each apartment has a 6'x26' balcony or a private terrace overlooking the court. The 800-sq ft units have two bedrooms and rent for $175 a month. An elevator serves the upper floors.

Architect Louis Clement paid special attention to eliminating noise. Floors are 3" concrete slabs, and between floors there is a 12" air space, 3" of insulation and a ½" layer of sheetrock. Clothes closets are placed to form party walls, have ½" insulated sheathing plus ¼" plywood. And the air-conditioning condenser units are on the roof, rather than on balconies as in many apartments.

The apartments were built by M. R. Fletcher, and were a joint project of Fletcher, F. V. D. deLaBarre, and the Walther Bros Corp.
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Leaders continued on p 174
Mobile-home communities on the desert

A fine desert site just outside Tucson gave Big Builder Bob Lusk an idea for diversifying his house and apartment building. Here was space in the resort country for a 300-acre deluxe trailer subdivision that would appeal to upper-income retired people. But Lusk knew he would have to create something very special to attract the kind of people he wanted.

Lusk has done a number of things to give "The Highlands" an upper-class air. First he treated the land like a fine subdivision. He planned curving streets so trailers would not be lined up like dominoes. He built a community building, pool, recreation area, and a nine-hole golf course. He built a well designed entrance and planted palm trees. He does not rent his sites, he sells them for $2,650 to $3,250 and charges an additional $600 for bringing in utilities. This lets him attract a stable, upper-income group. About half pay cash and all have money to afford good trailers, do a handsome job of landscaping, and make their mobile homes attractive.

Many pay several thousand dollars extra for permanent structures over or around their trailers. Eventually there will be 1,600 lots, two more community clubhouses, and two more golf courses.
or at the shore are a new land use idea

Thirty acres of waterfront property in the fashionable Balboa-Newport Beach area of Southern California gave Frank Carlton and Marshall Duffield a place to build "the nation's most luxurious mobile home development." This site practically assured them success because beach or bay land is almost impossible to get anywhere in the Los Angeles area.

When completed Bayside Village will have 300 mobile homes and boat slips. About 130 homes, 200 slips, a clubhouse, and pool are finished now. The developers sell new trailers and a house to enclose them for $15,950 to $24,000, plus ground rent of $80 to $150 a month. Leases run 25 years.

Lots are 2,200 to 3,000 sq ft. Trailers must be at least 10' x 40' and be 1958-or-newer models. Owners may bring their own trailers or buy a complete package from the developers. The trailer provides kitchen, dining room, bedroom, and bath. A 12'x40' cabana-living room is built around it. Larger models have two bedrooms and baths. Kitchens include a built-in gas oven and range, garbage disposal, refrigerator, Utility and telephone lines and a TV coaxial cable are underground. About 80% of the residents live here all year round.

MANY TRAILERS are completely integrated into the house structure. The trailer provides the mechanical core including kitchen, bath, and some heating. Land is leased, not sold.

PATIO LIVING on the water attracts both week-end and retirement families.

IMPRESSIVE CLUBHOUSE has big pool, private beach, boat slips, dining facilities.
Insulite Primed Siding
Performance Proved on more than 350,000 homes

Builders know from experience that this siding makes homes easier and faster to build and sell!

Builders who have used Insulite Primed Siding know it's easier to handle, easier to work with—and that it saves time and money on every house they put up.

MOVES HOMES FAST. Homes made with Insulite Primed Siding have much more appeal to buyers. The deep shadow line, the absence of knots and splits, the extra smoothness of the finish paint job means these homes move faster in almost any development. It gives you an important "extra" to sell: a lifetime of lower maintenance costs!

TRY IT YOURSELF. If you haven't yet used Insulite Primed Siding, plan for it on the next homes you start. You'll find out why the thousands of builders order and reorder.

CHOICE OF 3 DIFFERENT TYPES GIVES YOU DESIGN FLEXIBILITY Shown here is the vertical plain panel for board and batten construction. Panels are 1/2" thick in 4' x 8', 9' and 10' sizes.

Another choice is horizontal (lap) siding with the reversible Insulite "weather-drip" edges. Comes in 8", 10" and 12" widths, 1/4" thick in 16' lengths for less handling and fewer joints.

Also available are 4'x8', 9' and 10' vertical grooved panels with grooves spaced 8" on center. Long edges have shiplapped joints for tight, easy fitting.

EASY TO HANDLE—EASY TO WORK Easy to saw, plane and nail—and saves carpenters' time because it works so easily. Straight lengths, full widths and square cut ends mean less waste and less application time.

It has no grain so will not split or splinter, warp or bow. Nails start and drive home fast. No need to drill holes or use special nails. Excellent dimensional stability—boards stay butted.

TAKES PAINT BEAUTIFULLY Insulite Primed Siding comes ready for fast, smooth on-the-job finish painting. Fully primed on face, edges, ends and back to save cost of prime coat. In laboratory moisture tests, it had the best blister resistance of any material tested—and these results have been backed up by on-the-home use since 1957.
Chicago builder Larry Mills of Laurance H. Mills & Son, Inc. says:

"Not a paint complaint in the four years I've used Insulite Siding."

Larry Mills is a builder of quality homes in the 26 to 30 thousand dollar range in the Chicago area. He was one of the first builders to use Insulite Primed Siding. He became sold on its value immediately, and has used it on almost all the homes his firm has built since 1957.

COMPLETELY PRIMED. Why is Insulite Primed Siding so resistant to paint blistering? The complete deep-prime coat which is applied at the factory is one reason. In fact new construction can stand for several rainy days without a finish coat—and there's no need to worry about Insulite Siding taking up water.

HAS NO STRUCTURAL GRAIN. And this rules out splits and knots where water can penetrate beneath the coats to cause paint blistering.

Still another reason why Insulite Primed Siding holds paint so well is the exclusive angle-cut "weather drip" edge which makes water run off the edge, rather than run back under the siding.

REMEMBER THIS: Resistance to paint blistering is only one of many good reasons why Larry Mills and thousands of other builders are using Insulite Primed Siding. Ask your dealer about this performance-proved siding. Or for special information, write Insulite, Minneapolis 2, Minnesota.
What the leaders are doing
starts on p 173

Ten new models in Phoenix are Staggs' “compacts”

These are the newest houses in the rough-and-tumble competition for the low-priced market in Phoenix. Ralph Staggs built them for his big effort to capture the market between $8,970 and $12,165. His model group is in a huge new tract of 2,500 acres four miles south of downtown Phoenix, where he says some 40,000 people will eventually live. His “Park Phoenix” subdivision will have a large regional shopping center, apartments, light industry in a garden-type setting. Three schools, located around a park, will be right in the center.

Staggs now builds in six areas around Phoenix. These are his lowest priced houses, designed to attract prospects from the industrial south side. Says Staggs, “These houses are for the lower-income group that wants sound houses without frills, but with quality and space. Today’s buyers also want variety, so we’ve got 17 floor plans and 50 elevations.”

Staggs reports he built 1,300 houses last year.

$9,950 HOUSE has 934 sq ft plus outside storage, two bedrooms, one bath, masonry walls with furred-out drywall.

$11,910 HOUSE has 1,166 sq ft plus storage-laundry room, three bedrooms, two baths, an 11’x23’ living room, evaporative cooler.

Leaders continued on p 180
HUNTER...electric heat at its best

A. CONVECTION BASEBOARD—Fast-action rod-type heating unit with newly designed honeycomb heat cells provides quiet, efficient heat transfer. Low, safe surface temperature. Automatic control by built-in or wall thermostat.

B. FORCED AIR BASEBOARD—Entirely new type electric heating system combines the advantages of convection baseboard and forced air. Maintains ideal comfort with minimum heat loss. Floor-level thermostat.

C. TRIO CEILING UNIT—Heats, lights, ventilates. DUO Ceiling Unit is a combination heater and ventilator. Forced Air Ceiling Heater also available. All three units easily installed in bathroom ceiling.

D. VYCOR INFRARED HEATER—Use indoors or outdoors for quick, efficient infrared heat where ordinary heating is ineffective. Vycor silica glass tube by Corning. Special model for bathrooms with enclosed heating element.

E. BATHROOM CONVECTION BASEBOARD—34" in length, this new heater is finished in chrome and white to match standard fixtures. Thermostat control end-mounted for easy access. Same heating components as A above.

MAIL FOR CATALOG: Hunter Division—Robbins & Myers, Inc.
2428 Frisco, Memphis 14, Tenn. Send complete data on A B C D E to:
Name
Company
Address
This brochure is used by Santa Clara County to encourage better land use

In a few well illustrated pages it tells why "the common green" is important to the homebuyer, the developer, and the community.

It defines a common green as a "park-like open space in the center of a neighborhood or smaller group of houses and apartments. Its lawns, tree-shaded walks, gardens, and play areas are available to the surrounding residents for common use and enjoyment."

Santa Clara planners urge that developers substitute cluster subdivisions for "rubber stamp neighborhoods" or conventional subdivisions. In two examples shown (above, right) the cluster plan has fewer acres of streets and only half as much land in building sites—but has more dwelling units (604, vs 590 in the conventional plan), and 51 acres of open space (compared with none in the conventional plan).

The brochure encourages use of duplex clusters, townhouses, maisonettes, atrium or patio houses; and also shows how to group one-family houses around a cul-de-sac.

Large blow-ups of the brochure (5' x10') have been exhibited at county fairs and in other public places, and the display has been well received by the public and by community leaders. "The Common Green" and another booklet entitled "Greenways" can be obtained from the Santa Clara Planning Dept., County Office Building, San Jose.

"Let opening-day visitors enjoy the models without a sales pitch"

So says Builder Herman Sarkowsky, who followed his own advice when he opened these $21,500 houses in Tacoma.

"We planned our first three weekends just for exposure," explains Sarkowsky. "and pulled crowds of 3,000 the first weekend, 4,500 the second, and 1,100 the third. Instead of trying to make sales under these crowded conditions, our sales manager and his two men made firm appointments. Our guess was they could line up eight appointments in the time it would take to make one sale, and that the salesmen could do a better selling job in an hour or two some evening than they could on opening day.

"This is a wonderful way to sell," says Sales Manager Clint Hergert. "In our market and price class, people aren't buying on impulse, so they like this way of doing business. If they are interested enough to come back for appointments, they're good prospects. Our first 40 appointments brought five firm sales. In our market this is better than we expected."
The Arcadia Acme 500 is a sliding door that combines Arcadia quality and consumer acceptance with hardheaded builder economy. It already has been installed and tested in hundreds of homes in major tract developments, with enthusiastic approval by the builders. We believe no other door in Arcadia's long history of leadership has combined the versatility and value of this new builder line. Look closely, and see for yourself. The appearance is all Arcadia— with gracefully sculptured cast aluminum hardware inside and out. The performance is all Arcadia, too, with its exclusive weathertight design, inside sliding screen and flawless finish. The choice is yours—a choice of types and sizes up to 8'0" (stock 6'8" sizes available for immediate delivery), a choice of single or double glazing, and a choice of 3¼" jamb or 5½" jamb with integral molds. And every model is equipped with Arcadia's new lift-proof concealed latch (with cylinder lock optional). The opportunity is now—see your Northrop/Arcadia distributor or write for full details on Arcadia Acme 500 sliding doors—real Arcadia quality at a builder's price!

NORTHROP ARCHITECTURAL SYSTEMS
5022 Triggs Street, Los Angeles 22, Calif. / Angelus 2-6171
NOW YOU CAN OFFER HOME BUYERS THIS
GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION

Hotpoint

90-DAY REPLACEMENT

Guarantee of Satisfaction

This is to certify that Hotpoint hereby guarantees your complete satisfaction with this appliance.

Your new Hotpoint electric appliance has been engineered and manufactured to exacting quality standards. We are confident that it will render satisfactory performance. However, if you are not completely satisfied with the performance of your new Hotpoint appliance and notify the seller within 90 days of the date of purchase, we will replace it with a comparable model at no cost to you. Your appliance will be picked up and a new one promptly delivered to you. This guarantee assures your complete satisfaction with the performance of this appliance. It does not, of course, cover disconnection and reconnection costs of built-in or plumbed-in products. This guarantee supplements the Hotpoint parts and labor Warranty against manufacturing defects, and applies within the continental United States, Hawaii, and Alaska.

This guarantee made by Hotpoint

A Division of General Electric Company, 5600 West Taylor Street, Chicago 44, Illinois

TODAY’S HOME BUYERS WILL BUY WITH CONFIDENCE FROM THE BUILDER WHO OFFERS THIS GUARANTEE!

Hotpoint gives you an unequalled selection of top quality built-in Town and Country ranges, ovens, surface units, dishwashers, disposals, automatic washers and dryers—and they are all backed by Hotpoint’s unprecedented Guarantee of Satisfaction—exactly as stated in the above Certificate. This unprecedented written Guarantee is positive proof to home-buying prospects that you’ve selected top quality appliances for your homes—and that you’re a top quality builder!
...and the
GREATEST LINE IN
HOTPOINT HISTORY!

- Town and Country Ranges—the popularity of this new type of built-in is sweeping the country. Your choice of 5 models.
- Customline Built-In-Ovens—the widest variety on the market. 9 models, including single and double ovens.
- Famous Hotpoint Cabinet Ranges—six 40 in. models, seven 30 in. models, two 19½ in. apartment models.
- Touch Command Home Laundries—6 Washer models and 6 "Speed Flow" Dryer models.
- Automatic Dishwashers—3 built-ins available, including models with "Double-Deck" washing action.
- Disposall® Food Waste Disposers—3 dependable models.

Hotpoint

A Division of General Electric Company, Chicago 44, Illinois
Two-tone oak floor combines a new, dark-finish, 9"x9"x½” laminated block called “Antique Oak” with lighter “Natural Oak” tiles in an eye-catching parquet pattern. Note that the lighter tiles can also be used diagonally on the wall as a decorative accent panel. Both blocks are t&g three-ply oak with an extra-durable factory-applied “satin” urethane finish. Higgins Industries, Inc., New Orleans.

For details, check No. 3 on coupon, p 200

Attention getters are rare: here are a dozen of them

Some are brand new ideas for products that never existed before. Others are striking changes in design or finish of familiar products. But any one of them would attract attention in a house—and give salesmen a talking point prospects would remember.

Wood folding doors (left) come in pre-finished or unfinished birch or lauan, 2’2” to 4’0” wide; 6’6”, 6’8½”, and (in the 4’0” width) 8’0” high. Doors can also be paired to fit larger openings. Woodmasters list for under $40.

New Castle Prods, New Castle, Ind.
For details, check No. 4 on coupon, p 200

Colored combination doors (right) and matching windows come in five colors and black. Aluminum frames are chemically pre-treated to assure strong bond of primer and have tough electrostatically applied finish coat.

Season-all Industries, Indiana, Pa.
For details, check No. 5 on coupon, p 200
Formica covered hoods are made in any pattern or color to customer's order, are competitive in price with stainless steel or copper hoods of same size. Equipped with NuTone fans and switches or with cut-outs for other fans.

For details, check No. 6 on coupon, p. 200

Corner toilet has triangular tank that fits snugly against walls. It not only creates a new look, but also can be a space saver in a small bath or powder room. This new Triangle syphon jet toilet comes in six colors and white.

For details, check No. 9 on coupon, p. 200

Half moon rosette adds elegance to standard 2 3/4" Kwikset 460 locksets, is reversible for left- and right-hand doors. Rosette No. 1-287 lists for $4.70, comes in all popular finishes, measures 11" high by 5" wide.

American Hardware, Anaheim, Calif.
For details, check No. 12 on coupon, p. 200

Built-in chime clock comes with modern, provincial, or (shown above) colonial face, has a 16-volt clock movement that needs no 115-volt wiring. List prices start at $22.50 ($7 less without built-in chimes).

NuTone, Inc., Cincinnati.
For details, check No. 7 on coupon, p. 200

Built-in toaster makes four slices. It can be used in hinged-out position (shown above) or lifted from recess and used anywhere. Closed, it fits flush against wall. Its housing is designed to fit between standard-spaced studs.

Swanson Mfg Co., Owosso, Mich.
For details, check No. 10 on coupon, p. 200

Italian marble knobs are made from black and gold veined Portoro #1, solid white Crema, multi-hued reddish Rosso, or black and white Panazzo marbles. They are 2 1/4" in diameter, for use with Towne cast brass back plates.

Yale & Towne, New York City.
For details, check No. 13 on coupon, p. 200

Paneled front dishwasher can be matched to any cabinets. Special trim kit for door and lower panel accommodates 1/2" material; a second type fits 1/4" laminates; or maker supplies unfinished birch for staining or painting.

Hobart Mfg Co., Troy, Ohio.
For details, check No. 8 on coupon, p. 200

Built-in food warmer fits flush into laminate or ceramic tile tops. It has three settings: low for bread and rolls; medium for meat, fish, and vegetables; high for coffee or to thaw frozen food. Consumes 340-w, 120-v.

Barday Inc., Beverly Hills, Calif.
For details, check No. 11 on coupon, p. 200

Filigreed escutcheons come in two sizes: 8"-diameter full-round plates for 5" backsets, and 11"-high half-round plates for standard 2 3/4" backsets. There are two series: Lancer (shown above) and Valiant, with a dual-scroll design.

Weslock Co., Huntington Park, Calif.
For details, check No. 14 on coupon, p. 200

New products continued on p. 188
For conventional construction or components... choose Southern Pine for strength, economy and performance.

For wall framing...
proper seasoning at the mill assures uniform size and stability.

For roof construction...
Southern Pine dimension is uniformly graded over its entire length. This permits simple beam, cantilever, continuous or tension loading as required for trussed rafters. These same qualities also apply to conventional rafters and ceiling joist construction.

For joisted floors...
the U. S. Forest Products Laboratory, America's foremost authority on wood, in their Technical Bulletin 408 rate Southern Pine tops for hardness, toughness, stiffness, bending strength, and nail-holding power, all requisites for dependable joisted-floor construction.

"For quality Miller Homes, we use components built of dependable Southern Pine."

says J. Clifford Miller, Jr., President, Miller Manufacturing Company — Prominent Pre-Crafted Home Manufacturer. Richmond, Virginia.

"For trusses, wall units, and joisted floors... even for most of the interior and exterior finish... we use Southern Pine exclusively. That way, we save time and money, and still satisfy the most discriminating of our Miller Home Buyers."

ASK YOUR NEARBY RETAIL LUMBER DEALER FOR GRADE-MARKED, SPA TRADE-MARKED

SOUTHERN PINE
It's dry...pre-shrunk...from the mills of Southern Pine Association.

The Federal H&HFA says that the requirements for an all purpose, full-length stress-rated grade to use in trusses and light framing is "most nearly approached today in SOUTHERN PINE."

For trusses, wall units, and joisted floors... even for most of the interior and exterior finish... we use Southern Pine exclusively. That way, we save time and money, and still satisfy the most discriminating of our Miller Home Buyers."
NEW G-B DUCT WITH ALUMINUM CASING

combines air distribution, thermal insulation, sound absorption and vapor barrier—all in one economical product!

Look at all the advantages you get with a prefabricated air duct made entirely of high-density fiber glass insulation: built-in sound traps that eliminate objectionable equipment and air rush noises • thermal insulation that keeps fuel and electric bills at a minimum • faster, less expensive installation—50% faster than insulated sheet metal ducts • vapor barrier protection that assures moisture-free ducts. G-B Duct comes in lightweight, ready-to-install 6’ sections that are easily assembled with only a knife, standard sheet metal fittings, and vapor barrier tape. Enclosed in a hardened aluminum casing that is sealed by a unique welding process, G-B Duct meets the strictest fire codes for residential or commercial heating and air conditioning. In homes, shopping centers, clinics, motels, schools, and office buildings across the nation, G-B Duct is providing efficient, economical air handling at less cost to the builder and the owner. It will pay you to thoroughly investigate G-B Duct. Write for detailed information today.

GUSTIN - BACON
Manufacturing Company
258 W. 10th St., Kansas City, Mo.
New products

Dishwasher has rack to hold pans when top dish basket is lifted out. Other features of this top-of-the-line, Imperial 900 dishwasher include: water-supply heat booster, upper and lower spray arms, choice of 20 front styles.
Waste King Corp, Los Angeles.
For details, check No. 15 on coupon, p 200

30-inch drop-in range has full width oven, 2,600-watt surface unit. Other features include automatic rotisserie, satin chrome top, twin-tower push-button controls, pull-off door available in seven popular colors.
Hotpoint, Chicago.
For details, check No. 16 on coupon, p 200

Five new products for your most important room

12-second coffee maker grinds coffee, runs hot water through it, pours, and washes away used grounds. Coffee Butler is 12" wide, 22" high, 3" deep, requires 110-v service and a cold water line.
Havajava Mfg Corp, Glendale, Calif.
For details, check No. 17 on coupon, p 200

12-cup coffee maker holds over a gallon of water, keeps it at brewing temperature, makes “full pot” in four minutes. Water can also be used for tea or other hot beverages. Unit is built into wall cabinets.
Cory Corp, Chicago.
For details, check No. 18 on coupon, p 200

Fold-out hood lies flush with face of kitchen cabinets (left photo) when not in use, opens out an extra-deep 7" (right photo) so it can catch fumes from oven door left open for broiling.
Unit has twin centrifugal blowers, discharges air either vertically or horizontally. Five-year guarantee.
Broan Mfg Co, Hartford, Wisconsin.
For details, check No. 19 on coupon, p 200

OTHER PRODUCT NEWS

Single control faucet has only one moving part. Control is turned to right or left to control temperature, pulled in or out to regulate flow. Spout is attached to hose, pulls out to become flexible rinsing spray.
Lawndale Industries, Aurora, Ill.
For details, check No. 20 on coupon, p 200

Vinyl-clad steel wire is used for the mesh of a new chain-link fencing. Called Colorguard, the fence is available in ten bright colors, and custom colors can be manufactured to order.
Colorguard Corp, New York City.
For details, check No. 21 on coupon, p 200

Compact cooling unit has 2-ton capacity, fits in case just 22" high, 30" wide, and 38" long. Key to the small size is a mixed flow fan which has the same performance characteristics as a centrifugal fan, but requires much less space. Units are available in capacities of from 2 to 15 tons.
Trane Co, LaCrosse, Wisconsin.
For details, check No. 22 on coupon, p 200

Through-wall cooling units have been added to the “WhispAir” line of smaller air conditioning units. Like the original vertical models, the new units come in capacities of 18,000-22,000 Btu/h cooling capacity, and 48,150 Btu/h heating capacity.
Westinghouse, Staunton, Va.
For details check No. 23 on coupon, p 200

Polyester film can now be laminated to v-groove panels and to embossed and textured surfaces of hardboard and plywood, to finish and protect the entire surface from abrasion and staining. Videne will not crack or craze.
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co, Akron.
For details, check No. 24 on coupon, p 200

Two new finishes are offered for Bronzeglow birch kitchen cabinets: “Royal,” a dark shade, and “Heather,” a lighter finish with grey overtone and a light grain pattern. Finishings are available for both standard and provincial styles.
H. J. Scheirich Co, Louisville, Ky.
For details, check No. 25 on coupon, p 200

12"x12" parquet flooring is faster to install than standard 9"x9" blocks, will fit inside-module rooms with no cutting. Natural or dark oak finishes are available.
Wood Mosaic Corp, Louisville, Ky.
For details, check No. 26 on coupon, p 200

Disposer has plastic liner to keep detergents from corroding lower end bell. It is presently being installed in maker’s top models, will later be installed in all models.
In-Sink-Erator Mfg Co, Racine, Wis.
For details, check No. 27 on coupon, p 200

New products continued on p 190
Only from Westinghouse...so many ways to plan a kitchen

Door opens to the left and away from adjacent work surface when required by kitchen layout.

With work surface at left, reversible oven door provides same convenience. New 4-unit platform permits full use of cabinet drawer below the unit.

An exciting new breakthrough in range design

Design the kitchen anyway you want. This new Westinghouse built-in never interferes with your plans. It's the first wall oven with a side-mounted door that can be made to open from the left or right. This gives you greater kitchen plan flexibility. It gives your prospects greater convenience since they don't have to reach around or over a drop-down door as required by other wall ovens. Offer it with the Magic Mirror Door that lets you see in when the light is on. Or you can offer it with a solid door in beautiful CONFECTION COLORS. For full details, see your Westinghouse Distributor. Remember, you can be sure...if it's Westinghouse.

FEBRUARY 1962

Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Contract Sales Department
Mansfield, Ohio

Please send me catalogue with complete details on the Westinghouse major appliances.

Name:

Address:

City ________ Zone ________ State ________

These appliances plus Heating & Air Conditioning, Wiring Devices, Micarta® Counter Tops, Apartment Elevators are all available through one point of contact. See your Westinghouse Residential Sales Manager, or write Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Contract Sales Dept., Mansfield, O.
New products

Jamb jig saves 20 to 30 minutes per door frame (six carpenter-hours in an average house). Adjustable to 8 different sizes, the jig eliminates planing doors to fit openings. Mitered trim fits exactly because jambs are plumb, square, and straight.
Mora Products Inc., Mora, Minn.
For details, check No. 28 on coupon, p. 200

Universal truss jig can be set up for almost any truss—hip, scissor, gable, or straight floor trusses (see Hometalk Dec., p. 192). Forty-foot-long, all-steel jig has keyed and calibrated clamps so new designs can be set up accurately and quickly.
Automated Building Components, Miami.
For details, check No. 29 on coupon, p. 200

These products make the building job faster or easier

Closet bracket serves as clothes hook, rod holder, shelf stop, and shelf support. The 23½" bracket is moulded of reinforced plastic, needs no painting, and has screw slots for studs 16" and 24" oc. List: $2.95 a set.
J & N Mfg., Minneapolis.
For details, check No. 30 on coupon, p. 200

Adjustable hangers come in two widths. One size fits 2x6, 2x8 and 2x10 joists. A second type fits 4x6s, 4x8s and 4x10s. Side tabs are simply bent down (see drawing) to form pocket of required depth.
For details, check No. 31 on coupon, p. 200

T&G plywood now comes ½", ¾", and 1½" thick. Lab tests by DPPA show that the T&G joints are so much stiffer that ½" plywood underlayment can be used on joists 16" oc without blocking (or ¾" plywood on joists 24" oc).
Douglas Fir Plywood, Tacoma.
For details, check No. 33 on coupon, p. 200

Sliding door adjuster uses lever action to raise or lower doors. Only one screw needs to be loosened on each hanger. Scotomatic hanger is now standard on Scottie 2050 door sets which fit doors ¾" to 1¾" thick.
Kennatrack Corp., Elkhart, Ind.
For details, check No. 34 on coupon, p. 200

Smooth surface flakeboard takes one-coat finish for most applications. Reason: accurate factory sanding plus a new translucent surface filler. Filled Timblend comes in sizes up to 54"x192", ¾" to 1½" thick.
Weyerhaeuser Co., Tacoma.
For details, check No. 32 on coupon, p. 200

10-minute laminate adhesive is a high-strength, heat-resistant, fast-drying contact adhesive that can be applied by brush, trowel, roller, or spray. Fast-bond 10 is oil-, grease-, water- and oxidation-resistant.
Minnesota Mining, St. Paul.
For details, check No. 35 on coupon, p. 200
Steel post caps can be used singly or in pairs to tie together post and beam connections as required by FHA in extreme wind areas (Paragraph 818-8.4). A single post cap resists approximately 480 lbs uplift.

Timber Engineering Co, Wash, DC.
For details, check No. 36 on coupon, p 200

60 pound generator produces 1,500 watts of 115-volt AC current. Permanent magnets mean no generating capacity is needed to supply magnetic coils—hence the 45-lb weight reduction. Mite-E-Mite lists for $249.50.

Hearth Industries, Wellsville, N.Y.
For details, check No. 37 on coupon, p 200

Aluminum encased duct has high density glass fiber lining that serves both as a sound absorber and thermal insulation for heating and cooling systems. Armaglas duct can be cut with a knife, joined as shown above.

Armstrong Cork, Lancaster, Pa.
For details, check No. 38 on coupon, p 200

Rubber base sealer bridges gaps up to ¼-inch wide in ductwork, withstands pressure up to five psi and temperatures up to 200°F. Sealer can be applied by brush, caulking gun, or pressure extruding equipment.

Minnesota Mining, St. Paul.
For details, check No. 39 on coupon, p 200

Plastic pipe thermal joiner is designed to bond solvent-resistant thermoplastic pipe and fittings of materials like polypropylene, polyethylene, and chlorinated polyethylene. Thermo-Seal tool (left photo) heats inside of fitting and outside of pipe to thermal fusing temperature in seconds. Then fitting is pushed onto pipe to form permanent, leakproof joint (right photo) in about ten seconds. Joint cools quickly, is ready for pressurization almost immediately. Compact lightweight aluminum tool can be used on-site or in the shop.

Tube Turns Plastics, Louisville.
For details, check No. 40 on coupon, p 200

Compact two-way radio is said to be the smallest VHF-FM transmitter-receiver marketed to date. It is 9.5" high, 5.3" wide, 1.7" deep and weighs less than four pounds. Voice Commander is battery powered, has a built-in speaker and microphone.

General Electric, Lynchburg, Va.
For details, check No. 41 on coupon, p 200

Automatic print developer has heated motor-driven roller to make uniform black diazo prints as well as blue line and sepia prints. It is a new companion piece for the Expediter printer (see H&H Mar. ’61). Both units handle paper up to 42" wide, make copies for about 1½¢ sq ft.

Rotolite Sales, Stirling, N.J.
For details, check No. 42 on coupon, p 200

Double-size duplicator prints up to 7,000 16"x18½" sheets an hour. Model D490-DAU-DP can also feed two different stacks (up to legal size) at the same time.

Rex Rotary, New York City.
For details, check No. 43 on coupon, p 200

... and these products can speed office work

Publications start on p 194
SAVE MONEY with SANFORD roof trusses

• Save up to $200 a house while adding strength to roof construction.
• Sanford is the choice of the nation’s largest home manufacturers.
• Sanford trusses out-sell all other truss systems.
• More Authorized Sanford Fabricators add up to better service, lower costs.

• See your Telephone Yellow Pages or write for Authorized Fabricator nearest you.

SANFORD TRUSS, INC.
Main Office
P. O. Box 1177 • Pompano Beach, Florida
Other Offices
Anaheim, California • Phoenix, Arizona
Dallas, Texas • Indianapolis, Indiana
In Canada
Sanford Canadian Truss, Ltd.

Unblemished continuity of texture... possible only with Soss Invisible Hinges.

Philip Meathe and his associate, William Kessler, of Meathe, Kessler Architects, Grosse Pointe, Michigan, specify Soss Hinges when their designs call for a smooth, unbroken area surrounding a door or other functional opening.

Pictured at right is the dramatically paneled dining room wall in the private residence of Mr. and Mrs. Philip Meathe, located in Grosse Pointe, Michigan. Your architect knows how Soss Invisible Hinges can enhance the beauty of your home.

SOSS INVISIBLE HINGES

For complete information and prices, contact your building supply dealer or write us.

SOSS MANUFACTURING COMPANY

HH-102 P. O. Box 38, Detroit 13, Michigan

Note how the door with Soss Invisible Hinges retains the flowing, unbroken vertical lines of the entire paneled wall.
Lau Deluxe Wall Vanities add extra sales appeal to any bathroom. The clean, functional design and many built-in features are unmatched by other cabinets. Two distinctive styles and three builder sizes provide the right unit at the right cost. See the Lau Wall Vanity before you buy...you'll be glad you did.
Pocket-sized catalog covers seven electrical lines

This compact, convenient, 156-page book includes photographs (many of them in color), descriptions, and technical data on the manufacturer’s seven lines of electrical equipment—267 new products introduced during 1961. They include:

Ventilating hoods. Twelve models are shown with dimensions and the accessories necessary to install them.

Fans and heaters. This section covers kitchen and bathroom exhaust fans, combination bathroom fans and resistance heating units, and infra-red ceiling heaters, both resistance and lamp type.

Recessed lighting fixtures, many of them prewired. Included is a basic unit with 18 different types of trim.

Surface mounted lighting fixtures for both indoors and outdoors. Most fixtures are shown in color to make choices easier. Dimensions are given.

Intercom systems, some of them transistorized. Units shown include AM/FM radios, and outdoor stations.

Door chimes, including pushbuttons and transformers.

Electric heating units, including baseboard units, fan-forced wall units, in-the-wall and portable radiant heaters, and radiant heating.

Attic fans, including both vertical and horizontal discharge models, and interior and exterior automatic shutters.

Emerson Electric, St. Louis, Mo.

For details, check No. 44 on coupon, p 200

How to install laminates on walls and built-ins

Twenty four pages, eight of them in four-color, provide technical information on how to select and apply Micarta melamine laminates. Included are five pages of detail drawings like those below, showing corner and joint details for walls, counters and various types of cabinets; movable partitions and other types of commercial applications. Color photographs show the complete line of colors and patterns.

There is also a section on special products, with technical data on fire-resistant laminate and a new 3/32” Micarta for use on walls, doors, etc.

There are detailed specifications on the physical properties of the various types of laminates, a section on architectural specifications, and a two-page table covering all nine types of Micarta, with their correct applications, technical information, and the width and length of the sheets in which they are available.

Westinghouse, Hampton, SC.

For details, check No. 45 on coupon, p 200
Pioneer Long Island Developer Features Kelvinator Appliances

Here's a deluxe refrigerator-freezer with plenty of "wife appeal." It's the Kelvinator Model 761N. Exclusive "No-Frost" system means it never needs defrosting in either the freezer or refrigerator compartment. It's 13.7 cu. ft. big and has a giant sized freezer that holds up to 105 lbs. of food. It has all the deluxe convenience features to make milady's eyes light up.

Cord Meyer Development Co. Adds "Wife Appeal" to 15-Story Luxury Apartment House

Here's the architect's rendering of the 15-story, centrally air-conditioned Continental Apartments, now under construction at Queens Blvd. and 70th Ave. in Forest Hills, Long Island. It's the latest achievement of the Cord Meyer Development Company, pioneer developers of Forest Hills. Since 1927, "Built and managed by the Cord Meyer Development Company" has meant the ultimate in excellent design and expert management. Scheduled for completion in late 1962, the Continental will have 254 apartments, 19 professional suites, an underground 100-car garage, roof solarium, ample public areas, and landscaped grounds. The building will occupy less than 50% of the site, and its tasteful elegance has already attracted brisk advance rentals. Part of its appeal to luxury-loving homemakers is the inclusion of work-saving Kelvinator appliances in every kitchen.

Roll-out top rack in this new Kelvinator built-in dishwasher revolves by water action during washing and rinsing cycles... guarantees that water and detergent spray hits every bit of tableware. Top rack adjusts up or down. Bottom rack rolls out for easy access to dishes in back. Naturally, these "wife savers" make a happy impression on every woman prospect.

Kelvinator Appliances

Kelvinator Division, American Motors Corp., Detroit 32, Michigan

Refrigerators • Ranges • Automatic Washers • Clothes Dryers • Food Freezers • Room Air Conditioners • Dishwashers • disposers • Water Heaters • Dehumidifiers
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Here are just a few of over 1000 home products made by Progress, world's largest producer of residential lighting and related electrical products.

**HALL AND FOYER LIGHT**—jeweled swivel sphere with perforated diffuser. Perfect accent for hall or stairway.

**RADIO-INTERCOM—AM-FM** system with master station, 3 indoor remote and 1 outdoor remote stations. Choice of finish and easy to install.

**VENTI-LIGHT**—bathroom light and air requirements satisfied with one simple installation. Two 60 W lamps... quiet, powerful impeller fan... snap-in grille adjusts to plaster thickness.

**AIRSWEEP**—amazing new Airsweep Range Hood removes smoke and cooking odors electronically. Premired and easy to install. Uniquely engineered horizontal boiler sections mean maximum fuel savings. And Hydrotherms are guaranteed for 25 years.

Please send me complete information on:

- HALL LIGHT
- RADIO-INTERCOM
- AIRSWEEP

Name
Firm
Street
City Zone State

PROGRESS MANUFACTURING CO., INC.
Philadelphia 34, Pa.

For copies of free literature, check the indicated number on the coupon, p 200.

**Publication brochures**

**SLIDING GLASS DOORS**. Loose-leaf spec sheet.

**TUB & SHOWER ENCLOSURES**. Loose-leaf spec sheet.

**ASBESTOS-CEMENT CONDUIT**. 6-page folder.

**FOUNDATION DRAINAGE AND DOWNSPOUT PIPE**. 3 new bulletins.

**REDWOOD INTERIOR FINISHES**. 6-page folder.

**CALCIUM CHLORIDE SOLUTION IN CONCRETE**. 4-page loose-leaf insert.

**OVERLAY SURFACED AND FIBER PLYWOOD**. 8 pages.

**ALUMINUM WINDOWS AND ACCESSORIES**. 12 pages.

**WIRING DEVICES**. 90 pages with 15-page index.

**STAINLESS STEEL SINKS**. 40 pages.

**LIGHTING FIXTURES**. 58 pages.

**WEATHERSTRIPPING**. 28 pages.

**WEATHER PROOF WIRING DEVICES**. Bell Electric Co, Chicago. (Check No. P17)

Want more facts? Write today to:

**HYDROTHERM**

Debt. 13-HH
Northvale, N. J.

When you need the best... at a price you can build on... specify Hydrotherm!

Gas fired Hydrotherms will assure years of heating comfort for your homes, regardless of size or type. And the industry's widest choice of sizes (eleven — from 50,000 to 300,000 BTU/Hr input) gives you "custom" size selection. Hydrotherms pass through standard doors, take little floor space, are simple and easy to install. Uniquely engineered horizontal boiler sections mean maximum fuel savings. And Hydrotherms are guaranteed for 25 years.

WRITE FOR BULLETIN #HY-F100 TODAY!

Also available: Packaged Hydrotherms, factory assembled with all hydronic accessories for even greater installation saving... and for heavy duty industrial applications (capacities from 360,000 to 3,600,000 BTU/Hr) ask about Hydrotherm MULTI-TEMPS.
The No. 1 Home-Selling Promotion

In September, 1962, Better Homes and Gardens — America’s Family IDEA Magazine — will give its full support to America’s top home-selling promotion. And this will be the 10th consecutive, successful year! Nearly sixteen million readers will see the home plans (for which participating builders get complete working drawings).

Active prospects... by the millions!

BH&G’s Idea Home Program will draw it’s 15-millionth visitor to the 1962 event. The 1961 program drew an opening day attendance of 400,000, and a total attendance of 1,250,000. 85 Idea Homes were built in 1961, and, since 1953, 736 Idea Homes have been built. It’s a proven promotion...resulting in many millions in home sales over the past nine years.

Builders report Idea Home success stories!

Every year, everywhere, builders report big sales from BH&G’s Idea Home Program. “. . . best traffic we ever had,” said a Tacoma builder. “. . . a huge success and would like to participate next year,” wrote an Indiana home builder. The 1962 event promises to be another hit, with five distinguished houses designed with buyer and builder in mind.

Here’s how YOU can cash in

The BH&G Idea Home Program allows you, the builder, to choose the right plan to suit your market in price, land, and homebuyers’ tastes and needs. Today, find out how you can be the builder who will receive the many advantages of the program, plus the complete promotion kit. Plan now for profits . . . and make 1962 your most successful sales year—ever!

MAIL COUPON TODAY

Yes! — send me full details on the 1962 Idea Home Program and what it can mean for my sales.
Idea Home Coordinator, 1716 Locust Avenue, Des Moines 3, Iowa
Please tell me how I can be the exclusive Idea Home builder in my area. Dept. HH-22

Name___________________________
Company________________________
Address_________________________
City________________Zone____State____
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Publications

Start on p 194

SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS. 13 spec sheets. Ken­
co Pump, Cleveland. (Check No. P20)

ZINC-BASED ALLOY FLASHING. 12-page book­
let. Hydrometals Inc, New York City.  
(Check No. P21)

TRIP-L-GRIP FRAMING ANCHORS. 4-page fold­
er. Timber Engineering Co, Washington, 
D.C. (Check No. P22)

PANELS FOR WALLS AND ROOFING of colored 
corrugated galvanized steel. Two spec­
sheets. Binkley Co, Warrenton, Mo. (Check 
No. P23)

INSULATION WITH CELLUCTE EXPANDED 
POLYSTYRENE. 6-page folder. Gering Plas­
tics, Kenilworth, N.J. (Check No. P24)

CONDENSATION—its causes, effects, and 
cures. Reflectal Corp, Chicago. (Check No. 
P25)

BENEFITS OF CONCRETE ADITIVES. 6-page 
folder. Master Builders Co, Cleveland. 
(Check No. P26)

FRESH WATER FROM SALT WATER with flash 
evaporation condensation. 8-page bulletin. 
Aqua-Chem Inc, Waukesha, Wis. (Check 
No. P27)

Management aids

COORDINATED DECORATOR KITS including 
accessories for motels, hotels, and model 
houses are described and priced in special 
brochure. Acorn Venetian Blind Mfg, Chi­
cago. (Check No. P28)

PROFITABLE GOLF CLUB OPERATION. 10-page 
booklet. Golf Club Management Co, Chi­
cago. (Check No. P29)

How to use copying products in the 
realty business. 16-page booklet. Thermo­
fax, Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing 
Co, St Paul. (Check No. P30)

EMPLOYEE RELATIONS IN ACTION. Round 
up of employee discipline problems and 
management handling presented case-his­
tory style. Man & Manager Inc, New York 
City. (Check No. P31)

Product bulletins

NEW DUCTITE COUPLINGS. 4-page folder 
describes water-tight joints in below-grade 
air duct applications. Johns-Manville, New 
York City. (Check No. P32)

HOW TO BUILD A FORM. 12-page booklet. 
Symons Clamp & Manufacturing Co, Chi­
cago. (Check No. P33)

GLIDORAMA CURTAIN WALL SYSTEMS. For 
residential use. Whizzer Industries, Ponti­
tiac, Mich. (Check No. P34)

WOOD LOUVER DOORS AND WINDOW SHUT­
tERS. 4-page brochure and a 17" x 22" 
wall chart. Jessup Door Co, Dowagiac, 
Mich. (Check No. P35)

COMPACT SEWAGE PLANT GIVES BIG-CITY 
PROCESSING TO AREAS LACKING MUNICIPAL 
FACILITIES. 16-mm, 10-min film in sound 
and color. Free showing. For scheduling, 
write Link-Belt Co, Dept PR, Prudential 
Plaza, Chicago 1.

Publications continued on p 199

FASCO

SHE'LL SMILE...
Publications

Quick-Response Photoelectric Control for Outdoor Lighting. 6-page circular. General Electric Co, Schenectady. (Check No. P36)

Clay Pipe Case History. 12-page booklet. Wedge-Lock Clay Pipe Manufacturers. (Check No. P37)

Fallout Filter Kits for Home Shelters. Cambridge Filter Corp, Syracuse, N.Y. (Check No. P38)

Micarta Bath and Shower Walls. 8-page booklet. Westinghouse Electric Corp, Hampton, S.C. (Check No. P39)

Golden Oilmaster Boiler. 4-page brochure. Thatcher Furnace Co, Garwood, N.J. (Check No. P40)

Decorated Garage Door. Consumer brochure on door styles. Crawford Door Co, Detroit. (Check No. P41)


Self Closing Hinges with Spiral Action. 3 leaflets. Becker Spira-Lift Hinge Co, El Monte, Calif. (Check No. P43)

Portable Electrostatic Sprayer. Data sheet. Sames, New York City. (Check No. P44)

Roof Coating. Self flashing, elastomeric, fiberglass. 4-page folder. Ply-O-Glas Co of America, Great Neck, N.Y. (Check No. P45)

Steel Bi-Fold Doors. 4-page folder. Complete line. Linco Corp, Roseville, Mich. (Check No. P46)

Duo-Fast Staple Nailers. 4 pages. Line listed and described. Fastener Corp, Franklin Park, Ill. (Check No. P47)

Incinerator Line. 8-page mailer brochure. Brule Incinerators, Blue Island, Ill. (Check No. P48)

All Fuel Chimney with internal soot drain and snap-lock assembly. General Products Co, Fredericksburg, Va. (Check No. P49)

Architectural Block. Two 8-page booklets show its decorative uses. Besser Co, Alpena, Mich. (Check No. P50)

Garden Fountain Assemblies. Color photos and spec sheet. Rain Jet Corp, Burbank, Calif. (Check No. P51)

Steel Sectional Garage Doors. 4-page mailer describes line. Morrison Steel Products, Inc, Buffalo. (Check No. P52)

Buyers Guide for Oil-fired Furnaces. 4-page folder contains information and specs on upflow, counterflow and horizontal oil furnaces. Chrysler Corp, Dayton. (Check No. P53)

Cabinet Hardware. Descriptive literature on new line of pulls and knobs. Washington Steel Products, Tacoma. (Check No. P54)

...at the gleaming appeal of stainless steel...

This is Fasco’s newly-designed ventilator grille styled in the durable, modern appeal of stainless steel. The use of stainless steel on grilles is another Fasco first... an imaginative move to give you more to sell in the way of beauty, performance and out-and-out home-buyer benefits. This is ventilation at its best—in quality, styling, builder convenience and value.

This is Fasco’s “Home Comfort” Line

10 Fan Models 54 Hoods 20 Ventilators 14 Electric Heaters

Fasco
**Publications**

**Merchandising aids**

REALTOR SALES TRAINING FILM. How to qualify prospects, stress features. Carrier Corp, Syracuse, N.Y. (Check No. P55)


CUTOUT DISPLAY is printed inside all Crestline window cartons. Accompanying brochure gives sales tips. Printed on same carton: rubber-band gun and target cutout for child's game. Crestline Windows, Wau- sau, Wis. (Check No. P56)

**Planning Kit** holds up to 20 prefinished panel samples, nine prefinished moldings, and descriptive literature. E.L Bruce Ply-Welch Co, Memphis. (Check No. P57)

**AIDS TO MORE EFFECTIVE SELLING.** How to use advertising and sales promotion aids. 40 pp. Anderson Corp, Bayport, Minn. (Check No. P58)

GAS HEATING. 4-page brochure shows heating units, stresses "quality." Mueller Climatrol, Milwaukee. (Check No. P59)

**Want more information?**

The numbers below are keyed to the items described on the New Products and Publications pages. Check the ones that interest you and mail the coupon to:

House & Home Room 1960, Time & Life Building Rockefeller Center, New York 20, N.Y.

**NEW PRODUCTS • February**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Pfl.</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Calif. Redwood finishes</td>
<td>P75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Gymnastics class salaries</td>
<td>P76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Calcium chloride in concrete</td>
<td>P77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Western Red Cedar data</td>
<td>P78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Georgia Pacific plywood</td>
<td>P79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Miami Window data</td>
<td>P80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Pass &amp; Seymour wiring</td>
<td>P81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Garthorn sinks</td>
<td>P82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Geneva kitchen</td>
<td>P83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Progress lighting fixtures</td>
<td>P84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Zero weather strips</td>
<td>P85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Bell wiring devices</td>
<td>P86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Waco skylights</td>
<td>P87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Zonotile plaster</td>
<td>P88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Kayoos pumps</td>
<td>P89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Hydrometer flashings</td>
<td>P90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Two framing anchors</td>
<td>P91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Hinkley panels</td>
<td>P92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Kennwithe insulation</td>
<td>P93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Reflectal condensation data</td>
<td>P94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Master Builders concrete</td>
<td>P95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Aqua-Chem water data</td>
<td>P96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Aseo deodorizer kits</td>
<td>P97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Golf Club management data</td>
<td>P98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Minnesota Mining thermofax</td>
<td>P99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Man &amp; Manager employee data</td>
<td>P100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Johns-Manville ceilings</td>
<td>P101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Symons form data</td>
<td>P102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Whizer curtain walls</td>
<td>P103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Terslip shutters</td>
<td>P104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>General electric control</td>
<td>P105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>Wedge-Loch chop pipe data</td>
<td>P106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Carnegie Silver kit</td>
<td>P107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>Westinghouse shower walls</td>
<td>P108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>Thalibier</td>
<td>P109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>Crawford garage door</td>
<td>P110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>Briggs 5700</td>
<td>P111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Specialty hinges</td>
<td>P112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>Somea Weatherguard</td>
<td>P113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>Pf-Glue roof coating</td>
<td>P114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>Linoleum doors</td>
<td>P115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>Flashtite nailers</td>
<td>P116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Brink incisors</td>
<td>P117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>General chime</td>
<td>P118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>Better architectural blocks</td>
<td>P119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>Rainjet garden fountain</td>
<td>P120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>Morrison garage doors</td>
<td>P121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>Chrysler furnaces</td>
<td>P122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>Washington hardware</td>
<td>P123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>Carrier training film</td>
<td>P124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>Crestline displays</td>
<td>P125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>E.L. Browning chroming</td>
<td>P126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Anderson selling aids</td>
<td>P127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>Mueller gas hearth</td>
<td>P128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>National Gypsum displays</td>
<td>P129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>Curtis promotion kit</td>
<td>P130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>Arvins salesman kit</td>
<td>P131</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PUBLICATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Westinghouse laminates</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Want more information?**

**NEW PRODUCTS • February**

1. 1. Freeway gas dishwasher
2. 2. Husky dishwasher
3. 3. Higgins oak flooring
4. 4. New England's folding doors
5. 5. Season all-colored combination doors
6. 6. Murray's kitchen doors
7. 7. NuTone's chime clock
8. 8. Hubert's panelized dishwasher
9. 9. Murray's corner toilet
10. 10. Systems' built-in bathroom
11. 11. Barday's built-in food warmer
12. 12. American Hardware rossette
13. 13. Yale & Towne knobs
15. 15. Waste King dishwasher
16. 16. Hotpoint drop-in range
17. 17. Hagevhouse coffee maker
18. 18. Corvy coffee maker
20. 20. Lawndale faucet
21. 21. Colorguard steel wire
22. 22. Trans cooling unit
23. 23. Westinghouse cooling unit
24. 24. Goodyear plastic film
25. 25. Scheinle cabinets
26. 26. Wood-Mosaic flooring
27. 27. In-Sink-Erator disposer
28. 28. Mora jams
29. 29. Automated Building jig
30. 30. J & N closet bracket
31. 31. Yeck bangers
32. 32. Weyerhaeuser floorboard
33. 33. Weyer-Make plywood
34. 34. Kemenmack door adjuster
35. 35. Minnesota Mining adhesive
36. 36. Two steel post caps
37. 37. Heath generator
38. 38. Armstrong duct
39. 39. Minnesota Mining sealer
40. 40. Tube turns pipe joiner
41. 41. 3-straight runner
42. 42. Rotolite print developer
43. 43. Rev. duplexer
44. 44. Emerson catalog
45. 45. Westinghouse laminates

**NAME**

**POSITION**

**FIRM**

**KIND OF BUSINESS**

**STREET**

**CITY**

**STATE**

**IMPORTANT:**

House & Home's servicing of this coupon expires May, 1962. In addressing direct inquiries please mention House & Home and the issue in which you saw the product or publication.

I wish to enter a subscription to House & Home for

1 year, $6 2 years, $8

US and possessions and Canada only

☐ New  ☐ Renewal

Signature

HOUSE & HOME
NEW... Revolutionary... COST SAVING!

Invis-↑-Nail®
by... GANG-NAIL®

Only Gang-Nail Fabricators offer exclusive new Invis-I-Nail. Used wherever plywood (or other sheeting material) is fastened to lumber. An ideal fastener for stressed skin wall panels. Makes stronger-than-ever box beams at lower-than-ever cost! Many residential, commercial and industrial applications.

Automated Building Components, Inc.
(Formerly Gang-Nail Sales Co., Inc.)
P. O. Box 47-836 • Miami, Fla. • OX 6-0930 • Area Code 305

POSITIVELY
will not overflow bowl or tank!

THIS CASE ONE-PIECE just won’t run over. That’s all there is to it. You can stop up the bowl, block the drain, even clog the sewer line, and the Case 3000 still won’t overflow... not even if the trapway is completely closed! Here’s why: Because of patented Case design, water automatically and positively shuts off when level approaches top of the bowl. The bathroom can be fully carpeted without a second’s hesitation. That’s not all. This new, wall-hung model has a “whispering flush” as do all other Case one-piece closets. It is, by far, the quietest operating water closet available anywhere. Case 3000 is available in glistening white or 45 other colors which correspond to those of other leading fixture manufacturers.

MAIL COUPON FOR FREE CATALOG

Please send, by return mail, your booklet describing Case water closets and lavatories.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY  COUNTY  STATE
WHOLESALE—

CASE MANUFACTURING
Division of Ogden Corporation
1054 Pine Street • Robinson, Illinois

FEBRUARY 1962
For sheer soundlessness, nothing matches Schlegel Woven Pile Weatherstripping. Its dense, soft pile won’t squeak (like plastic), screech or rasp (like metal). Windows and doors won’t bang or rattle—even in a storm. Seals weather out, seals heat and conditioned air in.

SMOOTH ACTION. Doors and windows ride smoothly on Schlegel Woven Pile Weatherstripping, under all weather conditions. They never stick or bind. Schlegel Woven Pile is friction-free.

GIVES SURE PROTECTION. Schlegel Woven Pile compresses, is truly resilient. It cushions doors and windows snugly and compensates for irregular metal or wood surfaces.

WEATHERPROOF. Neither air, rain, wind, nor dust can seep in. Only Schlegel Woven Pile is silicone treated to insure complete weatherproofing. Schlegel performance has been proven by rigid FHA tests for air infiltration.

We have much more information about various types and sizes of Schlegel Woven Pile Weatherstripping, yours for the asking.

Schlegel Woven Pile Weatherstripping keeps its resilience under all weather conditions. Wool fibres smooth out the uneven surfaces, give a firm, snug bond.

See us at: The HIP Show, Booth No. 712; The NERSICA Show, Booth No. 418

for protection that’s silent, smooth and sure

Schlegel

WOVEN PILE WEATHERSTRIPPING

SCHLEGEL MANUFACTURING COMPANY

P. O. Box 197, Rochester 1, New York • In Canada: Oakville, Ontario
a new world of hydronic heating excellence

Complete in this colorful new 12-page brochure — Radiant-Ray's entire residential baseboard line.

Introducing:

New — Snap-lock hanger, featuring provision for return pipe
New — Noiseless, reversible expansion cradles
New — Damper snaps in, independent of hanger location
New — Waste-reducing seven-foot length (all models now available in 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 foot lengths)
New — Brilliant white prime coat to blend with any decor

Ratings, dimensions, packaging and accessories for all units — heat loss calculation instructions, ordering information and installation details all included in this one brochure.

Available NOW— don't wait... Send for this informative brochure today and discover for yourself why Radiant-Ray baseboard leads the way to greater cost reductions and installation ease.

Please mail your free copy of your new 12-page brochure immediately:

NAME
TITLE
COMPANY
ADDRESS
CITY
ZONE
STATE

Radiant-Ray Radiation, Inc.
402 Hartford Avenue, New Britain, Connecticut

Available NOW— don't wait... Send for this informative brochure today and discover for yourself why Radiant-Ray baseboard leads the way to greater cost reductions and installation ease.
GET 30% TO 100% INCREASE IN FASTENING SPEED WITH Calwire® TOOLS BY BOSTITCH
THEY DRIVE STAPLES AND NAILS UP TO TWO INCHES LONG

Calwire brand air-driven Staplers and Nailers cut costs and speed the work of both prefabricated and on-the-job nailing. Weighing only four to six pounds, they are completely portable and operate on as little as 40 p.s.i. air pressure. A wide range of controls makes them quickly adjustable to the job, whether it calls for countersinking into hardwood or soft nailing into fiberboard or gypsum. Their simple, efficient construction assures long life and trouble-free operation. Designed for quick service—little down time—on the job.

For more information on how these modern fastening tools can help you speed production and increase your profits, call your Bostitch representative for the facts. He’s listed under “Bostitch” in your phone book.

Lightweight—fast—fires over 400 staples or nails a minute yet weighs only 4½ pounds.

CY Walking Stick reduces operator fatigue, helps increase production on large surfaces.

Heavy duty—low pressure—40 to 80 p.s.i. yet weighs only 6 pounds and is fast and foolproof.

Calwire tools are ideal for building trusses and preconstruction of various kinds.

BOSTITCH
STAPLERS AND STAPLES
522 BRIGGS DRIVE, EAST GREENWICH, R.I.